































under	 two	 conditions:	 bare	 negation	 showing	 negation-situation	 type	 compatibility,	 and	
negation	with	overt	aspectual	marking.	The	comparative	study	of	Beijing	Mandarin,	Taiwan	




In	 negative	 declaratives	without	 aspectual	marking	 (bare	 negatives),	 Chapter	 2	 shows	 that	
where	a	variety	has	more	than	one	standard	negator,	the	distribution	of	the	negators	mostly	
creates	systematic	semantic	contrast	instead	of	any	grammaticality	consequence:	Mandarin	
méiyǒu,	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	mou5	 and	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	mau5	 consistently	 offer	 a	
situation	 non-existent	 reading,	 while	 Mandarin	 bù	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	m4	 always	
involve	a	modality	reading	(habitual	or	volitional).	Based	on	the	relative	distribution	of	negation	
and	 different	 types	 of	 adverbs,	 Chapter	 4	 suggests	 that	 all	 standard	 negators	 in	 the	 four	




mou5	 and	mau5	 are	 standard	 negators	 developed	 from	 the	 negative	 existential	 predicate	
(non-existence	of	 entities)	 and	have	now	extended	 their	 function	 to	 verbal	 negation	 (non-












in	 V,	 hence	 the	 featural	 composition	 of	 the	 aspectual	 markers	 will	 determine	 their	
compatibility	 with	 negation.	 Precisely,	 the	 aspectual	 markers	 are	 argued	 to	 encode	
definiteness	 (a	 la	 Ramchand	 2008a,	 b)	 and	 only	 indefinite	 aspects	 are	 compatible	 with	
negation	 involving	 méiyǒu,	 mou5	 or	 mau5	 since	 definite	 aspects	 impose	 existential	
presupposition	 on	 the	 predicates	 which	 clashes	 with	 the	 non-existence	 semantics	 of	 the	
negators.	Bù	and	m4,	on	the	other	hand,	are	not	compatible	with	any	aspectual	marking	in	
standard	negation,	as	the	aspectual	marker	on	V	prohibits	the	presence	of	[Hab]	feature	which	
the	 generic	 operator	 in	 bù	 and	m4	 probes	 for.	 Therefore,	 the	 Chinese	 varieties	 display	 a	
typologically	 distinct	 type	 of	 definiteness	 encoding,	 where	 definiteness	 is	 not	 encoded	 by	
articles	 or	 case	 morphology	 in	 the	 nominal	 system,	 but	 realised	 in	 the	 verbal	 domain	 as	
aspectual	distinctions.		
	
The	 dissertation	 therefore	 resolves	 the	 well-known	 Chinese	 negation	 puzzle	 with	 novel	










































of	 the	methodology,	 to	 the	 interpretation	of	 the	data,	 to	 the	 shaping	of	my	analysis.	 I	 am	
fortunate	 to	have	David	here	 to	discipline	me	 to	 ‘just	 start	writing(!)’	when	 I	 so	wanted	 to	
procrastinate	about	it,	and	to	encourage	me	whenever	my	self-confidence	wavers.	Thank	you	
















generosity,	 have	 given	 me	 a	 great	 motivation	 to	 move	 forward.	 I	 have	 also	 been	 greatly	
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this	 dissertation	 aims	 to	 address.	 In	 this	 dissertation,	 I	 will	 systematically	 re-examine	 the	
relation	 between	 negation	 and	 aspect	 which	 is	 crucial	 in	 resolving	 the	 negation	 puzzle	 in	
contemporary	Chinese.	At	the	same	time,	the	investigation	extends	to	a	previously	unexplored	






of	 Chinese,	 which	 not	 only	 shows	 how	 such	 a	 negator	 emerged	 in	 history,	 but	 also	 has	
important	 implications	 about	 the	 connection	 that	 negation	 has	 with	 non-existence	 which	
prompts	a	reconsideration	of	the	received	understanding	of	Chinese	negation.1		
	




In	 the	 rest	 of	 this	 chapter,	 I	 will	 first	 sketch	 out	 the	 central	 puzzle	 of	 negation	 that	 a	
considerable	 amount	 of	 literature	 has	 attempted	 to	 solve.	 This	 puzzle	 presents	 important	
observations	which	draw	ties	between	negation	and	aspect.	Sections	1.3	and	1.4	will	present	























wo	 bu	 mai	 shu	







wo	 mai-le	 	 shu	




*wo	 bu	 mai-le	 	 shu	
		I	 	 not	 buy-PFV	 book	
Intended:	‘I	did	not	buy	books.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
c. *我沒有買了書	
*wo	 mei-you	 mai-le	 	 shu	
	 	I	 	 not-have	 buy-PFV	 book	
Intended:	‘I	did	not	buy	books.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
d. 我沒有買書	
wo	 mei-you	 mai	 shu	










*wo	 bu	 mai-guo	 shu	





wo	 mei-you	 mai-guo	 shu	
I	 	 not-have	 buy-PFV	 book	
‘I	have	not	bought	books	(before).’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
	 	




















aspect	markers.	Contrasting	example	(1)	with	(2-3),	bù	 fails	 to	perform	its	negator	 function	




an	 interpretational	 matter	 that	 stems	 from	 the	 narrow	 scope	 of	 negation.	 Ernst	 (1995)	
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proposed	 that	 bù	 is	 unacceptable	 in	 the	 presence	 of	 perfective	 markers	 due	 to	 its	












le	 are	 morphological	 alternants	 in	 complementary	 distribution	 —	 the	 former	 in	 negative	
contexts,	the	latter	only	in	affirmatives.	This	idea	has	been	adopted,	explicitly	or	implicitly,	in	





























better	understanding	of	what	the	 linguistic	 label	 ‘Chinese’	stands	for,	and	what	significance	
the	diversity	behind	it	has	in	the	present	discussion.	Traditionally,	the	term	‘Chinese’	has	been	
predominantly	 used	 to	 refer	 to	 Mandarin;	 all	 other	 Sinitic	 varieties	 are	 considered	 to	 be	
‘Chinese	dialects’.	 This	 is	 a	 textbook	 case	of	 how	 the	 language	or	 dialect	 status	 is	 a	 socio-
political	 decision.	On	 the	one	hand,	we	have	Norwegian,	 Swedish,	 and	Danish	 as	 cases	 for	
largely	mutually-intelligible	varieties	politicised	as	separate	languages;	on	the	other	hand,	we	
have	 mutually	 non-intelligible	 Chinese	 varieties	 conceptualised	 as	 dialects	 (or	 fāngyán	
‘regional	speech’)	in	China	for	political	reasons.	The	reality	is	that	Mandarin	itself	is	not	one	
single	uniform	variety	of	Chinese	but	a	subfamily	containing	further	regional	subdivisions,	each	
with	 a	 sizeable	 number	 of	 member	 varieties;	 the	 same	 is	 true	 for	 Cantonese,	 which	 is	
traditionally	considered	to	be	a	southern	Chinese	dialect.	According	to	Norman	(1988,	1993),	




divided	 it	 into	 five	 zones	within	 Guangdong	 Province	 and	 a	 further	 four	 zones	 in	 Guangxi	
Province,	though	the	exact	boundaries	are	still	controversial.	Based	on	phonological	variation,	








and	 look	 at	 specific	 varieties	 rather	 than	 the	 entire	 subfamily.	 In	 that	way,	 cross-linguistic	




Kong	 Cantonese	 represents	 the	 so-called	 standard	 variety	 of	 Cantonese	 for	 its	 strong	
resemblance	to	Guangzhou	Cantonese	while	Gaozhou	Cantonese	is	a	more	colloquial	variety	
with	very	scarce	documentation,	let	alone	formal	investigation.	The	choice	of	Chinese	varieties	
in	 this	 study	serves	 several	purposes.	First,	 in	 terms	of	Mandarin,	by	examining	a	northern	
variety	 and	 a	 southern	 variety,	 it	 helps	 disentangle	 the	 frequent	 debate	 over	 empirical	
observations	which	are	likely	due	to	the	Mandarin	variety	investigated	by	the	researcher.	In	
fact,	 Taiwan	Mandarin	 is	 not	 only	 a	 representative	 of	 southern	Mandarin	 but	 a	Mandarin	
variety	 that	 has	 been	 suggested	 to	 be	 strongly	 influenced	 by	 Taiwanese	 (a.k.a.	 Taiwanese	
Southern	Min),	 a	 Southern	Min	variety	brought	 to	Taiwan	when	 immigrants	 from	Fujian	 (a	
province	 in	Mainland	 China)	 settled	 in	 the	 territory	 since	 the	 late	 13th	 century	 (Kuo	 2005:	
Chapter	 4) 2 .	 Therefore,	 considerable	 structural	 differences,	 in	 addition	 to	 phonological	
contrasts,	have	been	reported	in	the	literature,	particularly	regarding	the	use	of	yǒu	‘have’	as	








are	 Taiwan	 Mandarin	 speakers,	 and	 81.9%	 are	 Taiwanese/Taiwanese	 Southern	 Min	 speakers	 (Taiwan	






would	 reveal	 the	 structural	 diversity	 that	 lies	within	 subfamilies.	 This	 is	 especially	 true	 for	
Cantonese.	As	we	 shall	 see	 in	 later	discussion,	 the	negation	 system	 in	Gaozhou	Cantonese	








Given	 the	 vastness	 of	 the	 topic	 of	 negation,	 the	 focus	 of	 this	 dissertation	 is	 on	 standard	
negation.	 The	 term	 ‘standard	 negation’	 is	 first	 mentioned	 in	 Payne	 (1985),	 with	 a	 clear	






in	 Giannakidou’s	 (1998)	 framework;	 cf.	 Forest	 1993	 and	 Miestamo	 2005	 for	 analyses	 of	
‘negation	 of	 proposition’	 when	 the	 affirmative	 structure	 does	 not	 have	 a	 straightforward	
negative	 counterpart,	 i.e.	 affirmative-negative	 asymmetry).	 In	 a	 nutshell,	 both	 ‘sentential	
negation’	and	‘standard	negation’	build	on	the	idea	of	clausal	negation,	but	‘standard	negation’	
puts	additional	emphasis	on	the	negation	strategy	to	be	productively	and	generally	applicable	
to	 the	 most	 basic	 verbal	 constructions	 (Miestamo	 2005).	 The	 present	 discussion	 follows	
Miestamo’s	(2005:	42)	definition	of	‘standard	negation’	(SN)	as	quoted	below:		
	
A	 SN	 construction	 is	 a	 construction	 whose	 function	 is	 to	 modify	 a	 verbal	




expressing	 ¬p	 cannot	 be	 formed	 in	 the	 language,	 and	 that	 is	 (one	 of)	 the	
productive	and	general	means	the	language	has	for	performing	this	function.		
	
This	 definition	 carries	 four	 main	 assertions	 that	 ‘standard	 negation’	 should	 be:	 (i)	 clausal	
negation	 (i.e.	negation	of	 the	proposition);	 (ii)	a	strategy	used	 for	simple	verbal	declarative	
main	clauses;	 (iii)	a	productive	strategy,	meaning	 that	 it	 is	not	a	strategy	 limited	 to	a	small	
idiosyncratic	set	of	verbs;	and	(iv)	an	obligatory	and	primary	strategy	to	express	negation	in	a	
given	 environment,	 which	 excludes	 any	 available	 but	 secondary	 alternatives	 in	 expressing	










Having	 set	 the	 focus	 on	 standard	 negation,	 the	 core	 of	 this	 thesis	 is	 built	 upon	 empirical	
findings	on	the	simplest	verbal	declarative	main	clauses.	Cases	involving	constituent	negation,	





productive	 negative	 marker	 in	 both	 Cantonese	 varieties.	 It	 indicates	 that	 the	 situation	
described	 in	 the	 proposition	 has	 not	 been	 realised	 up	 to	 the	 time	 of	 utterance	 without	










analysis	 of	 the	 relationship	 between	 negation	 and	 aspect	 in	 the	 variety	 can	 proceed	 is	 to	
identify	its	standard	negator(s);	the	primary	task	is	to	test	the	negator	status	of	mau5	jau5	‘not	
have’	in	Gaozhou	Cantonese.	To	establish	this,	in	the	remainder	of	this	section,	I	will	present	
evidence	 from	 two	 sources,	 namely,	 (i)	 official	 documentation	 in	Gāozhōu	 Xiànzhì	 (or	 the	
Gaozhou	County	Chronicle)	published	in	2006,	and	(ii)	spontaneous	conversation	recordings	
















                                                
3 	The	 PRC	 government	 has	 been	 carrying	 out	 large	 scale	 documentation	 of	 a	 range	 of	 minority	 (and	












(5-10).	The	square	brackets	are	added	 to	 the	original	examples	 to	 indicate	 the	appropriate	




keoi	 mau	 [jau	 zai.nui]	




aaFong	 mau	 [jau	 daaihok	 batjip	 	 manpang]	




Zoeng	sifu	 	 hangding	 mau	 [jau	 cyunzip]	





moudaa	 dinjing	zeoi	 mau	 [jau	 taitau]	




mau	 [jau	 jan]	 koengbik	 keoi	 caamgaa	 beicoi	




nei	 jau	 saugei	 	 maa	 —	 mau	 jau	
you	 have	 mobile.phone	 Q	 —	 not	 have	
‘Do	you	have	a	mobile	phone?	—	No.’	(GZC;	ibid.)	
	
An	 important	 observation	 follows	 from	 these	 six	 examples:	 jau5	 ‘have’	 in	 all	 six	 examples	
functions	as	a	lexical	verb	meaning	‘to	exist’	or	‘to	possess’.	For	instance,	in	(5),	the	sentence	
literally	means	 ‘he	not	possesses	 children’	where	 the	 subject	 ‘he’	 is	 the	possessor	and	 the	
direct	object	 ‘son-daughter’/	 ‘children’	 is	the	possessed,	hence	‘he	does	not	have	children’;	
this	is	fully	comparable	to	the	meaning	of	‘have’	in	the	English	translation.	In	(8)	the	meaning	
of	jau5	is	still	‘to	possess’	although	the	subject	is	an	inanimate	one	with	an	abstract	property	
as	 the	 possessed	 entity,	 thus	 can	 be	 paraphrased	 as	 ‘the	 movie	 does	 not	 possess	 (any)	
attraction’	or	‘the	movie	is	not	attractive’.		
	
According	 to	 Holmberg’s	 (2016)	 typological	 analysis	 of	 yes-no	 questions	 and	 answers,	
Mandarin	belongs	to	the	class	of	languages	where	answers	to	yes-no	questions	—	whether	as	





















keoi	 mau	 jau	 ziupaai		 daa		 ceot	 lei	 gaa	 ne	




faatleotsoeng	 mau	 jau	 kwaiding	 go	 dou	 mau	 baanfaat	




gei	 	 mau	 jau	 zi	 de	 go	












gong		 Baak	 	 houci	 mau	 jau	 gong	 bousongfaan	 wo	




di	 mai	 mau	 jau	 seoijiu	 hou	 do	 seoi	 gaa	 wo	




gong	waa	 mau		 jau	 haan	 	 kau	 	 gaa	




gingjin	 	 mau	 jau	 hoimun	 go	




go	 neoi		 	 mau		 jau		 gaau-dou		 tiumou		 de	




The	 demographic	 background	 of	 these	 tokens	 is	 noteworthy:	 these	 sentences	 are	 either	
produced	 by	 a	 particular	 speaker	 (speaker	 [A])	 or	 by	 speakers	 who	 are	 multi-dialectal	 in	
neighbouring	Chinese	varieties	—	[M1]	is	a	Hakka-Cantonese	bilingual,	[F5]	and	[F6]	also	speak	
another	neighbouring	Cantonese	variety	in	Maoming	city	and	Huazhou	respectively.	The	issue	






























	 BM	 TM	 HKC	 GZC	
‘not’	 bù	 bù	 m4	 mau5	














These	 questionnaires	 cover	 two	main	 issues:	 (i)	 negation	 and	 aspect	 compatibility;	 and	 (ii)	










examined	 in	 these	 surveys)	has	been	used	 in	 the	 first	 four	 sets	of	 sentences,	which	would	
reveal	the	relationship	between	negation,	situation	type,	and	viewpoint	aspect.	The	last	set	of	
sentences	 focuses	 on	 the	 distributional	 pattern	 of	 different	 standard	 negators	 and	 various	
kinds	 of	 adverbs.	 Chapters	 2-3	 will	 only	 discuss	 the	 findings	 on	 negation	 and	 aspect	
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compatibility;	 results	 on	 the	 issue	 of	 negation	 and	 adverb	 placement	 will	 be	 analysed	 in	
Chapter	4.	For	all	four	varieties	explored	in	this	study,	a	subset	of	speakers	was	selected	for	a	









structures.5	The	 range	of	average	scores	given	by	each	group	of	 speakers	 for	 these	control	
sentences	sets	the	threshold	for	completely	acceptable	(P)	and	completely	unacceptable	(*)	
sentences	respectively.	The	median	between	the	two	range	boundaries	defines	the	point	of	










which	 presumably	 can	 be	 attributed	 to	 the	 stronger	 force	 of	 standardisation	 in	 China,	
especially	 since	Beijing	 is	 the	capital	 city.	 In	contrast,	Gaozhou	Cantonese	speakers	are	 the	
least	 clear-cut	 with	 grammaticality,	 and	 the	 explanation	 is	 two-fold:	 (i)	 its	 lack	 of	
institutionalisation	—	Gaozhou	Cantonese	is	the	only	variety	that	is	not	an	official	language	in	

























                                                
6	All	others	are:	Beijing	Mandarin	as	official	language	of	the	People’s	Republic	of	China	(henceforth	China),	
Taiwan	Mandarin	(a.k.a.	國語 Guóyǔ)	as	the	official	language	of	the	Republic	of	China	(henceforth	Taiwan),	




	 Zhangsan	 1989	 nian	 zhu	 zai	 zher	
	 Zhangsan	 1989	 year	 live	 at	 here	
	 ‘Zhangsan	lived	here	in	1989.’	(Mand.;	Sybesma	2007:	581)	
	





	 Zhangsan	 zhu	 zai	 zher	















jingcha	 jiang	 (yu	 xia	 ge	 yue)	 qisu	 ta	 daoqie	





jingcha	 jiang	 (*xianzai)	 qisu	 ta	 daoqie	
police	 will	 now	 	 accuse	him	 theft	
Intended:	‘Police	will	accuse	him	of	theft	(now).’	(Mand.)	
c. 警察將(*昨天)起訴他盜竊	
jingcha	 jiang	 (*zuotian)	 qisu	 ta	 daoqie	















and	neat	 in	producing	 the	word	order,	 [V-Asp],	but	 it	 is	not	consistent	with	empirical	 facts	





ta	 (yijing)		 kan-le	 	 zhe	 feng	 xin	





ta	 kan-le	 	 (*yijing)	 zhe	 feng	 xin	




Ernst	 1994,	 Cinque	 1999),	 the	 assumption	 that	 the	 landing	 site	 of	 the	 verb	 is	 Asp0	 in	 the	
presence	of	overt	aspect	markers	like	le,	guo,	and	zhe	in	Mandarin	and	their	counterparts	in	













The	 remainder	of	 this	 thesis	will	 be	devoted	 to	 a	 thorough	discussion	of	 original	 empirical	
findings,	 both	 synchronic	 and	 diachronic,	 in	 order	 to	 shed	 light	 on	 the	 relation	 between	





I	 will	 review	 some	 key	 concepts	 related	 to	 the	 definition	 of	 ‘aspect’,	 with	 a	 focus	 on	 two	
components:	 situation	 type	 (a.k.a.	 Aktionsart)	 and	 aspectual	 viewpoint,	 following	 Smith’s	
(1997)	 two-component	 theory	 of	 aspect.	 I	 will	 also	 introduce	 the	 aspect	 markers	 under	
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investigation	 in	 the	 four	Chinese	varieties,	namely,	perfective	aspect,	experiential	aspect,	a	
preverbal	imperfective	marker,	and	a	postverbal	imperfective	marker.	The	rest	of	the	chapter	
focuses	 on	 Chinese	 bare	 negatives,	 i.e.	 the	 negation	 of	 simple	 verbal	 declaratives	with	 no	
aspect	 marking.	 The	 purpose	 here	 is	 to	 explore	 the	 relationship	 between	 negation	 and	
situation	types	as	encoded	in	the	predicates.	To	illustrate	how	these	two	components	interact,	
a	 fixed	set	of	predicates	covering	 five	situation	types	are	examined:	states	 (psych	and	non-
psych),	activities,	accomplishments,	achievements,	and	semelfactives.	The	findings	reveal	that,	








examination	 of	 the	 relationship	 between	 situation	 types	 and	 aspectual	 viewpoints	 in	
affirmative	sentences.	The	same	set	of	predicates	used	in	Chapter	2	is	employed	in	this	chapter.	




show	 a	 clear	 and	 novel	 pattern	 that	 negation	with	bù	 in	Mandarin	 and	m4	 in	 Hong	 Kong	
Cantonese	 are	 incompatible	with	 aspect	marking	 across	 the	board,	whereas	 negation	with	
Mandarin	méi(yǒu),	Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	mou5	 and	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	mau5	 are	 only	
acceptable	with	experiential	aspect	and	no	other	aspect.	Finally,	this	chapter	draws	on	Ernst’s	











distribution	 data	 indicates	 that	 NegA	 is	 not	 in	 Aspterminative	 or	 Aspperfect,	 instead	 all	 the	 five	














Chapter	 5	 addresses	 the	 final	 issue	 of	 the	 relationship	 between	 negation	 and	 aspectual	
viewpoints.	 This	 chapter	 first	 considers	 the	 three	 existing	 approaches	 to	 negation-aspect	
relations	 in	 Chinese,	 namely,	 the	morphological	 approach	 introduced	by	Wang	 (1965),	 the	
Principle	P	approach	in	Huang	(1988),	and	the	aspectual	selection	approach	in	Ernst	(1995),	
Lin	 (2003),	and	Li	 (1999/2007).	Based	on	 the	conclusions	drawn	 in	Chapter	4,	 I	 advocate	a	
reconsideration	 of	 the	 issue	 from	 a	 broader	 perspective	 which	 does	 not	 build	 on	 the	
assumptions	 that	 the	 negators	 in	 Chinese	 have	 inherent	 aspectual	 values	 and	 that	 the	
aspectual	 compatibility	 in	 negation	 is	 an	 epiphenomenon	 attributed	 to	 the	 presence	 of	
multiple	negators	in	the	system.	This	chapter	attributes	the	aspectual	sensitivity	in	negation	to	









The	 indiscriminate	 incompatibility	 between	 NegB	 and	 aspect	 is	 explained	 by	 the	 lack	 of	 a	
modality	feature	in	the	structure	which	the	generic	operator	in	NegB	probes	for.	This	chapter	
illustrates	 how	 this	 account	 can	 capture	 the	 apparent	 counterexamples	 where	 NegB	 can	
appear	with	aspect-marked	predicates.		
	






















marked	 sentences;	 results	 from	 the	 two	 conditions	 together	 give	 a	 more	 comprehensive	
picture	 of	 negation-aspect	 interaction.	 Apart	 from	 that,	 the	 decision	 on	 whether	 or	 not	
negation	is	indeed	sensitive	to	viewpoint	aspect	(as	we	shall	see	in	Chapter	3)	requires	a	clear	
picture	of	how	situation	 type	and	viewpoint,	as	well	as	negation	and	situation	 type,	 relate,	
independently	 of	 each	 other.	 Otherwise,	 the	 results	 will	 be	 ambiguous	 and	 indeterminate	
when	all	three	variables	come	together	in	negative	aspect-marked	sentences.	The	structure	of	
this	 chapter	 is	 as	 follows.	 Section	 2.2	 provides	 the	 theoretical	 background	 for	 further	
discussion	on	negation	and	aspect	by	reviewing	key	literature	on	theories	of	aspect.	Section	
2.3	focuses	on	how	negation	works	in	bare	sentences	across	varieties.	Section	2.4	highlights	
























comes	 from	Comrie:	 aspect	 refers	 to	 the	 “different	ways	 of	 viewing	 the	 internal	 temporal	
constituency	of	a	situation”	(1976:	3).	Later	works	have	extended	the	definition	to	include	the	
internal/intrinsic	 temporal	 structures	of	 situations,	 drawing	 inspiration	 from	Agrell’s	 (1908)	
Aktionsart	‘kinds	of	action’	—	the	classification	of	lexical	verbs	by	their	temporal	properties	(cf.	
Xiao	&	McEnery	2004	for	a	more	thorough	description	of	the	transformation	in	terminology).	
Smith	 (1997),	 in	 her	 two-component	 theory	 of	 aspect,	 terms	 the	 first	 approach	 to	 aspect	
‘viewpoint	 aspect’,	 and	 the	 second	 approach	 ‘situation	 aspect’.	 In	more	 recent	 studies	 on	















accomplishment,	 and	 achievement.	 Three	 diagnostics	 have	 been	 proposed	 for	 the	
classification	of	predicates.	The	progressive	test7	is	the	most	well-known	to	distinguish	stative	
predicates	 from	 non-stative	 ones.	 Among	 the	 four	 classes	 of	 verbs,	 activities	 and	
accomplishments	can	appear	in	the	progressive	form	in	English	but	states	and	achievements	
cannot.	Vendler	attributes	 this	contrast	 to	 the	 fact	 that	activities	and	accomplishments	are	
situations	that	consist	of	“phases	following	one	another	in	time”	(1957:	144),	but	states	and	
achievements	 are	 not.	 Specifically,	 achievement	 predicates,	 such	 as,	 to	 recognise	
something/someone	or	to	reach	the	hilltop,	happen	at	one	definite	moment;	and	states	(e.g.	





a	 situation	with	a	natural	 terminus,	 in	 contrast	 to	predicates	 that	 are	 compatible	with	 for-
adverbials	like	for	twenty	minutes.	Accomplishments	are	compatible	with	the	in-adverbial	class	
and	activities	with	the	for-adverbial	class,	hence	the	former	has	a	natural	endpoint	(i.e.	telic)	
and	 the	 latter	 does	 not	 (i.e.	 atelic).	 Finally,	 Vendler	 argues	 that,	 for	 states	 and	 some	
achievements,	the	ability	to	do	something	is	equal	to	actually	doing	it.	For	example,	to	be	able	
to	know	is	to	know,	and	to	able	to	spot	the	plane	is	to	spot	the	plane.	This	does	not	apply	to	













parameterisation	 of	 situation	 types.	 The	 three	 features	 are	 [±	 durative]	 (i.e.	 durative	 vs.	
punctual),	 [±	 telic]8	(i.e.	 telic	 vs.	 atelic),	 and	 [±	dynamic]	 (i.e.	 stative	 vs.	 dynamic).	 The	 first	
parameter,	[±	durative],	concerns	the	presence	or	absence	of	time	intervals	between	the	initial	
and	final	endpoints	of	a	situation;	in	other	words,	whether	the	situation	has	internal	structure	
or	 not.	 States,	 activities,	 and	 accomplishments	 are	 durative	 since	 a	 length	 of	 time	 exists	
between	the	start	and	potential	end	of	the	situation,	but	achievements	and	semelfactives	(e.g.	














                                                
8	The	term	[telic]	came	from	Garey’s	(1957)	discussion	of	the	French	aspect	system.		












Based	 on	 Comrie’s	 framework,	 five	 types	 of	 situation	 will	 be	 studied	 here,	 namely,	 state,	
activity,	accomplishment,	achievement	and	semelfactive.	Within	the	class	of	stative	predicates,	









                                                
10	Xiao	&	McEnery	 (2004)	 have	 argued	 for	 two	more	 features	 for	 the	 classification	 of	 situation	 types	 in	
Chinese,	[±result]	and	[±bounded].	[±Result]	concerns	whether	the	verb	“includes	a	reference	to	a	changing	










	 Dynamic	 Durative	 Telic	
State	 –	 +	 –	
Activity	 +	 +	 –	
Accomplishment	 +	 +	 +	
Achievement	 +	 –	 +	


























constituency	 of	 a	 situation”,	 and	 imperfective,	 standing	 as	 its	 opposite,	 is	 characterised	 as	
viewing	a	situation	from	within.	An	alternative	conceptualisation	of	perfectivity,	or	indeed	of	











truth-conditional	 issues	 and	 entailments”	 (1997:	 62)	 —	 and	 what	 is	 visible	 is	 asserted	
semantically	and	cannot	be	changed	or	cancelled.	Smith	does	not	rule	out	the	possibility	that	
hearers/receivers	make	 pragmatic	 inferences,	 but	 inferences	 are	 cancellable	 by	 additional	
contextual	 information.	 On	 the	 principle	 of	 visibility,	 Smith	 defines	 perfectivity	 and	
imperfectivity	in	terms	of	information	openness12:	perfective	viewpoints	present	situations	in	

























wo	 zuotian	 xie-le	 	 xin	 keshi	 mei	 xie-wan	






Among	 the	 four	 Mandarin	 viewpoint	 markers	 examined	 —	 perfective	 le	 and	 guo,	 and	
imperfective	zai	and	zhe	—	Smith	considers	 le	to	represent	unmarked	perfective	viewpoint	
which	“spans	the	 initial	and	final	endpoint	of	an	event”	(1997:	263),	while	guo	 is	a	marked	
perfective	 since	 it	 “extends	 beyond	 the	 final	 endpoint	 of	 a	 situation”	 and	 presents	 a	
discontinuity	that	“the	final	state	of	the	earlier	situation	no	longer	obtains”	(ibid.:	266).	That	
experiential	aspect	is	a	marked	perfective	viewpoint	is	not	a	novel	idea.	Comrie	(1976)	has	also	
noted	 experiential	 aspect,	 which	 he	 terms	 ‘experiential	 perfect’,	 as	 one	 of	 the	 four	
instantiations	 of	 perfect.	 The	 function	 of	 experiential	 perfect	 is	 to	 indicate	 that	 a	 given	
situation	has	held	 at	 least	 once	during	 some	 time	 in	 the	past	 leading	up	 to	 the	present.14	
Furthermore,	Iljić	also	analysed	guo	as	an	indefinite	“specifying	the	occurrence	of	a	situation	
as	one	of	 a	 class	of	occurrences”	 (1987:	71).	 So	 far,	 the	analyses	of	experiential	 aspect	—	





                                                










Looking	 at	 imperfective	 aspect,	 Smith	 (1997),	 similarly,	 identifies	 zai	 as	 the	 unmarked	
imperfective	which	puts	focus	on	the	internal	stages	of	any	non-stative	situation,	while	zhe	is	





Zhangsan	 zai	 xie	 yi	 feng	 xin	




men	 shang	 xie-zhe		 si	 ge	 zi	












                                                



















verb	 complement	 (RVC)	 (cf.	 Smith	 1997,	 Xiao	&	McEnery	 2004),	 and	 compounds	 like	qǐlái	
‘up.come’	 and	 xiàqu	 ‘down.go’	 which	 are	 considered	 to	 be	 inceptive	 and	 continuative	
viewpoints	respectively.	Nevertheless,	since	the	focus	of	this	thesis	is	not	on	aspect	per	se	but	
its	relationship	with	negation	in	the	Chinese	varieties,	it	is	necessary	to	narrow	down	the	scope	
of	 investigation	 to	 the	 five	 situation	 types	 mentioned	 in	 section	 2.2.2	 and	 four	 viewpoint	








c. 	 Dynamic	imperfective	a.k.a.	progressive	(zai):	 	
d. 	 Resultative/stative	imperfective	(zhe):	 	
	 	 	 Situation	types	 Viewpoints	
Dynamic	 Durative	 Telic	 	 le	 guo	 zai	 zhe	
–	 +	 –	 State	 *	 *	 *	 ?	
+	 +	 –	 Activity	 ü	 ü	 ü	 ü	
+	 +	 +	 Accomplishment	 ü	 ü	 ü	 ü	
+	 –	 +	 Achievement	 ü	 ü	 *	 ü	
+	 –	 –	 Semelfactive	 ü	 ü	 *	 *	
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identifiable;	and	(iii)	the	interaction	between	these	four	viewpoints	and	negation	is	sufficient	
to	 provide	 a	 conclusive	 picture.	 Taking	 the	 properties	 of	 the	 situation	 types	 to	 be	 cross-
linguistically	applicable,	the	remainder	of	this	section	will	provide	a	preliminary	account	of	how	
viewpoint	 is	marked	 in	 the	 two	Cantonese	varieties;	beginning	with	Hong	Kong	Cantonese,	




traditional	 grammars,	 dating	 from	 seminal	works	 like	 Chao’s	 (1947)	Cantonese	 Primer	 and	
Cheung’s	(1972)	Cantonese	as	spoken	in	Hong	Kong	—	the	first	systematic	grammar	written	of	
Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	—	 to	 the	most	 recent	 comprehensive	 grammar	 by	Matthews	&	 Yip	
(2011).	Generally,	viewpoint	markers	in	Cantonese	are	considered	as	a	kind	of	verbal	particle,	





















Going	 beyond	 the	 ‘standard’	 variety,	 documentation	 and	 discussion	 of	 aspect	 in	 other	
Cantonese	varieties	have	been	limited	and	virtually	absent	for	Gaozhou	Cantonese.	Therefore,	
the	 first	 step	 here	 is	 to	 look	 for	 viewpoint	 markers	 in	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese,	 by	 means	 of	





Gaozhou	 Cantonese.	 A	 note	 on	 the	 side:	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 is	 used	 as	 a	 standard	 of	
comparison	to	identify	Gaozhou	Cantonese	aspect	markers	because	(i)	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	
and	Gaozhou	Cantonese	are	typologically	more	closely-related	varieties;	and	(ii)	Hong	Kong	











gungjyun	 dou	 zung-zo	 hou	 do	 muiguaifaa	
park		 LOC	 plant-PFV	 very	 many	 roses	 	
‘There	are	many	roses	grown	in	the	park.’	(HKC)	
b. 公園度種咗好多玫瑰花喇	
gungjyun	 dou	 zung-zo	 hou	 do	 muiguaifaa	 laa	






*	gungjyun	 dou	 zung	 hou	 do	 muiguaifaa	 laa	







(7) a.	有隻豬來嗲	 	 	 	 	
	 jau	 zek	 zyu	 loi-de	
	 have	CL	 pig	 come-PFV	
	 ‘A	pig	came.’	(GZC†)	
b.	有隻豬嚟咗	 	 	 	 	
	 jau	 zek	 zyu	 lai-zo	
	 have	CL	 pig	 come-PFV	
	 ‘A	pig	came.’(HKC)	
	
(8) a.		⼀次最多輸嗲兩千⼋	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 jat	 ci	 zeoi	 do	 syu-de	 	 loeng	 cin	 	 baat	
	 one	 time		 most		 much		 lose-PFV	 two		 thousand	 eight	
	 ‘Once,	at	most,	(he)	lost	two	thousand	eight	hundred	in	one	go.’	(GZC†)	
b.	⼀次最多輸咗兩千⼋	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
	 jat	 ci	 zeoi	 do	 syu-zo	 	 loeng	 cin	 	 baat	








(9) 		a.	同⼈做過咁多作業都冇記得個?	 	 	 	 	
	 	 tung	 jan	 zou-gwo	 gam	 do	 zokjip	 	 	 	
	 	 with	 person	do-EXP		 so		 many	 assignment	 	
	 	 dou	 mau	 geidak	 	 go	
	 	 also	 NEG	 remember	 SFP	
	 	 ‘(you)	have	done	so	many	assignments	with	him	and	you	can’t	remember	(him)?’	
	 	 (GZC†)	
b.	同⼈做過咁多功課都唔記得?	 	 	 	
	 	 tung	 jan	 zou-gwo	 gam	 do	 gungfo		 dou	 m								 geidak	 	









mau	 jan	 gong	 Baakwaa	 go	 zinghai	gong	 Ngaaiwaa	 wo	
NEG	 people	speak	 Cantonese	 SFP	 only	 speak	 Ngaai	 	 SFP	
係喇，冇錯，逼到你在講嗲	
hai	 laak	 mau	 co	 bik-dou	 nei	 coi(gei2)	 gong	 de	















ngo	 hai	 ukkei	 aa	
I		 be.at	 home	 SFP	
‘I	am	at	home.’	(HKC)	
b. 我喺[呢度｜嗰度]等你呀	
ngo	 hai	 [li	 dou	 |go	 dou]	 deng	 lei	 aa	









keoi	 mau	 hai	 Sintaai		 miu	 	
3.SG	 not	 at	 Madam.Sin	 Temple	 	
佢在博物館個	
keoi	 coi	 bokmatgun	 go	
3.SG	 be.at	 museum	 SFP	
‘It	isn’t	in	the	Temple	of	Madam	Sin,	it	is	in	the	museum.’	(GZC†)	
b. ⼰條路⼜冇幾多⾞	
gei	 tiu	 lou	 jau	 mau	 gei	 do	 ce	













coi	 nungcyun	 di	 sailou	 	 hou	 ginhong	 go		
in	 village	 	 GEN	 children	 very	 healthy	 SFP	
‘Village	children	are	very	healthy.’	(GZC†)	
b. 你在廿四小時之前交錢都算個	
nei	 coi	 jaa.sei	 	 siusi	 zicin	 gaau	 cin	 dou	 syun	 go	
you	 at	 twenty.four	 hour	 before	submit	money	also	 count	 SFP	
‘It	counts	if	you	pay	twenty-four	hours	in	advance.’	(GZC†)	
	
However,	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 speakers	mostly	 find	 the	 sentence	 very	marginal	when	 coi5	
appears	alone	as	an	aspect	marker	without	the	deictic	component	gei2	‘here’.	Indeed,	in	the	




be	 translated	 as	 hai2dou6	 in	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 and	 receives	 the	 same	 progressive	
interpretation.		
	











(14) a.			5.5/6.0⽼夫⼦整緊⼀積蛋糕	 	 	 	 	 	
						Loufuzi	 zing-gan	 jat	 zik	 daangou	
						Loufuzi	 make-PROG	 one	 CL	 cake	
						‘Loufuzi	is	making	a	cake.’	(GZC)	
b.		4.9/6.0⽼夫⼦在⼰整⼀積蛋糕	 	 	 	 	 	
						Loufuzi	 coigei	 	 zing	 jat	 zik	 daangou	
						Loufuzi	 be.here	 make	 one	 CL	 cake	
						‘Loufuzi	is	making	a	cake.’	(GZC)	
c.		5.8/6.0⽼夫⼦在⼰整緊⼀積蛋糕	 	 	 	 	 	
						Loufuzi	 coigei	 	 zing-gan	 jat	 zik	 daangou	











The	 Cantonese	 varieties	 also	 share	 a	 common	 postverbal	 imperfective	 marker,	 gan2	 as	
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(15) a.		佢宜家就拍緊嗲		 	 	 	
	 					keoi	 jigaa	 zau	 paak-gan	 de	
	 					3.SG	 now	 then	 shoot-PROG	 SFP	
	 					‘She	is	shooting	now.’	(GZC†)	
					b.	佢宜家就(已經)影緊喇	 	 	 	
	 					keoi	 jigaa	 zau	 (jiging)	jing-gan	 laa	
	 					3.SG	 now	 then	 already	shoot-PROG	 SFP	
	 					‘She	is	shooting	now.’	(HKC)	
	
For	 the	 sake	 of	 cross-linguistic	 comparison,	 the	 selection	 of	 Hong	 Kong	 and	 Gaozhou	
Cantonese	viewpoint	aspect	markers	are	based	on	those	in	Mandarin,	for	the	obvious	reason	
that	the	Mandarin	aspect	system	is	the	best-studied	among	Chinese	varieties.	Therefore,	for	
Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese,	 this	 study	 will	 concentrate	 on:	 perfective	 zo2,	 experiential	 gwo3,	
progressive	 gan2	 and	 hai2dou6	 ‘be.place’.	 Durative	 zyu6	 is	 excluded	 from	 the	 present	
discussion,	because	(i)	the	correspondence	between	Mandarin	zhe	and	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	
zyu6	 lies	 only	 in	 their	 function	 as	 stativizer	 —	 making	 an	 event	 stative	 —	 but	 not	 as	 an	













	 Perfective	(PFV)	 Experiential	(EXP)	 BE.LOC	 Imperfective	(IMPFV)	
BM	&	TM	 -le		 -guo	 zai	‘be.at’	 -zhe	Continuous	(CONT)	
HKC	 -zo2	 -gwo3	 hai2dou6	‘be.loc’	 -gan2	Progressive	(PROG)	
GZC	 -de6	 -gwo3	 coi5gei2	‘be.here’	 -gan2	Progressive	(PROG)	
	
Note	 that,	 the	 four	 viewpoint	 aspect	markers	 under	 investigation	 are	 only	 a	 subset	 of	 the	
inventory	of	aspect	markers	in	these	Chinese	varieties,	but	the	selection	is	made	to	facilitate	a	
more	thorough	study	of	the	interaction	between	negation	and	aspect	in	the	four	varieties.	The	
remainder	 of	 this	 chapter	 will	 concentrate	 on	 showing	 and	 analysing	 negative	 sentences	
without	 overt	 aspect	 marking;	 the	 exclusion	 of	 viewpoint	 aspect	 markers	 will	 reveal	 how	




























wo	 bu	 mai	 shu	











wo	 mei-you	 mai	 shu	














an	event.	 Since	méi(yǒu)	always	negates	 the	completion	of	events,	where	 such	negation	 is	
inappropriate	or	not	available,	the	only	legitimate	negator	is	bù.	Li	&	Thompson	cite	stative	





					ta	 bu	 |*mei-you	 congming	




ta	 bu	 |*mei-you	 yinggai	qu	 faguo	
he	 not	 |not-have	 should	go	 France	
Intended:	‘He	should	not	go	to	France.’	(Mand.;	Li	2007:	278)	
	












over	 time,	 and	 require	 energy	 input	 both	 for	 the	 initial	 realisation	 of	 the	 situation	 and	 in	
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sustaining	 its	 occurrence	 (cf.	 Comrie’s	 (1976)	 concept	 of	 lack	 of	 energy	 input	 in	 defining	
stativity).	 Lin	uses	 the	assumptions	 in	 (19)	as	a	diagnostic	 for	 stative	predicates,	 i.e.	where	
negation	with	bù	 is	 acceptable,	 the	predicate	must	be	 stative.	This	diagnostic	has	 included	
habituals	(attitudinals	and	pure	habituals	included)	in	the	group	of	stative	predicates	as	in	(20),	











wo	 chang-chang	 bu	 xizao	




wo	 bu	 chang-chang	 xizao	













wo	*bu	 |mei	 	 zai	 xicao	
I	 not	 |not.have	 PROG	 shower	
‘I	am	not	taking	a	shower.’	(Mand.;	Lin	2003a:	430)	
b. 我	不｜沒在蓋房⼦	
wo	 *bu	 |mei	 	 zai	 gai	 fangzi	





ta	 *bu	 |mei	 	 tui-zhe		 yi	 liang	 mutou	 che	





qiang	 shang	 *bu	 |mei	 	 gua-zhe	 yi	 fu	 hua	





wo	 *bu	 |mei	 	 zai	 chuang	 shang	 tang-zhe	




















wo	 bu	 xihuan	zhei	 ge	 ren	
I	 	 not	 like	 this	 CL	 person	
‘I	do	not	like	this	person.’	(Mand.)	
b. 我沒有喜歡這個⼈	
wo	 mei-you	 xihuan	zhei	 ge	 ren	





wo	 bu	 mai	 shu	
I	 	 not	 buy	 book	
‘I	do	not	buy	books.’	(Mand.)	
b. 我沒有買書	
wo	 mei-you	 mai	 shu	





predicates	but	 ‘to	 like	this	person’	 is	stative,	and	(26a)	would	also	be	ruled	out	because	bù	
selects	for	stative	predicates	and	‘to	buy	books’	is	an	activity.	The	fact	that	all	four	sentences	
above	are	grammatical	challenges	Lin’s	assumptions.	Therefore,	though	it	is	worth	bearing	in	










This	 section	 will	 present	 empirical	 evidence	 on	 the	 negation	 of	 simple	 verbal	 declarative	
sentences	without	overt	aspect	marking	in	the	four	Chinese	varieties.	These	sentences	contain	
predicates	 that	 denote	 the	 full	 array	 of	 situation	 types:	 [±psych]	 state,	 activity,	
accomplishment,	achievement,	and	semelfactive;	the	same	set	of	predicates	will	be	used	in	
Chapter	3.	These	bare	sentences	will	be	negated	by	 ‘not’	and	 ‘not	have’	 in	 these	varieties.	





















(27) 我(不｜?沒有)	害怕⽼⿏	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 haipa	 laoshu	 	
	 我(不｜?沒有)	害怕⽼⿏	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 haipa	 laoshu	 	




(28) 我	(?不｜?沒)喜歡⼩明	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (	?bu	 |?mei)	 	 xihuan	Xiaoming	 	
	 我	(不｜沒)喜歡⼩明	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |mei)	 	 xihuan	Xiaoming	




(29) 我	(不｜??沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
	 我	(不｜*沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	





(30) 我	(不｜?沒有)	認識陳先⽣	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 renshi	 Chen	 xiansheng	 	
	 我	(不｜?沒有)	認識陳先⽣	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 renshi	 Chen	 xiansheng	 	




The	 stative	 sentences	 above	 show	 that	 negation	 by	 bù	 is	 completely	 acceptable,	 which	
apparently	concurs	with	the	description	in	Li	&	Thompson	(1981)	and	Lin	(2003a).	However,	
bù	is	not	the	only	appropriate	negator;	méi(yǒu)	is	acceptable	in	most	cases	except	for	‘to	know	






In	Hong	Kong	Cantonese,	 the	standard	negators,	m4	 ‘not’	and	mou5	 ‘not.have’,	have	been	
treated	 as	 counterparts	 of	 bù	 ‘not’	 and	 méi(yǒu)	 ‘not-have’	 in	 Mandarin.	 Therefore,	














ngo	 (m	 |?mou)		 geng	 lousyu	





ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 zungji	 Siuming	 	





ngo	 (m	 |??mou)	 zidou	 li	 gin	 si	 	





ngo	 (m	 |??mou)	 sik	 Can	 saang	




Indeed,	 the	 results	bear	 some	similarity	 to	Beijing	and	Taiwan	Mandarin:	m4	 is	 completely	








ngo	 (mau	 |??mau	jau)	 kwong	 lousyu	 	





ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 zungji	 Siuming	 	





ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 deidou	gei	 gin	 si	 	





ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 sikdak	 Can	 sinsaang	 	


























(39) 我	(?不｜?沒有)	散步	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 sanbu	 	
	 我	(不｜?沒有)	散步	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 sanbu	 	




(40) 我	(不｜?沒)	唱歌	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang	 ge	 	
	 我	(不｜?沒)	唱歌	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang	 ge	 	






(41) 我	(不｜?沒有)	看書	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan	 shu	 	
	 我	(不｜?沒有)	看書	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan	 shu	 	




(42) 我	(不｜?沒)	跑步	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |?mei)	 	 paobu	 	
	 我	(不｜沒)	跑步	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |mei)	 	 paobu	 	











ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 saanbou	 	







ngo	 (?m	 |mou)	 	 coeng	 go	 	





ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 tai	 syu	 	





ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 paaubou	









ngo	 (mau	 |??mau	jau)	 saanbou	 	







ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 coeng	 go	





ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 tai	 syu	 	





ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 paaubou	 	












Beijing	 and	 Taiwan	 Mandarin	 speakers	 are	 indifferent	 to	 the	 choice	 of	 negator	 in	
accomplishment	sentences.	However,	‘indifference’	stands	for	different	acceptability	levels	in	
different	varieties:	Beijing	Mandarin	speakers	consider	both	negators	slightly	marginal	(both	
scored	 4.1/5.0),	 while	 Taiwan	 Mandarin	 speakers	 regard	 both	 negators	 as	 completely	
acceptable	(bù	scored	4.6	and	méiyǒu	4.8	on	average).		
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(51) 我	(?不｜?沒有)	吃這塊蛋糕	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 chi	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	 	
	 我	(不｜沒有)	吃這塊蛋糕		 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |mei-you)	 chi	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	 	




(52) 我	(?不｜?沒)	寫這封信	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei)	 	 xie	 zhe	 feng	 xin	 	
	 我	(?不｜沒)	寫這封信	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |mei)	 	 xie	 zhe	 feng	 xin	 	




In	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese,	 based	 on	 the	 average	 scores	 given	 by	 all	 speakers	 on	 the	 two	




	 ngo	 (?m	 |mou)	 	 sik	 li	 gau	 daangou	 	





ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 se	 li	 fung	 seon	 	





Cantonese	 speakers	 are	 not	 indifferent	 to	 the	 choice	 of	 negator:	mau5	 ‘not’	 is	 the	 fully	




	 ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	 	





ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 se	 gei	 fung	 seon	 	
















(57) 我	(??不｜?沒有)	贏⽐賽	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying	 bisai	 	
	 我	(??不｜?沒有)	贏⽐賽	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying	 bisai	 	




(58) 我	(??不｜?沒)	認出陳先⽣		 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 renchu		 Chen	 xiansheng	 	
我	(??不｜沒)	認出陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |mei)	 	 renchu		 Chen	 xiansheng	 	








	 ngo	 (??m	 |mou)	 	 jeng	 beicoi	





ngo	 (??m	 |mou)	 	 daalaan	 zek	 bui	 	












	 ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 jing	 beicoi	





ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 daalaan	 zik	 bui	 	









Finally,	 with	 semelfactives,	 the	 negation	 pattern	 resembles	 what	 has	 been	 observed	 with	
activities	and	accomplishments,	that	is,	both	negators	are	acceptable,	with	a	slight	preference	
for	 ‘not	 have’.	 In	 both	Mandarin	 varieties,	 the	 preferred	negator	 is	méi(yǒu)	 ‘not-have’:	 in	






(63) 我	(?不｜?沒有)	敲⾨	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 qiao	 men	 	
	 我	(?不｜沒有)	敲⾨	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |mei-you)	 qiao	 men	 	




(64) 我	(?不｜?沒)	打嗝	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei)	 	 dage	 	
	 我	(?不｜沒)	打嗝	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |mei)	 	 dage	 	










ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 haau	 mun	







ngo	 (?m	 |mou)	 	 daasiik		








ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 haau	 mun	 	





ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 daagaak	 	



























State	[+psych]	 ü4.8	 ?3.4	 ü4.9	 ?4.4	 ü4.6	 ?4.2	 ü4.6	 ?3.5	
State	[–psych]	 ü5.0	 ??2.5	 ü5.0	 ??2.4	 ü4.6	 ??2.6	 ü4.7	 ?3.6	
Activity	 ü4.8		 ?4.4	 ü5.0		 ?4.3	 ü4.6	 ü4.7	 ü4.6	 ?3.7	
Accomplishment	 ?4.1		 ?4.1	 ü4.6		 ü4.8	 ?4.2	 ü4.5	 ü4.5	 ?3.6	
Achievement	 ??1.6	 ?4.4	 ??1.6	 ?4.4	 ??2.4	 ü4.7	 ?3.9	 ?4.1	






Mandarin,	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese.	 Where	 both	 negators	 are	 acceptable	 (completely	
acceptable	or	slightly	marginal),	the	choice	between	the	two	may	be	subject	to	cross-linguistic	
variation.	The	second	finding	is	the	fact	that	this	pattern	is	inapplicable	to	Gaozhou	Cantonese.	
In	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese,	 negation	 of	 bare	 declaratives	 by	 ‘not	 have’	 is	 never	 completely	
acceptable	regardless	of	situation	type,	the	scores	given	range	between	3.5/5.0	(psych	states)	
and	4.2/5.0	(semelfactives).	 In	other	words,	‘not’	 is	the	only	fully	acceptable	negator	where	
negation	 can	 be	 grammatically	 applied	 to	 the	 sentence;	 negation	 of	 achievements	 is	 the	
exception	 where	mau5	 ‘not’	 is	 also	 slightly	 marginal	 (3.9/5.0).	 The	 findings	 lead	 to	 two	
questions:	 first,	 if	 both	 negators	 can	 be	 acceptable	 with	 most	 situation	 types,	 then	 what	















states	 and	 achievements,	 the	 ability	 to	 perform	 the	 ‘action’	 is	 largely	 equivalent	 to	 the	
performance	of	the	‘action’	itself;	but	the	same	cannot	be	claimed	for	activities.	The	argument	
follows	that	the	performance	of	an	activity	is	voluntary,	i.e.	involves	volition.	‘To	run’	and	‘to	
recognise	 someone/something’	 are	 examples	 used	 by	 Vendler	 to	 illustrate	 such	
presence/absence	 of	 volition:	 while	 to	 start	 or	 stop	 running	 can	 be	 done	 deliberately,	 ‘to	
recognise	something/someone’	cannot,	as	illustrated	in	(69)	(adapted	from	Vendler	1957:	149).		
	









	 wo	 bu	 chang	 ge	





	 ta	 bu	 lai	 san	 ci	










to	 interpret	 the	 activity	 and	 semelfactive	 sentences	 with	 a	 habitual	 reading,	 and	 the	
accomplishment	sentences	with	a	volitional	reading,	which	differs	from	the	description	in	Li	&	
Thompson	 (1981)	 and	 Li	 (1999/2007).	 A	 simple	 cancellation	 test	 resolves	 the	 puzzle.	 The	
examples	 below	 share	 the	 same	 structure:	 the	 first	 clause	 contains	 an	 eventive	 predicate	
negated	by	‘not’,	and	the	second	clause	is	the	conjunction;	the	meaning	of	the	whole	sentence	
is	basically:	‘I	do	not	do	X,	but	I	actually	want	to’,	where	X	is	the	event.	(72-73)	are	examples	of	
what	 the	 disjunctive	 sentences	 look	 like	 in	 Beijing	 and	 Taiwan	Mandarin,	 and	 Hong	 Kong	
Cantonese.			
	
(72) ?我不唱歌，但其實我(很)想唱	 	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
?	wo	 bu	 changge	 dan	 qishi	 wo	 (hen)	 xiang	 chang	 	
	 ?我不唱歌，但其實我(很)想唱	 	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
?	wo	 bu	 changge	 dan	 qishi	 wo	 (hen)	 xiang	 chang	 	






?ngo	 m	 coeng	 go	 	
	I	 not	 sing	 song	 	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 coeng	







(i) If	 the	 sentence	 is	 acceptable,	 it	means	 that	 the	 ‘not’-clause	 is	 compatible	with	a	
volitional	 reading,	but	 it	 is	 cancellable	by	 the	disjunction.	This	means	a	 volitional	
reading	is	present	in	the	‘not’-clause	by	pragmatic	inference.		
(ii) If	 the	 sentence	 is	 unacceptable,	 it	 either	 indicates	 (a)	 that	 the	 ‘not’-clause	 is	
incompatible	with	a	volitional	reading,	that	is,	no	volitional	reading	is	present	in	the	
‘not’-clause,	 and	 the	 second	 clause	 is	 anomalous;	 or	 (b)	 that	 the	 sentence	 is	




	 BM	 TM	 HKC	
Activity	 ?		 ??	 ?	
Accomplishment	 ??		 ??		 ??	










accomplishments	 are	 negated	 by	 ‘not’,	 the	 sentence	 semantically	 encodes	 denial	 of	
volition/willingness,	which	is	not	cancellable,	since	native	speakers	consistently	interpreted	the	
‘not’-accomplishment	sentences	to	mean	the	speaker	does	not	want	to	take	part	in	the	event	
and	 found	 those	 disjunctive	 sentences	 very	 marginal.	 Finally,	 ‘not’-semelfactive	 sentences	
belong	 to	 the	 third	 scenario	 where	 the	 volitional	 reading	 is	 absent	 in	 the	 negative	 clause	
altogether.	 Indeed,	 speakers,	 cross-linguistically,	 ruled	 out	 the	 possibility	 that	 a	 ‘not’-
semelfactive	 sentence,	 such	 as	 the	 negation	 of	 ‘to	 hiccup’,	 can	 be	 followed	 by	 a	 clause	
expressing	volition	as	in	(74).	
	
(74) ??我不打嗝，但其實我(很)想打	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
??	wo	bu	 dage	 dan	 qishi	 wo	 (hen)	 xiang	 da	 	
??我不打嗝，但其實我(很)想打	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
??	wo	bu	 dage	 dan	 qishi	 wo	 (hen)	 xiang	 da	 	




not	be	 surprising	 as	 such	events	 are	hardly	 controllable	 in	 the	 real	world,	 thus	 a	 volitional	
reading	is	only	licensed	by	very	marked	contexts.	In	sum,	the	two	negators	in	Beijing	Mandarin,	
Taiwan	 Mandarin,	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 are	 not	 necessarily	 in	 complementary	
distribution;	except	with	non-psych	states	and	achievements,	both	negators	can	appear	in	bare	
negative	 clauses.	 In	 the	 majority	 of	 cases	 where	 both	 negators	 are	 acceptable,	 their	
distribution	 produces	 semantic	 consequences:	 negation	with	 ‘not’	 (Mandarin	bù	and	Hong	
Kong	Cantonese	m4)	generates	a	modality	reading,	either	habitual	or	volitional;	negation	with	
‘not	 have’	 (Mandarin	méiyǒu	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	mou5)	 systematically	 denies	 the	
realisation	of	the	situation.			
	
The	second	question	concerns	 the	status	of	mau5	 jau5	 ‘not	have’	as	a	standard	negator	 in	
Gaozhou	 Cantonese,	 and	 the	 answer	 to	 this	 question	 has	 important	 implications	 for	 the	
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keoi	 mau	 jau	 ziupaai		 daa		 ceot	 lei	 gaa	 ne	




Zoeng	sifu	 	 hangding	 mau	 [jau	 cyunzip]	
Zoeng	master	 sure	 	 NEG	 have	 passbook	
‘Master	Cheung	certainly	doesn’t	have	a	passbook.’	(GZC;	Zhang	2006:	1741)	
	
Prima	 facie,	 the	 judgment	 results	presented	 so	 far	do	not	 indicate	 clear-cut	 support	 for	or	
rejection	of	the	standard	negator	status	of	mau5	jau5	‘not	have’.	The	fact	that	all	sentences	




what	 is	given.	Findings	 from	 follow-up	 interviews	corroborate	 the	 latter	possibility.	 Indeed,	
speakers	 who	 rated	 the	mau5	 jau5	 ‘not	 have’	 sentences	 as	 high	 as	 4.0/5.0	 in	 the	 online	
questionnaire	firmly	rejected	them	in	the	interview.	The	reason	given	was	that	the	sentences	
are	comprehensible	though	grammatically	ill-formed.	This	could	be	explained	by	the	linguistic	
status	 of	 these	 varieties.	 As	 discussed	 in	 the	methodology	 section	 in	 Chapter	 1,	 Gaozhou	
Cantonese	 is	 the	 only	 variety	 that	 is	 not	 an	 official	 language	 among	 the	 four	 varieties	
investigated,	 it	 is	 also	 the	 least	 institutionalised	 variety.	 These	 factors	 may	 contribute	 to	
speakers	being	less	confident	and	clear-cut	with	their	acceptability	judgments,	which	would	
explain	 the	 relatively	 low	 threshold	 for	 fully	 acceptable	 and	 completely	 unacceptable	
sentences	(i.e.	a	higher	score	for	the	upper	boundary	of	unacceptable	sentences,	and	a	lower	


















ngo	 mau	 coeng	 go	 	
	I	 not	 sing	 song	 	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 coeng	




ngo	 mau	 tai	 syu	
I	 not	 read	 book	 	 	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 tai	






ngo	 mau	 sik	 gei	 zik	 dangou	 	
	I	 not	 eat	 this	 piece	 cake	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 sik	




	ngo	 mau	 se	 gei	 fung	 seon	 	
	I	 not	 write	 this	 CL	 letter	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 se	




ngo	 mau	 haau	 mun	 	
I	 not	 knock	 door	 	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 haau	




ngo	 mau	 daa	 gaak	 	
I	 not	 make	 hiccup	 	
daanhai	 keisat	 	 ngo	 (hou)	 soeng	 daa	








	 ngo	 mau	 sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	 (GZC)	





The	 fact	 that	mau5,	 unlike	 bù	 or	m4,	 does	 not	 show	 any	 semantic	 preference	 and	 little	
grammaticality	restriction	with	regard	to	situation	type	not	only	highlights	an	important	point	
















































                                                
19	Instead	of	TP	as	in	the	traditional	Minimalist	framework	(cf.	Chomsky	1995),	the	analysis	here	will	use	the	
label	 IP,	 drawing	 insights	 from	Ritter	&	Wiltschko	 (2009),	who	 showed	 that	 in	Halkomelem	 (Salish)	 and	
Blackfoot	 (Algonquian),	 it	 is	 location	 and	 person	 that	 anchor	 thematic	 information	 to	 the	 discourse	 (as	








the	 examples	 presented	 in	 section	 2.4.	 The	 low	 position	 of	 standard	 negation	 could	 be	
connected	 to	 the	 fact	 that	Chinese	verb	movement	 is	 confined	within	 the	VP	 shell	 (cf.	 the	





wo	 bu	 |mei-(you)	 changge	
I	 	 not	 |not-(have)	 sing.song	
‘I	do/did	not	sing.’	(Mand.)	
b. 我唔|冇唱歌	
ngo	 m	 |mou	 	 coenggo	




I	 	 not	 sing.song	
‘I	do/did	not	sing.’	(GZC)	
	













wo	 zuo-de		 cai	 haochi	bu	
I	 	 make-GEN	 food	 tasty	 not	 	
‘Is	my	cooking	good?’	(Mand.)	
c. 你三年搞得到冇?	
nei	 saam	 nin	 gaau	 dak	 dou	 mau	




argument	 positions	 as	 in	 (87),	 while	 bù	 and	 m4	 can	 immediately	 precede	 adverbs	 and	









gamjat	 mou	 	 jan	 daa-gwo	 dinwaa	bei	 Can-saang	





mau	 jan	 daidou	Can-sinsaang	 hai	 matseoi	





ta	 hen	 bu-gaoxing-de	likai	 le	
3.SG	 very	 unhappy	 leave	 LE	
‘He	very	unhappily	left.’	(Mand.)	
b. 佢好唔開⼼咁⾛咗喇	 	
keoi	 hou	 m-hoisam-gam	 zau-zo	 laa	
3.SG	 very	 unhappy	 	 go-PFV	SFP	
‘He	very	unhappily	left.’	(HKC)	
c. 有⾼速係冇好嗲個	
jau	 goucuk		 hai	 mau	 hou	 de	 go	 	











Xiaoming	 bu	 keyi	 qu	





Xiaoming	 keyi	 bu	 qu	









	 						Lao	 Cheng	 keyi	 bu	 qu	 ma?	
	 						Lao	 Cheng	 can	 not	 go	 QPrt	
	 						‘Is	Lao	Cheng	allowed	not	to	go?’		
	 A1:	是,	(他可以不去)	
	 							shi,	 (ta	 keyi	 bu	 qu)	
	 							yes	 he	 can	 not	 go	
	 							‘Yes	(he	is	allowed	not	to	go).’	
	 A2:	不,	(他不可以不去)	
												bu,	 (ta	 bu	 keyi	 bu	 qu)	





	 						Lao	 Cheng	 bu	 keyi	 qu	 ma?	







	 							shi,	 (ta	 bu	 keyi	 qu)	
	 							yes	 he	 not	 can	 go	
	 							‘Yes	(he	is	not	allowed	to	go).’	
	 A2:	不,	(他可以去)	
	 							bu,	 (ta	 keyi	 qu)	
	 							no	 he	 can	 go	
	 							‘No	(he	can	go).’	
	 A3:	不,	(他不可以去)	
												bu,	 (ta	 bu	 keyi	 qu)	
	 							no	 he	 not	 can	 go	
	 							‘No	(he	cannot	go).’	
	
In	(90),	 the	proposition	of	the	question	 is	 ‘Lao	Cheng	 is	allowed	not	to	go’.	Answers	to	this	





negative	 answers	 to	 yes-no	 questions	 are	 signalled	 in	 accordance	with	 the	 polarity	 of	 the	
question	as	in	English	and	most	of	the	Indo-European	languages.20		
	
In	 (91),	 negation	 scopes	over	 the	modal	kéyǐ	 ‘can’	 in	 the	question,	 and	 thus	expresses	 the	
proposition	of	‘Lao	Cheng	is	not	allowed	to	go’.	The	affirmative	answer	in	(91)	A1	again	affirms	
the	 truth	 value	 of	 the	 proposition,	 but	 it	 becomes	more	 complicated	when	 the	 answer	 is	













This	polarity	 variable	 is	 unvalued	by	default,	 but	 can	be	 specified	by	 (i)	 any	overt	negative	
elements	(e.g.	negation	or	negative	polarity	items)	within	its	c-commanding	domain,	and	(ii)	
an	externally	merged	polarity	 feature	 in	 the	C-domain,	but	 if	none	of	 these	 is	present,	 the	





in	(90),	the	negation	in	‘Lao	Cheng	is	allowed	not	to	go’	 is	 low	within	the	vP,	and	since	it	 is	
within	the	lower	phase,	it	is	inaccessible	to	the	polarity	variable	at	the	left	periphery	of	IP	for	
valuation.	 Hence,	 two	 [–Pol]	 co-exist	 in	 the	 same	 structure	—	 the	 one	 inherited	 from	 the	



















or	 of	 Asp0	 for	 its	 connection	 with	 perfectivity.	 Since	 méi(yǒu)	 can	 be	 analysed	 as	 the	
combination	of	NEG	and	the	auxiliary	yǒu	‘have’	presumably	via	head	adjunction,	the	structural	





	 "	 […	[IP		I		[AspP	[Asp	mei-you]	[vP	[bu]	v	[VP…]]]]]	 (BM	&	TM)	
	 "	 […	[IP		I		[AspP	[Asp	mou5]	[vP	[m4]	v	[VP…]]]]]	 (HKC)	





































(i) what	 determines	 that	 non-psych	 states	 should	 only	 be	 negated	 by	 ‘not’,	 and	
achievements	only	by	‘not	have’	in	varieties	with	these	two	standard	negators?	
(ii) what	causes	the	systematic	difference	in	meaning	between	‘not	have’-sentences	
and	 ‘not’-sentences	 in	Beijing	 and	Taiwan	Mandarin,	 and	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	
when	the	sentences	denote	activities,	accomplishments,	and	semelfactives?	





These	 questions	 will	 be	 addressed	 in	 Chapters	 4	 from	 both	 diachronic	 and	 synchronic	
















	 wo	 mai	 shu	




wo	 bu	 mai	 shu	





wo	 mai-le	 	 shu	






*wo	bu	 mai-le	 	 shu	
		I	 not	 buy-PFV	 book	
Intended:	‘I	did	not	buy	books.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
c. *我沒有買了書	
*wo	mei-you	 mai-le	 	 shu	
	 		 I	 not-have	 buy-PFV	 book	
	 	 Intended:	‘I	did	not	buy	books.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
d. 我沒有買書	
wo	 mei-you	 mai	 shu	










*wo	 bu	 mai-guo	 shu	
		I	 	 not	 buy-EXP	 book	
Intended:	‘I	have	not	bought	books	(before).’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
c. 我沒有買過書	
wo	 mei-you	 mai-guo	 shu	




















four	 Chinese	 varieties;	 the	 findings	 are	 organised	 according	 to	 the	 viewpoint	 perspectives:	
perfective	aspect	(section	3.3),	experiential	aspect	(section	3.4),	preverbal	imperfective	‘be.loc’	
(section	 3.5),	 and	 finally	 postverbal	 imperfective	 aspect	 (section	 3.6).	 All	 sentences	 under	
investigation	are	simple	verbal	declarative	sentences	that	contain	predicates	denoting	one	of	
the	 five	situation	 types	 (as	 listed	 in	Table	2.2	 in	 section	2.2),	and	marked	by	 the	viewpoint	
aspect	 markers	 of	 the	 respective	 Chinese	 variety.	 Taking	 into	 account	 the	 conclusions	
regarding	 situation	 type-viewpoint	 compatibility	 and	 negation-situation	 type	 compatibility,	
section	 3.7	 will	 highlight	 the	 cross-linguistic	 similarities	 and	 variations	 in	 the	 relationship	
between	 negation	 and	 viewpoint	 aspect.	 In	 section	 3.8,	 I	 will	 review	 three	 approaches	 to	









In	 this	 section,	what	has	been	described	about	 the	 interaction	between	 situation	 type	and	
viewpoint	aspect	in	the	literature	will	be	tested	with	empirical	evidence	drawn	from	the	four	
Chinese	varieties:	Beijing	Mandarin,	Taiwan	Mandarin,	Hong	Kong	Cantonese,	and	Gaozhou	
Cantonese.	 The	 purpose	 of	 presenting	 this	 set	 of	 judgment	 results	 is	 to	 set	 the	 scene	 for	
discussions	 on	 negation-aspect	 interaction	 in	 sections	 3.3	 to	 3.7.	 Without	 a	 systematic	
examination	of	the	interaction	between	the	two	components	of	aspect	in	each	of	the	Chinese	
varieties	 explored,	 it	 is	 not	 feasible	 to	 decipher	whether	 and	 how	 negation	 is	 sensitive	 to	
situation	or	to	viewpoint	aspect,	should	there	be	any	such	sensitivity.	The	data	is	classified	by	
situation	type,	and	each	example	shows	the	acceptability	of	the	affirmative	sentence	when	it	
is	marked	by	each	of	 the	 four	 viewpoint	 aspect	markers	 in	 the	 variety	 concerned.	All	 data	















(4) 我	(??在)	害怕	(*了)	(?過)	(??着)	⽼⿏		 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??zai)	 haipa	 (*-le)	 (?-guo)	(??-zhe)	laoshu	 	 	
我	(??在)	害怕	(??了)	(?過)	(??着)	⽼⿏		 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??zai)	 haipa	 (??-le)	 (?-guo)	(??-zhe)	laoshu	 	 	
	 I	 	 be.at	 fear	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 rats	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	fear	rats.’	
	
(5) 我	(?在)	喜歡	(??了)	(過)	(?着)	⼩明	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?zai)	 xihuan	 (??-le)	 (-guo)	 (?-zhe)	 Xiaoming	 	
我	(??在)	喜歡	(??了)	(過)	(着)	⼩明	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??zai)	 xihuan	 (??-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 Xiaoming	 	
I	 be.at	 like	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 Xiaoming	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	like	Xiaoming.’	
	
(6) 我	(*在)	知道	(了)	(??過)	(*着)	這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
	 wo	 (*zai)	 zhidao	 (-le)	 (??-guo)(*-zhe)	zhei	 jian	 shi	 	 	
	 我	(*在)	知道	(了)	(??過)	(??着)	這件事	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 zhidao	 (-le)	 (??-guo)(??-zhe)	zhei	 jian	 shi	 	
I	 	 be.at	 know	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 this	 CL	 event	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	know	about	this	event.’	
	
(7) 我	(*在)	認識	(了)	(??過)	(*着)陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 renshi	 (-le)	 (??-guo)	(*-zhe)	 Chen	 Xiansheng	 	
我	(??在)	認識	(?了)	(??過)	(??着)陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??zai)	 renshi	 (?-le)	 (??-guo)(??-zhe)	 Chen	 Xiansheng	 	
	 I	 be.at	 know	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 	 Chan	 Mr	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	know	Mr	Chan.’	
	
The	 nature	 of	Mandarin	 le	has	 been	 a	 long-standing	 puzzle.	 There	 are	 two	major	 lines	 of	







le.	Soh	(2009)	has	dismissed	the	possibility	that	this	 inchoative	 le	can	be	verbal	 le	since	the	
inchoative	reading	only	arises	when	le	is	sentence-final	or	both	verb-final	and	sentence-final,	
but	never	otherwise.	 Examples	 (6-7)	 show	precisely	 the	 contrary:	 the	 inchoative	 reading	 is	
produced,	meaning	‘I	know	about	this	event	now,	but	didn’t	before’	in	(6)	and	‘I	know	Mr	Chan	









experiential	 gwo3	 to	 be	 marginally	 acceptable	 in	 psych	 statives	 (8-9);	 all	 imperfective	
viewpoints	 should	be	 ruled	out.	Note	 that	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	zyu6,	which	could	be	 the	
marked	 imperfective	marker,	 is	 partially	 similar	 to	 zhe	 in	Mandarin	 varieties,	 but	 it	 is	 not	
included	in	the	discussion	for	reasons	explicated	in	section	2.2.3.		
	
(8) 我	(??喺度)	驚	(?咗)	(?過)	(??緊)	⽼⿏	 	 	 	 	
ngo	 (??haidou)	 geng	 (?-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 lousyu	






ngo	 (??haidou)	 zungji	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	Siuming	




ngo	 (?haidou)	 zidou	 (-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 li	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (?haidou)	 sik	 (-zo)	 (??-gwo)(??-gan)	 Can	 saang	
I	 be.loc	 	 know	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 	 Chan	 Mr	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	know	Mr	Chan.’	(HKC)	
	
Examples	 (8)	 through	 (11)	 show	perfective	 zo2	 to	be	 completely	 acceptable	with	 states	—	
psych	or	non-psych.	Experiential	gwo3	 is	found	to	be	marginal	 in	sentences	with	non-psych	
predicates	(10-11),	but	more	well-formed	with	psych	states	(8-9),	like	its	counterpart	guo	in	
Beijing	 and	 Taiwan	Mandarin.	 Neither	 of	 the	 imperfective	markers	 are	 fully	 acceptable	 in	
stative	sentences,	but	there	is	a	distinction	between	[+psych]	and	[–psych]	statives	regarding	
their	compatibilities	with	the	two	progressive	markers,	gan2	and	hai2dou6.	Gan2	 is	slightly	
marginal	 (3.0/5.0)	with	 [+psych]	states	but	very	marginal	 (2.1/5.0)	with	 [–psych]	states,	 the	
reverse	is	true	for	hai2dou6	—	very	marginal	with	[+psych]	states	(1.8/5.0),	and	only	slightly	

















ngo	 (??coigei)	 kwong	 (??-de)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 lousyu	




	 ngo	 (??coigei)	 zungji	 (?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(?-gan)	Siuming	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 deidou	(?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 gei	 gin	 si	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 sikdak	 (??-de)	 (??-gwo)(??-gan)	 Can	 sinsaang	
	 I	 be.here	 know	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 	 Chan	 Mr	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	know	Mr	Chan.’	(GZC)	
	
Overall,	 stative	 sentences	 are	 marginal	 when	 aspectually	 marked	 in	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese:	
between	the	two	perfective	viewpoints,	de6	is	marginal	when	occurring	with	stative	predicates,	











The	 theoretical	 frameworks	 discussed	 in	 section	 2.2	 generally	 consider	 activity	 and	





with	 progressive	 or	 imperfective	 aspect	 is	 one	 of	 the	 defining	 characteristics	 of	 dynamic	
situations;	 in	 fact,	 the	 progressive	 test	 is	 the	 diagnostic	 employed	 in	 Vendler	 (1957)	 to	
differentiate	 state	 from	 non-state	 predicates.	 Nevertheless,	 this	 can	 be	 taken	 as	 an	




(16) 我	(在)	散(?了)	(過)	(?着)步	 	 	 (BM)	
	 	 wo	 (zai)	 san	 (?-le)	 (-guo)	 (?-zhe)	 bu	 	
	 我	(在)	散(了)	(過)	(?着)步		 	 	 (TM)	
	 	 wo	 (zai)	 san	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (?-zhe)	 bu	 	





(17) 我	(在)	唱(了)	(過)	(着)歌	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 chang	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 ge	 	
	 我	(在)	唱(了)	(過)	(着)歌	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 chang	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 ge	 	
	 I	 be.at	 sing	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 songs	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	sing.’	
	
(18) 我	(在)	看(了)	(過)	(?着)書		 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 kan	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (?-zhe)	 shu	 	
	 我	(在)	看(了)	(過)	(着)書	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 kan	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 shu	 	
	 I	 be.at	 read	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 books	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	read	books.’	
	
(19) 我	(在)	跑(?了)	(過)	(?着)步	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 pao	 (?-le)	 (-guo)	 (?-zhe)	 bu	 	
	 我	(在)	跑(了)	(?過)	(?着)步	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 pao	 (-le)	 (?-guo)	(?-zhe)	 bu	 	












	 ngo	 (haidou)	 saan	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 bou	




	 ngo	 (haidou)	 coeng	 (?-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 go	 	 	




	 ngo	 (haidou)	 tai	 (-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(-gan)	 syu	




	 ngo	 (haidou)	 paau	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 bou	




the	 other	 varieties.	 The	 four	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 examples	 show	 that	 only	 the	 postverbal	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 saan	 (?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(?-gan)	bou	






	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 coeng	 (-de)	 (?-gwo)	(-gan)	 go	 	 	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 tai	 (?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(?-gan)	syu	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 paau	 (?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(-gan)	 bou	
	 I	 be.here	 run	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 steps	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	run.’	(GZC)	
	
That	 progressive	 gan2	 is	 acceptable	 in	 sentences	 (24-27)	 is	 not	 surprising	 for	 theoretical	
reasons	explained	in	section	2.2.2,	but	the	observation	that	Gaozhou	Cantonese	speakers	find	
all	other	viewpoints	 slightly	marginal	 shows	 that	activities	 in	Gaozhou	Cantonese	are	more	
constrained	in	terms	of	viewpoint	specification	than	the	other	three	Chinese	varieties	we	have	






since	 they	 are	 both	 dynamic	 durative	 situations,	 and	 telicity	 only	 affects	 the	 completion	
interpretation	of	the	sentences	(Smith	1997,	Xiao	&	McEnery	2004).	However,	the	picture	for	
accomplishments	empirically	observed	is	not	as	neat	as	described	in	the	literature.	Perfective	
le	 is	 the	 only	 viewpoint	 considered	 completely	 acceptable	 in	 the	 Mandarin	 examples.	
Experiential	guo	is	rated	slightly	marginal,	possibly	due	to	the	definiteness	of	the	direct	object	
which	 makes	 specifying	 the	 event	 as	 one	 occurrence	 of	 a	 class	 less	 plausible;	 note	 that	
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experiential	 aspect	 has	 been	 interpreted	 as	 ‘indefinite	 aspect’	 in	 Iljic	 (1987).	 Regarding	
imperfective	 viewpoints,	 Beijing	 Mandarin	 speakers	 generally	 accept	 progressive	 zai	 with	
accomplishments,	but	Taiwan	Mandarin	speakers	show	some	inconsistency	in	their	judgment	
of	zai	and	zhe	in	the	two	examples.	Both	zai	and	zhe	are	fully	acceptable	in	(28)	but	significantly	
worse	 in	 (29)	—	 zai	 becomes	 very	marginal	 (2.6/5.0)	 and	 zhe	 is	 completely	 unacceptable	
(1.3/5.0)	—	the	cause	of	such	variation	is,	however,	unclear.		
	
(28) 我(在)	吃(了)	(?過)	(?着)這塊蛋糕		 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 chi	 (-le)	 (?-guo)	(?-zhe)	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	 	
我(在)	吃(了)	(過)	(着)這塊蛋糕	 	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 chi	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	 	
I	 be.at	 eat	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 this	 piece	 cake	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	eat	this	piece	of	cake.’	
	
(29) 我(?在)	寫(了)	(?過)	(?着)這封信	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?zai)	 xie	 (-le)	 (?-guo)	(?-zhe)	 zhe	 feng	 xin	 	
我(??在)	寫(了)	(?過)	(*着)這封信	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??zai)	xie	 (-le)	 (?-guo)	(*-zhe)	zhe	 feng	 xin	 	
I	 be.at	 write	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 this	 CL	 letter	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	write	this	letter.’	
	
Unlike	 the	 Mandarin	 varieties,	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 data	 does	 not	 involve	 two	 types	 of	
imperfective	 but	 two	 instantiations	 of	 progressive	 viewpoint,	 hence	 the	 complications	





	 ngo	 (?haidou)	 sik	 (?-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(?-gan)	li	 gau	 daangou	




	 ngo	 (?haidou)	 se	 (?-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(?-gan)	li	 fung	 seon	
	 I	 be.loc	 	 write	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 this	 CL	 letter	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	write	this	letter.’	(HKC)	
	
So	 far,	 if	we	 compare	activity	predicates	with	 accomplishments,	 the	picture	would	be	 that	
activity	 predicates	 are	 largely	 unconstrained	 in	 terms	 of	 viewpoint	 marking,	 whilst	
accomplishments	 disfavour	 viewpoint	 marking	 to	 various	 degrees	 subject	 to	 cross-variety	
variation	 and	 the	 viewpoint	 specified.	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 presents	 a	 contrary	 case:	
accomplishment	 is	 one	 of	 the	 most	 accommodating	 situation	 types	 regarding	 viewpoint	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 sik	 (-de)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	gei	 gau	 daangou	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 se	 (?-de)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 gei	 fung	 seon	









that	 durative	 events	 in	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 are	 equally	 well-formed	 with	 viewpoint	
specifications	 regardless	of	 telicity.	This	 systematic	difference	 found	 in	Gaozhou	Cantonese	
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imperfective	 ones	 —	 both	 zai	 and	 zhe	 are	 rated	 as	 either	 very	 marginal	 or	 completely	
unacceptable	by	Beijing	and	Taiwan	Mandarin	speakers.		
	
(34) 我(??在)	贏(了)	(過)	(??着)⽐賽	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??zai)	ying	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (??-zhe)	bisai	 	
我(*在)	贏(了)	(過)	(*着)⽐賽	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 ying	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (*-zhe)	bisai	 	
I	 be.at	 win	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 race	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	win	the	race.’	
	
(35) 我(*在)	認出(?了)	(?過)	(*着)陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 renchu		 (?-le)	 (?-guo)	(*-zhe)	Chen	 xiansheng	 	
我(*在)	認出(了)	(?過)	(*着)陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 renchu		 (-le)	 (?-guo)	(*-zhe)	Chen	 xiansheng	 	
I	 be.at	 recognise	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 Chan	 Mr	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	recognise	Mr	Chan.’	
	







	 ngo	 (?haidou)	 jeng	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	beicoi	




	 ngo	 (?haidou)	 daalaan	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	zek	 bui	







	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 jing	 (-de)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	beicoi	




	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 daalaan	 (?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 zik	 bui	





in	 the	 other	 varieties:	 perfective	de6	 and	 experiential	gwo3	have	 an	 average	 score	 above	
4.0/5.0	(4.3	and	4.2	respectively),	while	the	progressive	markers	(preverbal	and	postverbal)	
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they	 have	 no	 internal	 constituency	 to	 be	 viewed	 or	 focused.	 Adopting	 Comrie’s	 (1976)	
classification,	achievement	is	not	the	only	kind	of	punctual	situation;	semelfactive	is	another.	
The	 generalisation	 is	 that	 the	 structure	will	 be	 ill-formed	when	 a	 semelfactive	 predicate	 is	
marked	 as	 imperfective.	 The	Mandarin	 data	 clearly	 contradicts	 that	 generalisation	 but	 the	
Cantonese	varieties	do	not	 form	a	uniform	pattern	 in	 that	 respect.	Examples	 (40-41)	 show	
semelfactive	to	be	compatible	with	all	four	viewpoints	in	Mandarin.		
	
(40) 我(在)	敲(了)	(過)	(着)	⾨	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 qiao	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 men	 	
我(在)	敲(了)	(過)	(?着)	⾨		 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 qiao	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (?-zhe)	 men	 	
I	 be.at	 knock	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 door	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	knock	on	the	door.’	
	
(41) 我(在)	打(了)	(過)	(着)	嗝	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 da	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (-zhe)	 ge	 	
我(在)	打(了)	(?過)	(着)	嗝		 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 da	 (-le)	 (?-guo)	(-zhe)	 ge	 	









ngo	 (?haidou)	 haau	 (?-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	mun	




ngo	 (haidou)	 daa	 (?-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(-gan)	 siik	







ngo	 (coigei)	 haau	 (?-de)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 mun	




ngo	 (coigei)	 daa	 (?-de)	 (?-gwo)	(-gan)	 gaak	
I	 be.here	 make	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 hiccup	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	hiccup.’	(GZC)	
	
This	 seemingly	 unexpected	 pattern	 with	 semelfactives	 and	 the	 imperfective	 can	 be	 easily	
explained	by	the	distinction	between	semelfactive	—	momentary	event	that	has	no	internal	
constituency	temporally	—	and	iterative	which	is	the	repeated	occurrences	of	an	event.	Comrie	
(1976:	 42-43)	 suggests	 that	 whenever	 a	 semelfactive	 is	 marked	 as	 imperfective,	 i.e.	 a	
momentary	 event	 in	 progress,	 it	 can	 be	 licensed	by	 only	 two	possible	 interpretations.	 The	
unmarked	interpretation	 is	that	 it	 is	not	referring	to	the	same	event,	but	a	series	of	events	












affirmative	 sentences	which	 denote	 each	 of	 the	 six	 situation	 types,	 including	 the	 [±psych]	






	 PFV	le	 EXP	guo	 ‘be.at’	zai	 CONT	zhe	
	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	





??1.8	 ??1.9	 *1.3	 ??1.6	 *1.3	 ??1.6	
Activity	 ü4.7	 ü4.7	 ü5.0	 ü4.7	 ü5.0	 ü4.9	 ?4.3	 ?4.4	
Accomplishment	 ü4.8	 ü5.0	 ?4.3	 ?4.4	 ü4.7	 ?3.7	 ?3.5	 ??2.9	
Achievement	 ü4.7	 ü5.0	 ?4.3	 ?4.0	 ??1.5	 *1.4	 *1.3	 *1.3	






of	 particular	 relevance	 to	 our	 discussion	 of	 Chinese	 negation.	 The	 first	 concerns	 aspect	
compatibility	of	Mandarin	states.	It	was	mentioned	in	section	3.2.1	that	Smith	(1997)	has	made	
two	contradictory	claims	about	the	compatibility	of	stative	predicates	with	aspect	marking.	On	
the	one	hand,	 she	 claims	 that	Mandarin	 stative	predicates	 cannot	 be	 aspect-marked	 at	 all	
































State	[+psych]	 ?4.3	 ??2.9	 ?4.1	 ?4.1	 ??1.8	 ??2.9	 ?3.0	 ?3.4	
State	[–psych]	 ü4.5	 ?3.3	 ?3.0	 ??3.1	 ?3.8	 ?3.6	 ??2.1	 ??2.4	
Activity	 ü4.4	 ?4.3	 ü4.5	 ?4.0	 ü4.7	 ?4.2	 ü5.0	 ü4.4	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ü4.5	 ?4.1	 ü4.4	 ?4.2	 ?4.3	 ?4.2	 ü4.4	
Achievement	 ü4.8	 ?4.3	 ü4.7	 ?4.2	 ?3.5	 ?3.6	 ?3.7	 ?3.4	
Semelfactive	 ?4.3	 ?4.0	 ?4.2	 ü4.4	 ?4.2	 ü4.6	 ?4.3	 ü4.4	
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section	shows	that	stative	predicates	 in	Chinese	are	not	 incompatible	with	aspect	marking,	







Secondly,	 the	 imperfective	markers	 in	 the	 four	 Chinese	 varieties	 display	more	 fine-grained	
differences	than	expected.	The	general	understanding	in	the	literature	is	that	achievements	
are	incompatible	with	imperfective	aspect.	This	is	indeed	testified	in	the	Mandarin	varieties,	
since	neither	zai	or	zhe	can	appear	 in	achievement	 sentences	 (scores	 ranged	1.3-	1.5/5.0).	
However,	the	Cantonese	varieties	do	not	display	any	absolute	incompatibility:	 in	both	Hong	
Kong	 and	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese,	 the	 two	 imperfective	 markers	 are	 considered	 only	 slightly	
marginal	 in	 achievement	 sentences	 (scores	 ranging	 between	 3.4	 and	 3.7).	 One	 possible	
explanation	might	be	to	attribute	the	differences	between	Mandarin	and	Cantonese	varieties	
to	the	fact	that	the	postverbal	imperfective	marker	zhe	in	Mandarin	is	a	stative	durative	marker	
while	 the	 postverbal	 imperfective	marker	gan2	 in	 the	 Cantonese	 varieties	 is	 an	 unmarked	
progressive	 marker.	 This,	 however,	 cannot	 account	 for	 the	 grammaticality	 contrast	 found	
between	Mandarin	zai	‘be.at’	and	its	counterparts	in	Cantonese	(i.e.	hai2dou6	in	Hong	Kong	
Cantonese	and	Gaozhou	Cantonese	coi5gei2)	–	Mandarin	zai	 is	completely	unacceptable	 in	




imperfectives	 in	 terms	 of	 situation	 type	 compatibility	 and	 its	 deviation	 from	 the	Mandarin	
pattern.	Nevertheless,	it	suffices	to	conclude	that	the	aspect	systems	across	Chinese	varieties	























One	 of	 the	 generally	 acknowledged	 empirical	 facts	 in	 the	 Chinese	 negation	 puzzle	 is	 that	
perfective	le	cannot	appear	in	a	negative	sentence,	whether	with	bù	or	méi(yǒu)	(cf.	Lee	&	Pan	










(46) 我	(*不｜*沒有)	知道了這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao-le	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
我	(*不｜*沒有)	知道了這件事	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao-le	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
I	 not	 |not-have	 know-PFV	 this	 CL	 event	
Affirmative:	‘I	knew	about	this	event.’	
	
(47) 我	(??不｜??沒有)	看了書	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 kan-le	 	 shu	 	
我	(*不｜??沒有)	看了書	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 kan-le	 	 shu	 	
I	 not	 |not-have	 read-PFV	 book	
Affirmative:	‘I	read	books.’		
		
(48) 我	(*不｜?沒有)	贏了⽐賽	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying-le	 	 bisai	 	
我	(*不｜?沒有)	贏了⽐賽	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying-le	 	 bisai	 	



















very	 marginal	 or	 completely	 unacceptable,	 invariably	 among	 Mandarin	 speakers	 of	 both	
varieties.	Evidently,	 the	possibility	 that	 the	unacceptability	 is	 caused	by	 situation-viewpoint	







	 le	 bù	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ??1.7	 ??2.1	 ü4.8	 ü4.9	 *1.2	 ??1.8	
State	[–psych]	 ü4.9	 ü4.5	 ü5.0	 ü5.0	 *1.2	 *1.4	
Activity	 ü4.7	 ü4.7	 ü4.8		 ü5.0		 ??1.4	 *1.0	
Accomplishment	 ü4.8	 ü5.0	 ?4.1		 ü4.6		 ??1.7	 *1.4	
Achievement	 ü4.7	 ü5.0	 ??1.6	 ??1.6	 *1.2	 *1.2	
Semelfactive	 ü4.9	 ü4.9	 ?3.9		 ?4.0		 ??1.4	 *1.4	
	 le	 méi(yǒu)	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ??1.7	 ??2.1	 ?3.4	 ?4.4	 *1.2	 ??1.8	
State	[–psych]	 ü4.9	 ü4.5	 ??2.5	 ??2.4	 *1.3	 ??1.6	
Activity	 ü4.7	 ü4.7	 ?4.4	 ?4.3	 ??1.7	 ??1.8	
Accomplishment	 ü4.8	 ü5.0	 ?4.1	 ü4.8	 ??2.1	 ??2.0	
Achievement	 ü4.7	 ü5.0	 ?4.4	 ?4.4	 ??2.7	 ??2.9	









literature	 and	 confirmed	 by	 the	 Beijing	 and	 Taiwan	Mandarin	 data	 in	 the	 section	 3.3.1	 is	
expected	when	the	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	negators	appear	with	perfective	zo2.	The	empirical	
evidence	 confirms	 this	 expectation:	 all	 fourteen	 sentences	marked	with	 perfective	 zo2	are	
considered	either	completely	unacceptable	or	very	marginal	under	negation.	Precisely,	mou5	









ngo	 (??m	 |??mou)	 zungji-zo	 Siuming	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 coeng-zo-go	







	 zo2	 m4	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.3	 ü4.6	 ??1.7	
State	[–psych]	 ü4.5	 ü4.6	 *1.3	
Activity	 ü4.4	 ü4.6	 *1.2	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ?4.2	 *1.2	
Achievement	 ü4.8	 ??2.4	 *1.2	
Semelfactive	 ?4.3	 ?4.3	 *1.4	
	
Table	3.8.	Mou5	and	perfective	zo2.		
	 zo2	 mou5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.3	 ?4.2	 ??2.3	
State	[–psych]	 ü4.5	 ??2.6	 *1.5	
Activity	 ü4.4	 ü4.7	 *1.3	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ü4.5	 ??2.5	
Achievement	 ü4.8	 ü4.7	 ??2.6	
Semelfactive	 ?4.3	 ü5.0	 ??1.7	
	
	










mou5.	However,	when	 the	negative	 [–psych]	 stative	sentences	are	marked	as	perfective,	 it	
becomes	completely	unacceptable	regardless	of	 the	choice	of	negator.	This	shows	that	 the	
	 109	
variations	 prominent	 in	 negation-situation	 type	 compatibility	 are	 not	 reflected	 in	 the	
acceptability	of	the	‘mixed’	sentences;	 in	other	words,	negation-situation	type	compatibility	
has	 little	 (if	 any)	 impact	 on	 the	 overall	 acceptability	 of	 negative	 perfective	 sentences.	 The	
combination	 of	 these	 two	 factors	 —	 situation	 type-viewpoint	 compatibility	 and	 negation-








Chapter	 2	 has	 concluded,	 based	 on	 the	 judgment	 findings	 on	 bare	 negatives	 and	 the	
production	 data	 in	 section	 1.4.2,	 that	mau5	 jau5	 ‘not	 have’	 is	 not	 a	 standard	 negator	 in	
Gaozhou	Cantonese.	The	discovery	 is	crucial.	 It	sets	Gaozhou	Cantonese	apart	as	a	Chinese	
variety	 with	 only	 one	 standard	 negator,	 unlike	 the	 other	 three	 Chinese	 varieties	 (and	 the	
standard	 view	 of	 Chinese)	 which	 have	 a	 ‘not’-‘not-have’	 division	 in	 their	 negation	 system.	

















	 de6	 mau5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ??2.9	 ü4.6	 ??2.6	
State	[–psych]	 ?3.3	 ü4.7	 ??2.7	
Activity	 ?4.3	 ü4.6	 ??2.4	
Accomplishment	 ü4.5	 ü4.5	 ?3.2	
Achievement	 ?4.3	 ?3.9	 ??2.7	
Semelfactive	 ?4.0	 ü4.6	 ??2.7	
	
As	summarised	in	Table	3.9,	almost	all	the	perfective	sentences	with	de6	become	very	marginal	
under	 negation	 by	 mau5	 ‘not’.	 Undoubtedly,	 perfective	 aspect	 is	 subject	 to	 Atkionsart	





ngo	 (??mau)	 kwong-de	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??mau)	 deidou-de	 gei	 gin	 si	
I	 not	 	 know-PFV	 this	 CL	 event	
Affirmative:	‘I	knew	about	this	event.’	(GZC)	
	








ngo	 (?mau)	sik-de	 	 gei	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (??mau)	 se-de	 	 gei	 fung	 seon		









since	 experiential	 aspect	 is	 generally	 regarded	 as	 a	 type	 of	 perfective/perfect	 aspect	 (cf.	
Comrie	1976,	Smith	1997;	see	also	the	discussion	in	section	2.2.3),	the	incompatibility	of	bù	
with	 perfectivity	 extends	 to	 experiential	 viewpoint;	 part	 of	 the	 Chinese	 negation	 puzzle	 is,	
precisely,	that	méi(yǒu)	can	co-occur	with	experiential	guo	while	bù	cannot	(see	examples	1-3,	
and	the	discussion	in	section	1.2).	The	questionnaire	results	for	negative	guo-sentences	have	
confirmed	 this	 observation.	 All	 experientially	 marked	 sentences	 negated	 by	 bù	 are	










(55) 我	(*不｜?沒)	害怕過⽼⿏	 	 	 	 (BM)	
	 wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 haipa-guo	 laoshu	 	
	 我	(*不｜沒)	害怕過⽼⿏	 	 	 	 (TM)	
	 wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 haipa-guo	 laoshu	 	
	 I	 not	 |not-have	 fear-EXP	 rats	
	 Affirmative:	‘I	have	feared	rats	before.’		
	
(56) 我	(*不｜?沒)	跑過步	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 pao-guo-bu	 	
我	(*不｜沒)	跑過步	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |mei)	 	 pao-guo-bu	 	
I	 not	 |not.have	 run-EXP-steps	
Affirmative:	‘I	have	run	before.’		
	
(57) 我	(*不｜?沒)	打過嗝	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 da-guo-ge	 	
我	(*不｜沒)	打過嗝	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |mei)	 	 da-guo-ge	 	































negation	—	 non-psych	 state	 is	 the	 only	 exception.	 The	 ungrammaticality	 produced	 by	 the	
occurrence	 of	 guo	 in	 [–psych]	 statives	 may	 present	 some	 ambiguity,	 but,	 comparing	 the	
average	scores	received	by	[–psych]	statives	with	other	situation	types	in	bù-guo	sentences,	[–
psych]	 statives	 are,	 in	 fact,	 slightly	 better	 —	 (??)	 versus	 (*)	 elsewhere.	 The	 compatibility	
between	bù	and	various	situation	types	also	does	not	capture	the	uniform	ungrammaticality	
of	bù-guo	 sentences;	 nor	 does	 the	 combination	 of	 both	 factors,	 i.e.	guo-situation	 and	bù-
situation	type	compatibilities.	In	other	words,	situation	types	do	not	play	a	role	in	determining	
the	 acceptability	 of	 bù-guo	 sentences,	 the	 bù-guo	 compatibility	 does,	 which	 results	 in	
consistent	ill-formedness.		
	 guo	 bù	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.5	 ?4.4	 ü4.8	 ü4.9	 ??1.5	 *1.4	
State	[–psych]	 ??1.8	 ??1.9	 ü5.0	 ü5.0	 ??1.6	 ??1.6	
Activity	 ü5.0	 ü4.7	 ü4.8	 ü5.0		 *1.2	 *1.2	
Accomplishment	 ?4.3	 ?4.4	 ?4.1		 ü4.6		 *1.2	 *1.2	
Achievement	 ?4.3	 ?4.0	 ??1.6	 ??1.6	 *1.3	 *1.3	
Semelfactive	 ü4.8	 ü4.6	 ?3.9		 ?4.0		 *1.3	 *1.1	
	 guo	 méi(yǒu)	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.5	 ?4.4	 ?3.4	 ?4.4	 ?4.6	 ü4.8	
State	[–psych]	 ??1.8	 ??1.9	 ??2.5	 ??2.4	 ??2.9	 ?3.1	
Activity	 ü5.0	 ü4.7	 ?4.4	 ?4.3	 ?4.1	 ?4.3	
Accomplishment	 ?4.3	 ?4.4	 ?4.1	 ü4.8	 ?4.5	 ü4.8	
Achievement	 ?4.3	 ?4.0	 ?4.4	 ?4.4	 ?3.7	 ü4.5	





sentences	 very	marginal	 (2.9/5.0)	 and	Taiwan	Mandarin	 speakers	on	average	 rate	 them	as	






我	(*在)	知道	(了)	(??過)	(*着)	這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
	 	 wo	 (*zai)	 zhidao	 (-le)	 (??-guo)(*-zhe)	zhei	 jian	 shi	 	
	 我	(*在)	知道	(了)	(??過)	(??着)	這件事		 	 	 	 (TM)	
	 wo	 (*zai)	 zhidao	 (-le)	 (??-guo)(??-zhe)	zhei	 jian	 shi	 	
	 I	 	 be.at	 know	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 this	 CL	 event	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	know	about	this	event.’	
b. Méi	and	non-psych	states	
	 我	(不｜??沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
我	(不｜*沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	




我	(??不｜??沒有)	知道過這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
	 wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao-guo	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
	 我	(??不｜??沒有)	知道過這件事	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
	 wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao-guo	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	











Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 shows	 the	 same	 pattern	 as	 the	 Mandarin	 varieties:	 experiential	
sentences	are	completely	unacceptable	when	negated	by	m4	‘not’,	with	two	exceptions	(59-




ngo	 (??m	 |mou)	 	 zungji-gwo	 Siuming	




ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 zidou-gwo	 li	 gin	 si	










	 gwo3	 m4	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.1	 ü4.6	 *1.5	
State	[–psych]	 ?3.0	 ü4.6	 ??1.8	
Activity	 ü4.5	 ü4.6	 *1.5	
Accomplishment	 ?4.1	 ?4.2	 *1.3	
Achievement	 ü4.7	 ??2.4	 *1.3	
Semelfactive	 ?4.2	 ?4.3	 *1.5	
	
Table	3.13.	Mou5	and	experiential	gwo3.	
	 gwo3	 mou5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.1	 ?4.2	 ü4.6	
State	[–psych]	 ?3.0	 ??2.6	 ?3.7	
Activity	 ü4.5	 ü4.7	 ü4.6	
Accomplishment	 ?4.1	 ü4.5	 ü4.8	
Achievement	 ü4.7	 ü4.7	 ü4.8	




situation	 types	 is	 a	 strong	 piece	 of	 evidence.	 Negation	 by	mou5	 ‘not.have’,	 in	 contrast,	
produces	well-formed	experiential	sentences.	The	only	seeming	exception	is	again	with	non-
psych	stative	sentences,	which	speakers	consider	slightly	marginal	(3.7/5.0	on	average).	The	
explanation	 here	 is	 the	 same	 as	 that	 in	 Mandarin:	 the	 slight	 marginality	 comes	 from	 the	







ngo	 (?haidou)	 zidou	 (-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 li	 gin					si	




ngo	 (m	 |??mou)	 zidou	 li	 gin	 si	 	





ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 zidou-gwo	 li	 gin	 si	








‘Not’	 negators	 in	 other	 varieties	 (i.e.	 Mandarin	 bù	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonse	 m4)	 show	
incompatibility	with	both	perfective	and	experiential	aspects,	but	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5	







	 gwo3	 mau5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?4.1	 ü4.6	 ü4.7	
State	[–psych]	 ??3.1	 ü4.7	 ?4.1	
Activity	 ?4.0	 ü4.6	 ü4.6	
Accomplishment	 ü4.4	 ü4.5	 ü4.7	
Achievement	 ?4.2	 ?3.9	 ?4.2	
Semelfactive	 ü4.4	 ü4.6	 ü4.8	
	




psych	 states	matters,	 because	mau5	 can	 negate	 non-psych	 states,	 as	 discussed	 in	 section	
2.3.2.1.	 Also,	 the	 difference	 in	 acceptability	 between	 non-psych	 states	 and	 other	 situation	












ngo	 (?mau)	daalaan-gwo	 zik	 bui	




This	 time,	 the	 variation	 can	 be	 accounted	 for	 by	 the	marginality	 in	 negating	 achievement	
predicates	 on	 the	 one	 hand,	 and	 the	markedness	 of	marking	 achievement	 sentences	with	
experiential	 viewpoint	 on	 the	 other.	 Nonetheless,	 the	 overall	 picture	 does	 not	 change:	






being	 incompatible	with	 perfective	 aspect;	 on	 the	 other	 hand,	when	 negating	 experiential	
sentences,	mau5	resembles	what	we	have	seen	in	experiential	sentences	negated	by	‘not	have’	
in	 the	 other	 varieties.	 Two	 conclusions	 can	 be	 derived	 from	 these	 observations:	 first,	
experiential	aspect,	despite	being	a	type	of	perfective,	is	distinctive	enough	to	produce	highly	
contrastive	treatment	in	negation;	and	second,	there	must	be	some	constraint	that	rules	out	










The	strong	bias	of	attention	towards	negation	and	perfectivity	 in	 the	 literature	—	probably	




‘be.loc’	 marker	 is	 common	 to	 all	 four	 varieties,	 namely	 Mandarin	 zai	 ‘be.at’,	 Hong	 Kong	
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Mandarin,	with	 a	 preference	 for	méi(yǒu)	 among	 northern	Mandarin	 speakers,	 and	bù	 for	
southern	 and	 Taiwan	 Mandarin	 speakers.	 This	 regional	 preference	 is	 contradicted	 by	 Lin	
(2003a),	whose	Taiwan	Mandarin	data	show	that	bù	is	not	allowed	in	progressive	zai-sentences,	
and	méi(yǒu)	 is	 the	only	 legitimate	negator	with	 imperfectives.	The	 judgment	results	 in	the	
present	study	reveal	more	complication	than	reported	by	either	Ernst	(1995)	or	Lin	(2003a).		
	
Regional	 variation	 exists	 but	 not	 as	 straightforwardly	 as	 suggested	 in	 the	 literature.	 The	
contrast	in	negator	preference	is	much	stronger	in	Taiwan	Mandarin	particularly	with	activities	




(64) 我	(?不｜?沒有)	在看書	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 kan-shu	 	
我	(*不｜沒有)	在看書	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 zai	 kan-shu	 	
I	 not	 |not-have	 be.at	 read-book	
Affirmative:	‘I	am	reading.’	
	
(65) 我	(?不｜?沒有)	在敲⾨	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 qiao-men	 	
我	(??不｜沒有)	在敲⾨	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |mei-you)	 zai	 qiao-men	 	








a. 我	(*不｜*沒有)	在知道這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zai	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
我	(*不｜*沒有)	在知道這件事	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zai	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
I	 	 not	 |not-have	 be.at	 know	 this	 CL	 event	
Affirmative:	*‘I	am	knowing	about	this	event.’		
b. 我	(*在)	知道	(了)	(??過)	(*着)	這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 zhidao	 (-le)	 (??-guo)(*-zhe)	zhei	 jian	 shi	 	 	
我	(*在)	知道	(了)	(??過)	(??着)	這件事		 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 zhidao	 (-le)	 (??-guo)(??-zhe)	zhei	 jian	 shi	 	
I	 	 be.at	 know	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 this	 CL	 event	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	know	about	this	event.’	
c. 我	(不｜??沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
我	(不｜*沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	






a. 我	(*不｜??沒有)	在贏⽐賽	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 zai	 ying	 bisai	 	
我	(*不｜??沒有)	在贏⽐賽	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 zai	 ying	 bisai	 	
I	 	 not	 |not-have	 be.at	 win	 race	
Affirmative:	‘I	am	winning	races.’		
b. 我(??在)	贏(了)	(過)	(??着)⽐賽	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 	 (??zai)	 ying	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (??-zhe)	bisai	 	
我(*在)	贏(了)	(過)	(*着)⽐賽	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*zai)	 ying	 (-le)	 (-guo)	 (*-zhe)	bisai	 	
I	 	 be.at	 win	 PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 race	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	win	the	race.’	
c. 我	(??不｜?沒有)	贏⽐賽	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying	 bisai	 	
我	(??不｜?沒有)	贏⽐賽	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying	 bisai	 	






two	 situation	 types	 even	 in	 the	 affirmative	 as	 in	 (66b,	 67b).	 Hence,	 the	 unacceptability	 of	








































	 zai	 bù	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.0	 ??2.5	 ü4.8	 ü4.9	 ??2.0	 *1.2	
State	[–psych]	 *1.3	 ??1.6	 ü5.0	 ü5.0	 *1.3	 *1.1	
Activity	 ü5.0	 ü4.9	 ü4.8		 ü5.0		 ?4.0	 ??1.9	
Accomplishment	 ü4.7	 ?3.7	 ?4.1		 ü4.6	 ??2.7	 *1.1	
Achievement	 ??1.5	 *1.4	 ??1.6	 ??1.6	 *1.2	 *1.1	
Semelfactive	 ü5.0	 ü4.8	 ?3.9		 ?4.0		 ?3.0	 *1.5	
	 zai	 méi(yǒu)	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.0	 ??2.5	 ?3.4	 ?4.4	 ?3.4	 ?3.7	
State	[–psych]	 *1.3	 ??1.6	 ??2.5	 ??2.4	 ??1.4	 ??1.6	
Activity	 ü5.0	 ü4.9	 ?4.4	 ?4.3	 ?4.3	 ü4.9	
Accomplishment	 ü4.7	 ?3.7	 ?4.1	 ü4.8	 ?3.4	 ?3.8	
Achievement	 ??1.5	 *1.4	 ?4.4	 ?4.4	 ??1.6	 ??1.6	











(68) Hongmei	 bu	 zai	 shuo	 hua	
	 Hongmei	 not	 IMPF	 say	 speech	
	 ‘Hongmei	isn’t	talking.’	(Mand.;	Ernst	1995:	693)	
	
The	data	presented	 in	 this	section	resolves	this	controversy	on	potential	 regional	variation,	
concluding	that	bù	is	generally	incompatible	with	zai	in	both	Mandarin	varieties.	In	fact,	the	










zai	 sentences	 can	 be	 acceptable	 in	 both	 varieties	 of	Mandarin,	 but	 subject	 to	 the	 type	 of	
situation	conveyed.	 Indeed,	 the	parallel	between	 the	acceptability	of	 affirmative	 sentences	
with	zai	and	the	negative	counterparts	with	méi(yǒu)	 is	striking.	For	 instance,	 in	affirmative	
contexts,	[+psych]	state	and	[–psych]	state	with	zai	are	respectively	rated	as	slightly	marginal	
and	very	marginal,	and	the	same	ratings	apply	 for	 their	compatibility	with	méi(yǒu)	 in	bare	
negative	sentences;	the	results	in	mixed	sentences	show	the	combination	of	the	two	factors,	


























	 hai2dou6	 m4	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ??1.8	 ü4.6	 *1.5	
State	[–psych]	 ?3.8	 ü4.6	 ??2.9	
Activity	 ü4.7	 ü4.6	 ?3.9	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ?4.2	 ?3.2	
Achievement	 ?3.5	 ??2.4	 ??2.9	




	 hai2dou6	 mou5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ??1.8	 ?4.2	 ??1.9	
State	[–psych]	 ?3.8	 ??2.6	 ??2.2	
Activity	 ü4.7	 ü4.7	 ?4.2	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ü4.5	 ?3.3	
Achievement	 ?3.5	 ü4.7	 ??2.9	








ngo	 (haidou)	 saan	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 bou	
I	 	 be.loc	 	 stroll	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 steps	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	stroll.’	(HKC)	
b. 我	(唔｜冇)	散步	
ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 saanbou	 	




ngo	 (?m	 |?mou)		 haidou	saanbou	






ngo	 (haidou)	 daa	 (?-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(-gan)	 siik	
I	 	 be.loc	 make	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 hiccup	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	hiccup.’	(HKC)	
b. 我	(?唔｜冇)	打思噎	
ngo	 (?m	 |mou)	 	 daasiik		




ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 haidou	daasiik	







in	 negating	 the	 sentence.	 But	 when	 negation	 and	 progressive	 hai2dou6	 co-occur	 in	 the	
sentence	in	(69c),	the	negative	sentence	is	marginal	whether	negated	by	m4	or	mou5,	which	
means	that	the	co-occurrence	of	negation	and	hai2dou6	would	worsen	the	acceptability	of	the	
sentence.	Similarly,	 (70)	 shows	a	 semelfactive	 sentence	ngo5	daa2si1ik1	 ‘I	hiccup’	 in	 those	
three	 conditions.	 Despite	 the	 fact	 that	m4	has	 been	 rated	 as	 slightly	marginal	 in	 the	 bare	











a. 我	(??喺度)	驚	(?咗)	(?過)	(??緊)	⽼⿏	 	 	 	 	
ngo	 (??haidou)	 geng	 (?-zo)	 (?-gwo)	(??-gan)	 lousyu	
I	 	 be.loc	 	 fear	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 	 rats	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	fear	rats.’	(HKC)	
b. 我	(唔｜?冇)	驚⽼⿏	
ngo	 (m	 |?mou)		 geng	 lousyu	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 haidou	geng	 lousyu	







results	 in	Tables	3.17	and	3.18	and	 the	observations	made	 in	 (69-70)	demonstrate	 that	an	











inadequate	 in	 capturing	 the	 empirical	 pattern.	 In	 general,	 sentences	 with	 imperfective	
hai2dou6	 ‘be.loc’	 co-occuring	 with	 negation	 are	 significantly	 worse	 than	 when	 either	 the	
aspect	marker	or	negation	appears	alone,	which	 shows	 that	hai2dou6	 is	 incompatible	with	
negation	—	the	choice	of	negator	makes	 little	difference	 (contra	 the	pattern	 in	Mandarin).	






3.19	shows	 that	 these	 ‘mixed’	 sentences	are	generally	 less	acceptable	 than	sentences	with	





	 coi5gei2	 mau5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ??2.9	 ü4.6	 ??2.7	
State	[–psych]	 ?3.6	 ü4.7	 ?3.3	
Activity	 ?4.2	 ü4.6	 ü4.7	
Accomplishment	 ?4.3	 ü4.5	 ?3.6	
Achievement	 ?3.6	 ?3.9	 ??2.9	





	 ngo	 (?coigei)	 jing	 (-de)	 (-gwo)	 (?-gan)	beicoi	




	 ngo	 (?mau)	jing	 beicoi	




ngo	 (??mau)	 coigei	 	 jing	 beicoi	









is	 not	 the	 sole	 determinant	 for	 the	 overall	 acceptability	 of	 negative	 coi5gei2	 sentences	 in	
Gaozhou	Cantonese.	The	compatibility	between	coi5gei2	‘be.here’	and	situation	type	is	also	a	
major	factor,	especially	with	stative	predicates.	Therefore,	 like	the	other	varieties,	Gaozhou	

















(2003a),	 the	 questionnaire	 found	 a	 concurring	 pattern	 that	 bù	 is	 unacceptable	 in	 zhe-
sentences,	but,	importantly,	méi(yǒu)	does	not	appear	to	be	a	better	option	either.	In	fact,	the	





(73) 我	(??不｜?沒)	唱着歌	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang-zhe-ge	 	
我	(??不｜?沒)	唱着歌	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang-zhe-ge	 	
I	 not	 |not.have	 sing-CONT-song	
Affirmative:	‘I	am	singing.’		
	
(74) 我	(??不｜?沒有)	看着書	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan-zhe	 shu		 	
我	(*不｜?沒有)	看着書	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan-zhe	 shu	 	
I	 not	 |not-have	 read-CONT	 book	
Affirmative:	‘I	am	reading	books.’	
	
(75) 我	(*不｜??沒有)	認識着陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 renshi-zhe	 Chen	 xiansheng	 	
我	(*不｜*沒有)	認識着陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 renshi-zhe	 Chen	 xiansheng	 	
I	 not	 |not-have	 know-CONT	 Chan	 Mr	
Affirmative:	*‘I	am	knowing	Mr	Chan.’		
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(76) 我	(??不｜?	?沒)	寫着這封信	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 xie-zhe		 zhe	 feng	 xin	 	
我	(*不｜?	?沒)	寫着這封信	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 xie-zhe		 zhe	 feng	 xin	 	
I	 not	 |not.have	 write-CONT	 this	 CL	 letter	
Affirmative:	‘I	am	writing	this	letter.’		
	
(77) 我	(*不｜??沒)	認出着陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 renchu-zhe	 	 Chen	 xiansheng	 	
我	(*不｜??沒)	認出着陳先⽣	 	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 renchu-zhe	 	 Chen	 xiansheng	 	

















	 zhe	 bù	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.0	 ?3.2	 ü4.8	 ü4.9	 ??1.6	 *1.3	
State	[–psych]	 *1.3	 ??1.6	 ü5.0	 ü5.0	 *1.1	 *1.4	
Activity	 ?4.3	 ?4.4	 ü4.8		 ü5.0		 ??1.6	 *1.3	
Accomplishment	 ?3.5	 ??2.9	 ?4.1		 ü4.6		 *1.2	 *1.3	
Achievement	 *1.3	 *1.3	 ??1.6	 ??1.6	 *1.1	 *1.2	


















zhe	but	 the	result	 is	 subject	 to	variation	 in	 the	 type	of	situation	concerned.	Clear	evidence	
comes	from	accomplishments	and	achievements:	negation	by	méi(yǒu)	is	only	slightly	marginal	
when	aspect	marking	is	absent,	but	when	zhe	is	present,	the	sentences	are	either	very	marginal	










	 zhe	 méi(yǒu)	 Mixed	
BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	 BM	 TM	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.0	 ?3.2	 ?3.4	 ?4.4	 ??2.3	 ??2.5	
State	[–psych]	 *1.3	 ??1.6	 ??2.5	 ??2.4	 *1.3	 *1.4	
Activity	 ?4.3	 ?4.4	 ?4.4	 ?4.3	 ?3.1	 ?3.4	
Accomplishment	 ?3.5	 ??2.9	 ?4.1	 ü4.8	 ??2.1	 ??2.3	
Achievement	 *1.3	 *1.3	 ?4.4	 ?4.4	 ??1.8	 ??1.9	




The	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 postverbal	 progressive	 marker	 gan2	 does	 not	 bear	 any	 direct	
correspondence	to	zhe	in	Beijing	or	Taiwan	Mandarin,	but	is	a	viewpoint	aspect	marker	that	is	
highly	productive	in	Cantonese	varieties,	including	Gaozhou	Cantonese.	It	is,	therefore,	crucial	
to	 differentiate	 between	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 gan2	 and	 zhe	 in	 the	 Mandarin	 varieties.	
Though	both	gan2	and	zhe	are	postverbal	imperfective	markers,	gan2	expresses	progressive	
viewpoint	which	can	be	regarded	as	the	unmarked	imperfective	following	Smith	(1997),	while	
zhe	 has	 been	 analysed	 as	 a	 marked	 imperfective	 (or	 specifically	 stative/resultative	
imperfective),	 which	 indicates	 a	 sense	 of	 stativity	 that	 gan2	 or	 any	 typical	 progressive	
viewpoint	lacks.	The	data	in	Tables	3.22	and	3.23	present	a	rather	straightforward	pattern	for	
negative	 sentences	 with	 gan2,	 especially	 when	 comparing	 it	 to	 negative	 sentences	 with	




	 gan2	 m4	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.0	 ü4.6	 ??1.7	
State	[–psych]	 ??2.1	 ü4.6	 *1.4	
Activity	 ü5.0	 ü4.6	 *1.4	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ?4.2	 *1.3	
Achievement	 ?3.7	 ??2.4	 *1.2	





	 gan2	 mou5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.0	 ?4.2	 ??1.8	
State	[–psych]	 ??2.1	 ??2.6	 *1.3	
Activity	 ü5.0	 ü4.7	 ?3.1	
Accomplishment	 ?4.2	 ü4.5	 ??2.5	
Achievement	 ?3.7	 ü4.7	 *1.5	
Semelfactive	 ?4.3	 ü5.0	 ?3.3	
	
Consider	 the	 empirical	 findings	 on	 m4-gan2	 sentences	 in	 Table	 3.22.	 The	 invariable	
unacceptability	of	all	negative	progressive	sentences	negated	by	m4	indicates	that	sensitivity	






	 ngo	 (haidou)	 paau	 (-zo)	 (-gwo)	 (-gan)	 bou	
	 I	 	 be.loc	 	 run	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 steps	
	 Bare	affirmative:	‘I	run.’	(HKC)	
b. 我	(唔｜冇)	跑步	
ngo	 (m	 |mou)	 	 paaubou	




ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 paau-gan-bou	











acceptability	 of	 the	 ‘mixed’	 sentences	 is	 not	 as	 clear-cut.	 For	 instance,	 while	 gan2	 is	 fully	
acceptable	with	activity	in	the	affirmative	context	(5.0/5.0),	when	mou5	appears	the	sentence	

























	 gan2	 mau5	 Mixed	
State	[+psych]	 ?3.4	 ü4.6	 ??3.1	
State	[–psych]	 ??2.4	 ü4.7	 ??2.7	
Activity	 ü4.4	 ü4.6	 ?4.0	
Accomplishment	 ü4.4	 ü4.5	 ??3.1	
Achievement	 ?3.4	 ?3.9	 ??3.0	
Semelfactive	 ü4.4	 ü4.6	 ?3.2	
	
Mau5	 is	 not	 compatible	 with	 gan2,	 but	 the	 difference	 in	 acceptability	 can	 be	 subtle.	 For	






ngo	 (?coigei)	 saan	 (?de)	 (?gwo)	 (?gan)	 bou	
I		 be.here	 stroll	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 steps	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	stroll.’	(GZC)	
b. 我	(冇)	散步	
ngo	 (mau)	 saan	 bou	 	













ngo	 (?coigei)	 daalaan	 (?de)	 (?gwo)	 (??gan)	zik	 bui	
I		 be.here	 shatter		 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 CL	 mug	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	shatter	the	mug.’	(GZC)	
b. 我	(?冇)	打爛隻杯	
ngo	 (?mau)	daalaan	 zik	 bui	 	




ngo	 (??mau)	 daalaan-gan	 zik	 bui	





ngo	 (??coigei)	 kwong	 (??de)	 (?gwo)	 (??gan)	lousyu	
I		 be.here	 fear	 PFV	 EXP	 PROG	 rats	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	fear	rats.’	(GZC)	
b. 我	(冇)	狂⽼⿏	
ngo	 (mau)	 kwong	 lousyu	 	




ngo	 (??mau)	 kwong-gan	 lousyu	





Impact	 from	negation-situation	 type	compatibility	can	be	ruled	out	 in	 this	case,	as	mau5	 is	
compatible	with	all	situation	types	in	bare	negatives,	as	seen	in	the	(b)	sentences	in	(79-81).	
Therefore,	 the	 marginality	 or	 unacceptability	 of	 mau5-gan2	 sentences	 is	 due	 to	 the	








between	 negation	 and	 different	 viewpoint	 aspects.	 The	 purpose	 of	 this	 section	 is	 to	 put	
forward	 some	 cross-linguistic	 generalisations	 on	 negation-viewpoint	 relationship.	 Some	 of	

































PFV	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
EXP	 *	 ü	 *	 ü	 *	 ü	 ü	
IMPFV	(be.loc)	 *	[S-V]	 O	[S-V]	 *	 O	[S-V]	 *	[S-V]	 *	[S-V]	 *	[S-V]	
IMPFV	 *		 *	[S-V]	 *		 *	[S-V]	 *	 *	(S-V)	 *	(S-V)	
	
	




is	 attributed	 to	 the	 difference	 in	 weighting	 between	 situation	 type-viewpoint	 aspect	
compatibility	and	negation-viewpoint	aspect	compatibility	in	determining	the	grammaticality	




between	 the	 situation	 type	 and	 aspectual	 viewpoint	 concerned.	 In	 contrast,	 where	 the	
compatibility	 between	 ‘not’	 (i.e.	bù	and	m4)	 and	 viewpoint	 aspect	 plays	 a	 stronger	 role	 in	
determining	 the	 overall	 well-formedness	 of	 the	 sentence,	 the	 negative	 aspect-marked	
sentences	are	systematically	considered	ill-formed	regardless	of	the	type	of	predicate	involved.	
Second,	the	only	viewpoint	fully	compatible	with	negation	across	the	four	Chinese	varieties	is	
the	 experiential	 viewpoint	 (i.e.	 Mandarin	 guo	 and	 Cantonese	 gwo3);	 in	 systems	 with	 two	
standard	negators,	experiential	 viewpoint	 is	only	 compatible	with	 ‘not	have’	 (i.e.	Mandarin	





















This	 functional	 preference	 gradually	 conventionalised	 into	 formal	 restrictions	 over	 what	
grammatical	categories	can	appear	 in	the	negative.	The	data	 in	this	chapter	shows	that	the	
four	varieties	of	Chinese	display	the	paradigmatic	asymmetry	Miestamo	described,	by	having	






The	 third	 observation	 concerns	 the	 perfective-imperfective	 distinction	 in	 negation;	 the	
negation-viewpoint	compatibility	has	an	overwhelming	impact	on	the	overall	acceptability	of	
negative	 aspect-marked	 sentences	 when	 the	 viewpoint	 concerned	 expresses	 perfectivity,	
which	includes	perfective	and	experiential	viewpoints,	but	the	impact	of	negation-viewpoint	
compatibility	 is	 significantly	 obscured	 by	 the	 variation	 caused	 by	 situation	 type-viewpoint	












—	both	m4	and	mou5	are	 incompatible	with	 perfective	 zo2	 in	Hong	 Kong	Cantonese,	 and	
Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 mau5	 is	 also	 incompatible	 with	 perfective	 de6.	 However,	 having	
considered	a	larger	sample	of	languages,	Miestamo	&	van	der	Auwera	(2011)	have	rejected	
such	generalisation.	They	have	found	that	out	of	the	179	languages	investigated,	49	languages	
display	 paradigmatic	 asymmetry	 between	 negation	 and	 affirmation,	 and	 among	 those	
languages,	 only	 14	 show	 a	 loss	 of	 either	 a	 perfective-type	 or	 imperfective-type	 aspectual	
distinction24	under	negation,	but	the	distribution	 is	even:	7	 languages	 impose	restriction	on	
perfective-type	 aspect	 and	 the	 other	 7	 languages	 have	 a	 restriction	 on	 imperfective	 type	
aspect	(Miestamo	&	van	der	Auwera	2011:	68).	Hence,	there	is	no	tendency	for	negation	to	
suppress	perfective	aspect	more	than	imperfective	aspect;	in	other	words,	the	generalisation	
that	 negation	 would	 be	 incompatible	 with	 perfective	 aspect	 should	 a	 language	 place	 any	
restriction	on	aspectual	distinction	in	negation	is	disproved.	In	that	sense,	the	negation-aspect	
compatibility	pattern	observed	in	the	Chinese	varieties	is	a	much	more	typologically	marked	




group	 of	 ‘perfective-type	 aspects’	 by	 their	 classification,	 but	 these	 two	 aspects	 behave	 in	
clearly	distinct	ways	as	far	as	compatibility	between	negation	is	concerned:	perfective	aspect	
is	ill-formed	under	negation	in	general,	while	experiential	aspect	is	the	only	aspectual	marker	





that	 is	 well-formed	 when	 negated	 by	 the	 ‘not	 have’	 negators.	 Therefore,	 the	 relationship	
between	negation	and	aspect	 is	an	issue	that	worths	further	exploration	cross-linguistically,	
and	Chapter	5	will	be	devoted	to	accounting	for	the	compatibility	pattern	in	the	four	Chinese	







In	 preparation	 for	 the	 analysis	 of	 the	 structural	 relations	 between	 negation	 and	 aspect	 in	
Chapter	5,	it	is	necessary	to	identify	the	structural	position	of	the	various	aspect	markers	in	
Chinese	varieties.	This	section	will	introduce	three	approaches	to	the	analysis	of	Chinese	aspect	








Xiaoming	 chuan-le|	 guo|	 zhe	 yi	 jian	 hongse-de		waitao	
Xiaoming	 wear-PFV	 EXP	 CONT	 one	 CL	 red-GEN					coat	
Bare	affirmative:	‘Xiaoming	wears	a	red	coat.’	(Mand.)	
b. ⼩明著咗|過|緊⼀件紅⾊嘅外套	
Siuming	 zoek-zo|	 gwo|	 gan	 jat	 gin	 hungsik-ge	 ngoitou	





Siuming	 zoek-de|	 gwo|	 gan	 jat	 gin	 hungsik-go	 ngoitou	











aspect	markers	are	base-generated	 in	Asp0;	 in	 the	 former	approach,	 the	verb	moves	up	 to	




V0	moves	 up	 to	 adjoin	 to	 Asp0,	 the	 adverb	would	 not	 be	 pied-piped	with	 the	 raised	 verb.	





Xiaoming	 (toutoude)	 qu-le	 	 gongyuan	
Xiaoming	 secretly	 go-PFV		 park	
‘Xiaoming	secretly	went	to	the	park.’	(Mand.)	
b. ⼩明去(*偷偷地)了公園	 	
Xiaoming	 qu	 (*toutoude)	 le	 gongyuan	
Xiaoming	 go	 secretly	 PFV	 park	
Intended:	‘Xiaoming	went	to	the	park.’	(Mand.)	
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c. ⼩明去了(*偷偷地)公園	 	 	
Xiaoming	 qu-le	 	 (*toutoude)	 gongyuan	







government	 are	 no	 longer	 postulated.	However,	 downward	movement	 is	 still	 ruled	out	 by	
cyclicity	following	Chomsky’s	(1995)	Extension	Condition,	which	restricts	all	Merge	and	Move	







are	 base-generated	 in	 Vo	with	 the	 verb,	 and	 the	 aspect	markers	 receive	 their	 appropriate	
semantic	interpretation	by	moving	to	Asp0	at	LF.	The	LF	movement	approach	has	been	adopted	
in	 subsequent	 studies	 (i.a.	 Li	 1999/2007,	Huang,	 Li	 and	 Li	 2009),	 and	 is	 understood	 as	 the	
necessary	operation	for	all	postverbal	aspect	markers	in	Chinese,	i.e.	LF	movement	would	not	
be	necessary	 for	 the	preverbal	 ‘be.loc’	 imperfective	marker	as	 it	 is	base-generated	 in	Asp0.	
Though	 these	 analyses	 are	 all	 originally	 proposed	 for	 Mandarin,	 they	 are	 assumed	 to	 be	







The	 LF	movement	 approach	 provides	 a	 plausible	 account	 of	 where	 the	 aspect	markers	 in	
Mandarin	(or	Chinese	in	general)	are	positioned	in	the	structure	and	how	they	get	interpreted	
at	 the	 interface.	 I	 follow	this	approach	to	a	great	extent,	particularly	 in	 that	 the	postverbal	
aspect	markers	are	base-generated	in	V0	and	obtain	their	interpretation	via	‘connection’	with	
the	 Asp0	 projection.	 Technically,	 however,	 I	 argue	 for	 an	 Agree	 approach	 which	 not	 only	





own	 specification.	 For	 instance,	 le	 in	 Mandarin	 would	 carry	 an	 uninterpretable	 perfective	
feature,	 [uPFV],	 while	 gwo3	 in	 the	 Cantonese	 varieties	 would	 have	 an	 uninterpretable	
experiential	feature,	[uEXP].	The	aspect	marker	and	the	aspect	head	in	AspP	forms	an	Agree	
relation	in	which	Asp0	probes	for	the	uninterpretable	counterpart	to	its	[iAsp]	feature.25	The	






                                                














a. Xiaoming	 chi-le	 	 yi	 ge	 pingguo	 	












































The	 analysis	 proposed	 so	 far	 succeeds	 in	 explaining	 two	 key	 observations	 in	 the	 Chinese	
negation	puzzle	presented	in	(2)	at	the	beginning	of	this	chapter.	On	the	one	hand,	the	clash	










                                                
27	The	structures	in	(87b)	ad	(88)	assume	that	where	there	are	two	aspectual	projections,	there	will	be	a	
preverbal	aspect	marker	and	a	postverbal	one;	the	former	is	higher	in	AspP1	and	the	latter	in	AspP2.	It	is,	
however,	 empirically	 possible	 to	 have	 two	 preverbal	 aspect	markers	 co-occuring	 in	 the	 structure	 if	 we	
assume	that	yǒu	 in	méi(yǒu)	 is	a	perfective	marker;	sentences	marked	as	 imperfective	by	zai	 ‘be.at’	and	
negated	by	méi(yǒu)	are	cases	in	point.	The	configurations	in	(87b)	and	(88)	could	not	capture	those	cases.	
But	Chapter	4	will	 show	 that	 the	auxiliary	 ‘have’	 (Mandarin	yǒu	and	Cantonese	 jau5)	 is	not	a	perfective	




*	Xiaoming	 mei-you	 chi-le	 	 pingguo	


















modality	element	 in	Mandarin	bù	and	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	m4	 that	 conflicts	with	aspect	
marking.		
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Another	 limitation	 in	 the	 preliminary	 analysis	 proposed	 above	 concerns	 the	 negation	 of	
imperfective	 sentences.	 As	 presented	 in	 this	 chapter,	 the	 ‘not	 have’	 negators	 are	 not	
compatible	 with	 any	 aspect	 markers	 except	 the	 experiential	 aspect.	 The	 incompatibility	
between	‘not	have’	and	the	perfective	markers	is	beyond	doubt	the	most	prominent	and	the	
incompatibility	between	‘not	have’	and	the	imperfective	markers	appears	to	be	weaker	and	











impossible	 to	 decipher	 from	 the	 negative	 aspect-marked	 sentences	 (‘mixed’	 sentences)	
whether	 the	 overall	 (un)acceptability	 is	 indeed	 an	 indicator	 for	 negation-viewpoint	 aspect	
(in)compatibility,	 or	 rather	 a	 result	 of	 other	 factors.	 Therefore,	 this	 chapter	 has	made	 the	
important	 discoveries	 that	 (i)	 experiential	 aspect	 is	 the	 only	 aspectual	 viewpoint	 that	 is	
compatible	with	negation	(specifically,	Mandarin	méi(yǒu),	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	mou5	and	
Gaozhou	 Cantonese	mau5)	 regardless	 of	 situation	 type,	 and	 (ii)	 situation	 type-viewpoint	
compatibility	has	indispensable	impact	on	the	acceptability	of	‘mixed’	imperfective	sentences	




Chinese.	 Three	 approaches	 to	 aspect	 have	 been	 reviewed,	 namely,	 verb-raising,	 aspect-




Agree	between	the	aspect	marker	 in	V0	and	 the	aspectual	projection	Asp0.	Tentatively,	 the	


























yǒu/jau5	 ‘have’,	suggesting	that	 it	 is	an	existential	auxiliary	 instead	of	a	perfective	auxiliary.	
Supported	by	empirical	evidence	extracted	 from	the	Sinica	Corpus,	 the	difference	between	
yǒu/jau5	‘have’	and	the	postverbal	perfective	marker	le/zo2	will	be	explicated,	teasing	apart	
the	 layers	 of	 meaning	 that	 perfectivity	 encodes.	 Based	 on	 this	 new	 finding,	 it	 becomes	






Based	on	three	findings,	namely	that,	 (i)	 ‘not	have’	 is	not	 in	Asp0,	 (ii)	 the	auxiliary	yǒu/jau5	
‘have’	expresses	existence	but	not	perfectivity,	and	(iii)	negation	by	Mandarin	méi,	Hong	Kong	








which	 set	 them	apart	 from	 the	other	 two	negators,	bù	and	m4.	Therefore,	 section	4.5	will	





















however,	 is	circular	 in	 itself,	and	no	independent	evidence	has	been	used	to	show	that	yǒu	
‘have’	 is	 a	perfective	marker	 in	 affirmative	 contexts;	 the	unacceptability	of	méi(yǒu)-le	has	
been	the	only	justification	for	any	connection	between	yǒu	‘have’	and	perfectivity.	Therefore,	




The	first	and	foremost	fact	about	yǒu/jau5	 ‘have’	 is	that	 it	 is	not	only	an	auxiliary	that	may	
appear	 in	 negative	 sentences	 but	 it	 is	 primarily	 a	 lexical	 verb	 meaning	 ‘to	 exist’	 and	 ‘to	
possess/own’.	The	existential	and	possessive	senses	of	‘have’	have	persisted	from	Old	Chinese	




a. 教室裏有鉛筆	 	 	 	 (BM)	
jiaoshi	 li	 you	 qianbi	 	 	
classroom	 inside	 have	 pencil	
b. 教室裏有鉛筆	 	 	 	 (TM)	
jiaoshi	 li	 you	 qianbi	 	 	
classroom	 inside	 have	 pencil	
c. 課室度有鉛筆	 	 	 	 (HKC)	
fosat	 dou	 jau	 jyunbat	 	
classroom	 place	 have	 pencil	 	
d. 課室具有鉛筆	 	 	 	 (GZC)	
fosat	 gui	 jau	 jinbat	 	 	








a. 我有鉛筆	 	 	 (BM)	
	 wo	you	 qianbi	 	 	
	 I	 have	 pencil	
b. 我有鉛筆	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	you	 qianbi	 	 	
I	 have	 pencil	
c. 我有鉛筆	 	 	 (HKC)	
ngo	 jau	 jyunbat	 	 	
I	 have	pencil	
d. 我有鉛筆	 	 	 (GZC)	







(3) a.			我有去北京	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 you	 qu	 Beijing		
I	 have	 go	 Beijing	
‘I	did	go	to	Beijing’	or	‘I	have	been	to	Beijing.’		
b. 我有去北京		 	 	 (HKC)	
ngo	 jau	 hui	 Bakging	 	













xianzai	 mai	 diannao	 jihu	 dou	 you	 mai	 guangdieji	 a!	
now	 buy	 computer	 almost	all	 have	 buy	 CD-ROM	 SFP	




Jiaqi	 wo	 gen	 ni	 shuo,	 xia	 xueqi	 you	 kai	 yi	 ge	







ni	 you	 hen	 pianji	




structure	 of	 the	 sentences	 is	 not	 necessarily	 perfective.	 Perfective	 viewpoint	 presents	
situations	as	complete	with	both	initial	and	final	endpoints	(Smith	1997),	and,	specifically	in	
Chinese,	 perfective	 le	 indicates	 the	 termination	 of	 the	 situation	 denoted	by	 the	 predicate,	






wo	 zuotian	 xie-le	 	 xin,	 keshi	 mei	 xie-wan	
I	 	 yesterday	 write-LE	 letter	 but	 not	 write-finish	
‘I	wrote	a	letter	yesterday	but	didn’t	finish	it.’	(Mand.;	Smith	1997:	265)	
	








xianzai	 	 mai	 diannao	 jihu	 dou	 mai-le	 	 guangdieji	 a!	




Jiaqi	 wo	 gen	 ni	 shuo,	 xia	 xueqi	 kai-le	 	 yi	 ge	







ni	 hen	 pianji	 	 le	








event	 of	 buying	 CD-ROMs	 precedes	 the	 buying	 of	 computers.	 The	 sentence	 in	 (6)	 and	 its	
counterpart	in	(11)	shows	more	substantial	variation:	the	sentence	in	(6)	refers	to	the	state	








yiqian	 shi	 you	 he-le	 	 hui	 lian	 hong	 	
past	 be	 have	 drink-PFV	 will	 face	 red	
‘In	the	past,	(I)	indeed	would	blush	after	drinking.’	(TM;	Sinica	Corpus)	
	




wo	 jide	 	 ta	 you	 jiang-guo	 yi	 ge	 ren	 o	




ni	 you	 xue-guo	 ni	 kan	 jiu	 dong	 	 le	





wo	 ganggang	 you	 yu-dao		 Zhewei	la!	




ta	 zai	 lian	 o?	 ta	 tianjing	 dui	 de	 ma?	
he	 be.at	 train	 SFP	 he	 athletics	 team	 GEN	 Q	
‘He	is	training?	Is	he	in	the	athletics	team?’	
−	他平常有在跑。他不是⽥徑隊,	可是他平常有在跑	
					ta	 pingchang	 you	 zai	 pao.	 ta	 bu	 shi	 tianjing											dui,	
					he	 usually		 have	 be.at	 run	 he	 not	 be	 athletics										team	
					keshi	 ta	 pingchang	 you	 zai	 pao	









	 ngo	 jau	 zou	 je	
	 I	 have	 do	 thing	
	 ‘I	worked.’	(HKC;	Law	2014:	269)	
		 				(ii)	我有做過野								
								 ngo	 jau	 zou-gwo	 je	






								 ngo	 jau	 hui	 Bakging		
								 I	 have	 go	 Beijing	
							 	‘I	did	go	to	Beijing.’	(HKC;	ibid.)	
(ii)	 我有去過北京		
								 ngo	 jau	 hui-gwo	 Bakging	









well),	 it	 necessarily	 entails	 the	 existence	 of	 the	 situation	 (i.e.	 the	 existential	 commitment).	
When	an	auxiliary	encodes	the	existence	of	a	situation,	the	termination	of	the	situation	(i.e.	
the	final	endpoint)	is	left	unspecified.	In	other	words,	completive,	perfective	and	existence	are	


















ngo	 jau	 sik	 jyu	 aa	





ngo	 sik-zo	 	 jyu	





ngo	 sik-jyun	 jyu	 laa	
I	 	 eat-finish	 fish	 SFP	
‘I	have	finished	eating	fish.’	(HKC)	
	
















the	 speaker	 chewing	 and	 swallowing	 the	 fish	 —	 the	 series	 of	 actions	 described	 for	 the	
termination	meaning	in	(18b)	—	must	have	happened	as	well.	However,	the	focus	here	is	not	




the	 completive	 marker	 jyun4	 ‘finish’	 semantically	 encodes	 that	 the	 event	 concerned	 is	
















Beijing	 Mandarin	 and	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese.	 The	 solution	 to	 this	 issue	 boils	 down	 to	 the	
connection	between	 lexical	 ‘have’	and	auxiliary	 ‘have’.	 In	a	nutshell,	 I	 suggest	 that	auxiliary	
‘have’	 is	 grammaticalized	 from	 lexical	 ‘have’;	 precisely,	 yǒu/jau5	 ‘have’	 as	 a	 lexical	 verb	
denotes	existence	of	an	entity	(i.e.	its	argument),	while	auxiliary	‘have’	encodes	the	existence	









true.	 Furthermore,	 accounts	 that	 employ	 the	 yǒu=le	 argument	 as	 an	 explanation	 for	 the	
incompatibility	between	méi	and	le	are	also	challenged.	In	that	case,	a	new	analysis	is	called	
for	 to	 explain	 the	 incompatibility	 between	méi	 and	 le;	 indeed,	 the	 issue	 extends	 to	 the	
Cantonese	varieties	as	well,	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	mou5	and	the	perfective	marker	zo2,	and	






















	 BM	&	TM	 HKC	 GZC	
‘apparently’	 好像	 hǎoxiàng	 好似	 hou2ci5	 好似	 hou2ci5	
‘in	the	past’	 以前		 yǐqián	 以前	 ji5cin4	 以前	 ji5cin4	
‘certainly’	 肯定	 kěndìng	 肯定	 hang2ding6	 肯定	 hang2ding6	
‘often’	 常常	 chángcháng	 成⽇	 seng4jat6	 經常	 ging1soeng4	
‘always’	 總是	 zǒngshì	 成⽇	 seng4jat6	 成⽇	 seng4jat6	
‘just	(now)’	 剛剛	 gānggāng	 頭先	 tau4sin1	 頭先	 tau4sin1	
‘hurriedly’	 匆忙	 cōngmáng	 匆忙	 cong1mong4	 好急	 hou2gap1	
‘loudly’	 ⼤聲	 dàshēng	 ⼤聲	 daai6seng1	 ⼤聲	 daai6sing1	
‘seriously’	 認真	 rènzhēn	 認真	 jing6zan1	 認真	 jing6zan1	
	






[frankly	 Moodspeech	 act	 [fortunately	 Moodevaluative	 [allegedly	 Moodevidential [probably	
Modepistemic	[once	T(Past)	[then	T(Future)	[perhaps	Moodirrealis [necessarily	Modnecessity	
[possibly	 Modpossibility	 [usually	 Asphabitual	 [again	 Asprepetitive(I)	 [often	 Aspfrequentative(I)	
[intentionally	 Modvolitional [quickly	 Aspcelelative(I)	 [already	 T(Anterior)	 [no	 longer	
Aspterminative	 [still	 Aspcontinuative	 [always	 Aspperfect(?)	 [just	 Aspretrospective	 [soon	
Aspploximatiive [briefly	 Aspcontinuous	 [characteristically(?)	 Aspgeneric/progressive	 [almost	









































Xiaoming	 (*luan)		 bu	 (luan)	 	 pao,	 	
Xiaoming	 (chaotic)	 not	 (chaotic)	 run	 	
zuo	 zai	 nali	 hen	 guai	





Xiaoming	 (haoxing					|xianran)	 	 bu	 (*haoxing			|*xianran)				








wo	 (jintian)	 bu	 (*jintian)	 lai	









Xiaoming	 (haoxiang)	 bu	 (*haoxiang)	 manyi	 	 (BM)	
Xiaoming	 (haoxiang)	 bu	 (*haoxiang)	 manyi	 	 (TM)	
Xiaoming	 (apparently)	 not	 (apparently)	 satisfied	
‘Apparently,	Xiaoming	is	not	satisfied.’	
b. 我	(頭先)	冇	(*頭先)	睇電視	 	 	 	 	 	
ngo	 (tausin)	 mou	 	 (??tausin)	 tai	 dinsi	
I	 	 	 (just)	 	 not.have	 (just)		 	 watch		TV		
‘I	did	not	watch	TV	just	now.’	(HKC)	
c. ⼩明	(*⼤聲)	冇	(⼤聲)	講話	 	 	 	 	
Siuming	 (*daaiseng)	 mau	 (daaiseng)	 gongwaa	





‘not-have’	 immediately	 after	 or	 before	 the	 adverbs	 in	 Beijing	Mandarin	 respectively,	while	
                                                
28 	The	 results	 reported	 in	 this	 section	 are	 taken	 from	 the	 same	 set	 of	 questionnaires	 detailed	 at	 the	
beginning	of	the	thesis;	see	section	1.4	for	the	details	concerning	methodology.		
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	 	 	 	 Bù	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 	 4.7	 hǎoxiàng	 	 hǎoxiàng	 1.2	 *	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 ?	 4.3	 yǐqián	 	 yǐqián	 1.1	 *	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 ?	 4.6	 kěndìng	 	 kěndìng	 1.5	 ??	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 	 4.7	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 4.0	 ?	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 	 4.8	 zǒngshì	 	 zǒngshì	 3.3	 ?	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 ??	 1.8	 gānggāng	 	 gānggāng	 1.0	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 	 4.7	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 4.0	 ?	
‘hurriedly’	 *	 1.2	 cōngmáng	 	 cōngmáng	 2.3	 ??	
‘loudly’	 *	 1.0	 dàshēng	 	 dàshēng	 3.7	 ?	




	 	 	 	 Méi(yǒu)	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 ?	 4.3	 hǎoxiàng	 	 hǎoxiàng	 1.1	 *	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 	 5.0	 yǐqián	 	 yǐqián	 1.2	 *	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 	 4.5	 kěndìng	 	 kěndìng	 1.3	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 ??	 1.8	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 2.7	 ??	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 ??	 1.7	 zǒngshì	 	 zǒngshì	 3.8	 ?	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 	 4.8	 gānggāng	 	 gānggāng	 1.2	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 ??	 1.8	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 2.7	 ??	
‘hurriedly’	 ??	 1.4	 cōngmáng	 	 cōngmáng	 4.4	 ?	
‘loudly’	 *	 1.1	 dàshēng	 	 dàshēng	 4.8	 	






	 	 	 	 Bù	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 	 5.0	 hǎoxiàng	 	 hǎoxiàng	 1.3	 *	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 	 4.8	 yǐqián	 	 yǐqián	 1.3	 *	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 	 4.9	 kěndìng	 	 kěndìng	 1.9	 ??	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 	 4.6	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 4.1	 ?	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 	 4.5	 zǒngshì	 	 zǒngshì	 2.6	 ??	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 ?	 3.9	 gānggāng	 	 gānggāng	 1.1	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 	 4.6	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 4.1	 ?	
‘hurriedly’	 *	 1.4	 cōngmáng	 	 cōngmáng	 2.0	 ??	
‘loudly’	 *	 1.3	 dàshēng	 	 dàshēng	 4.3	 ?	




	 	 	 	 Méi(yǒu)	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 ?	 3.6	 hǎoxiàng	 	 hǎoxiàng	 1.0	 *	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 	 5.0	 yǐqián	 	 yǐqián	 1.4	 *	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 ?	 3.9	 kěndìng	 	 kěndìng	 1.1	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 ?	 3.3	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 5.0	 	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 ??	 2.9	 zǒngshì	 	 zǒngshì	 3.9	 ?	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 	 4.9	 gānggāng	 	 gānggāng	 1.1	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 ?	 3.3	 chángcháng	 	 chángcháng	 5.0	 	
‘hurriedly’	 *	 1.0	 cōngmáng	 	 cōngmáng	 3.6	 ?	
‘loudly’	 *	 1.0	 dàshēng	 	 dàshēng	 5.0	 	











	 	 	 	 M4	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 	 5.0	 hou2ci5	 	 hou2ci5	 1.5	 *	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 	 4.6	 ji5cin4	 	 ji5cin4	 1.1	 *	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 	 5.0	 hang2ding6	 	 hang2ding6	 3.8	 ?	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 	 4.8	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 3.2	 ?	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 	 4.8	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 3.2	 ?	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 ?	 3.3	 tau4sin1	 	 tau4sin1	 1.8	 ??	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 	 4.8	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 3.2	 ?	
‘hurriedly’	 ??	 1.6	 cong1mong4	 	 cong1mong4	 3.1	 ?	
‘loudly’	 *	 1.1	 daai6seng1	 	 daai6seng1	 4.8	 	




	 	 	 	 Mou5	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 ?	 3.2	 hou2ci5	 	 hou2ci5	 1.8	 ??	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 	 4.4	 ji5cin4	 	 ji5cin4	 1.8	 ??	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 ??	 2.6	 hang2ding6	 	 hang2ding6	 2.1	 ??	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 ?	 4.3	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 4.2	 ?	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 ?	 4.3	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 4.2	 ?	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 	 4.4	 tau4sin1	 	 tau4sin1	 2.8	 ??	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 ?	 4.3	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 4.2	 ?	
‘hurriedly’	 ??	 2.1	 cong1mong4	 	 cong1mong4	 3.7	 ?	
‘loudly’	 ??	 1.8	 daai6seng1	 	 daai6seng1	 4.2	 ?	





	 	 	 	 Mau5	 	 	 	
MOOD	evidential	‘apparently’	 	 4.8	 hou2ci5	 	 hou2ci5	 3.0	 ??	
T	past	‘in	the	past’	 	 4.9	 ji5cin4	 	 ji5cin4	 1.9	 *	
MOD	possibility	‘certainly’	 	 4.9	 hang2ding6	 	 hang2ding6	 2.7	 ??	
ASP	frequentative	(I)	‘often’	 	 4.5	 ging1soeng4	 	 ging1soeng4	 4.6	 	
ASP	perfect	‘always’	 	 4.3	 seng4jat6	 	 seng4jat6	 4.7	 	
ASP	retrospective	‘just’	 	 4.9	 tau4sin1	 	 tau4sin1	 1.8	 *	
ASP	frequentative	(II)	‘often’	 	 4.5	 ging1soeng4	 	 ging1soeng4	 4.6	 	
‘hurriedly’	 ?	 3.0	 hou2gap1	 	 hou2gap1	 4.0	 ?	
‘loudly’	 *	 1.9	 daai6seng1	 	 daai6seng1	 4.5	 	
‘seriously’	 ??	 2.3	 jing6zan1	 	 jing6zan1	 4.5	 	
	
What	 is	 of	 great	 interest	here	 is	 how	negation	 is	 distributed	 relative	 to	 aspectual	 adverbs.	
Recall	that	yǒu/jau5	‘have’	has	been	argued	to	be	a	perfective	auxiliary	in	the	literature,	and	
méi(yǒu)	and	mou5	as	its	negative	counterpart	in	Mandarin	and	Cantonese.	If	that	is	true,	then	
méi(yǒu)	 and	mou5	would	 be	 expected	 to	 be	 in	 Aspterminative,	 since	 perfectivity	 in	 Chinese	































a. 我常常	(不|沒)	洗澡	 	 	 	 	 [ADV	>	NEG]		
wo	 chang-chang	 (bu	 |mei)	 	 xizao	
I	 	 often-often	 not	 |not.have	 shower	
‘I	often	do	not	shower.’		(Mand.;	Lin	2003a:	434)	
b. 我	(不|沒)	常常洗澡	 	 	 [NEG	>	ADV]	
wo	 (bu	 |mei)	 	 chang-chang	 xizao	











	 [	ADV	>	NEG]	 [NEG	>	ADV]	 Li	(1999/2007)	 Cinque	(1999,	2006)	















(iii) 	 *	 ü	 ADV	is	below	NEG	
(N/A)	
ADV	is	below	NEG	











explain	why	 it	 can	 be	 distributed	 freely	 relative	 to	 Type	 III	 adverbs.29	In	 short,	 flexibility	 in	
                                                
29 	Li	 (1999)	 has	 classified	 all	 Chinese	 preverbal	 adjuncts	 into	 three	 types	 according	 to	 their	 structural	










does	 not	 prevent	 the	 same	 form/item	 from	 being	 polysemous	 in	 expressing	 different	
functional	 categories;	 in	 other	 words,	 the	 same	 functional	 category	 may	 have	 multiple	
instantiations	—	some	higher,	some	lower;	the	variation	may	happen	within	a	variety	or	as	a	
matter	of	cross-linguistic	variation.	Therefore,	where	the	adverb	can	appear	before	and	after	
the	 negator,	 Cinque’s	 approach	 would	 interpret	 it	 as	 a	 one	 form-multiple	 functions	
phenomenon	where	the	same	adverb	can	occupy	more	than	one	functional	projection,	and,	in	
a	case	like	(24),	one	happens	to	be	to	the	left	of	negation	and	the	other	to	the	right.	In	short,	
flexibility	 in	 distribution	 is	 only	 a	 superficial	 phenomenon	 triggered	 by	 the	 one-to-many	
mapping	of	 form	and	 function	of	 the	 adverb,	 but	not	 a	 sign	 that	 the	 adverb	 and	negation	





spec-Aspfrequentative	 (I)	 or	 spec-Aspfrequentative	 (II),	 and	 there	 is	 a	 considerable	 height	 difference	
between	these	two	projections	as	seen	in	the	hierarchy	in	(19).	In	Cinque	(1999),	the	English	




                                                
also	argued	to	be	a	Type	III	adjunct,	and	that	members	of	the	same	type	of	adjuncts	are	presumed	to	be	
flexible	in	their	distribution,	these	four	kinds	of	adjuncts	are	argued	to	be	in	flexible	distribution	with	bù,	i.e.	





















*wo	 changchang	 xizao	 	 changchang	
















a. 中國⼈常常喝茶	 	 	 	
Zhongguo-ren	 changchang	 he	 cha	
Chinese-people	 often-often	 drink	 tea	
‘The	Chinese	drink	tea	frequently.’	(Mand.)	
b. 中國⼈成⽇飲茶	 	 	 	
Zunggok-jan	 sengjat	 jam	 caa	
Chinese-people	 all.day	 	 drink	 tea	
‘The	Chinese	drink	tea	all	the	time.’	(HKC)	
c. 中國⼈經常飲茶	 	 	 	 	
Zunggok-jan	 sengjat	 jam	 caa	















wo	(*zai)	 bu	 |mei	 	 (zai)	 changge	 	






ngo	 (*haidou)	 m	 |mou	 	 (haidou)	 coenggo	
I	 	 be.loc	 	 not	 |not.have	 be.loc	 	 sing.song	
‘I	am/was	not	singing.’	(HKC)	
c. 我(*在⼰)冇(在⼰)唱歌	 	
ngo	 (*coigei)	 mau	 (coigei)	 coenggo	









predicate,	 which	 can	 also	 include	 the	 progressive	 ‘be.loc’	 and	 manner	 adverbs.	 There	 is	
virtually	no	difference	between	the	structural	positions	of	the	two	groups	of	negators;	placing	
















我不寫這封信	 	 	 	 	
wo	bu	 xie	 zhe	 feng	 xin	




ngo	 zau	 mau	 wui	 coi	 keoi	 wo	








佢好唔開⼼咁⾛咗喇	 	 	 	
keoi	 hou	 m-hoisam-gam	 zau-zo	 laa	
3.SG	 very	 not-happy-ly	 	 go-PFV	SFP	
‘She	very	unhappily	left.’	(HKC)	
	
The	 structural	 position	 of	 standard	 negation	 in	 the	 four	 Chinese	 varieties	 has	 important	
implications	for	understanding	the	architecture	of	the	Chinese	negation	system.	Essentially,	by	
showing	that	méi(yǒu)	and	its	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	counterpart,	mou5	are	not	in	Aspterminative,	




various	 kinds	of	 adverbs	 shows	 that	 the	difference	—	 semantic	 and	 structural	—	between	
these	negators	cannot	be	accounted	for	by	their	inherent	aspectual	composition.	The	issues	
of	choice	of	negator	and	negation-aspect	compatibility	have	to	be	resolved	by	other	means.	In	
the	 next	 section,	 I	 explore	 a	 new	 line	 of	 inquiry	 from	 a	 diachronic	 angle	 and	 suggest	 that	
negators	 such	 as	 méi(yǒu),	 mou5	 and	 mau5	 have	 developed	 from	 negative	 existential	







denial	 of	 situation	 existence	 from	 a	 diachronic	 perspective,	 by	 tracing	 the	 origin	 and	


















The	 diagram	 shows	 three	 main	 language	 types	 (A,	 B,	 and	 C)	 in	 terms	 of	 how	 a	 negative	
existential	is	expressed,	and	three	transition	types	in	between	(A~B,	B~C,	and	C~A)	involving	
three	different	processes	of	language	change.	As	Croft	argues	by	means	of	“dynamicization	of	
synchronic	 typologies” 30 	(1991:	 1),	 these	 six	 language	 types	 are	 considered	 not	 only	 as	
                                                
30	Croft	(1991)	defines	‘dynamicization	of	synchronic	typology’	as	the	interpretation	of	each	language	type	
or	state	as	a	stage	in	a	diachronic	process	(or	a	family	of	diachronic	processes).	Quoting	Greenberg,	“the	












a. šɔ-́pɔ̄	 mâ	 qay																		
tomorrow	 NEG	 go		
‘I’m	not	going	tomorrow.’	(Lahu:	Tibeto-Burman;	Matisoff	1973)	
b. ɔ̀-yâ	 mâ	 cɔ̀	 šɔ̄	




negative	existence	may	gradually	emerge.	This	usually	 involves	contraction	or	 fusion	of	 the	
general	verbal	negator	and	the	positive	existential	predicate.	But	since	it	is	a	gradual	process,	








                                                
Croft’s	NEC	is	only	a	quasi-historical	model,	which	postulates	how	the	negation	system	of	languages	which	
negators	bear	connection	with	the	negative	existential	predicate	may	evolve	through	time.	The	validity	of	








As	 the	 special	 negative	 existential	 form	 becomes	more	 and	more	 productive,	 it	 begins	 to	











anúa-lo	 tamóata	 tágo	 	 (*i-sóaʔi)	





















	 Negation		 Existential	 Negative	existential	
A	 NEG	 EX	 NEG	*(EX)	
B	 NEG	 EX	 NEG.EX	(*EX)	
C	 NEG	(=	NEG.EX)		 EX	 NEG	(*EX)	
C~A	 NEG	(=	NEG.EX)		 EX	 NEG	(EX)	
	
In	sum,	as	a	diachronic	model,	Croft’s	NEC	postulates	a	negation	system	that	initially	treats	the	
existential	 predicate	 as	 a	 normal	 verb,	 as	 in	 Type	A	where	 the	negator	 and	 the	 existential	
predicate	are	obligatory	 in	a	negative	existential	 construction.	The	 system	 then	develops	a	
special	 treatment	 for	 the	 negation	of	 existential	 predicates,	 the	most	 prominent	way	 is	 to	
lexicalise	 the	 negative	 form	 of	 the	 existential	 predicate	 as	 in	 Type	 B.	 Since	 the	 negative	
existential	 has	 its	 own	 special	 realisation,	 the	 existential	 predicate	 becomes	 redundant	 in	
negative	contexts	and	only	appears	in	affirmative	contexts.	Up	to	this	stage,	the	NEC	is	driven	
by	the	presence/absence	of	the	analogy	between	the	existential	predicate	and	the	normal	verb;	
when	the	system	moves	on	to	Type	C,	 the	motivation	 lies	 in	 the	expansion	of	 the	negative	
existential	to	other	domains	of	the	grammar.	When	the	negative	existential	can	negate	(most)	
ordinary	verbs,	it	is	a	standard	negator	and	even	the	general	negator	of	the	language,	i.e.	Type	
C.	However,	at	 this	 stage	 the	negative	existential	 is	polysemous	 in	being	both	 the	negative	
existential	 predicate	 in	 negative	 existential	 contexts	 and	 the	 standard	 negator	 elsewhere,	
which	 explains	 why	 the	 existential	 predicate	 remains	 redundant	 in	 negative	 existential	
contexts	as	before.	When	the	origin	of	the	negator	as	a	negative	existential	predicate	 is	no	
longer	apparent,	the	existential	predicate	is	once	again	treated	on	a	par	with	other	verbs;	this	



























*	jiaoshi	 	 li	 bu	 you	 qianbi	 	 	
			classroom	 inside	 not	 have	 pencil	
‘There	aren’t	pencils	in	the	classroom.’	(Mand.)	
                                                
31	More	precisely,	Croft	has	argued	that	Mandarin	should	be	regarded	as	Type	A~C,	with	stage	B	missing.	As	
mentioned	in	the	text,	the	transition	from	a	highly	compositional	Type	A	(NEG	EX)	to	the	emergence	of	a	






jiaoshi	 	 li	 mei(-you)	 qianbi	 	 	




















State	[+psych]	 ü4.8	 ?3.4	 ü4.9	 ?4.4	
State	[–psych]	 ü5.0	 ??2.5	 ü5.0	 ??2.4	
Activity	 ü4.8		 ?4.4	 ü5.0		 ?4.3	
Accomplishment	 ?4.1		 ?4.1	 ü4.6		 ü4.8	
Achievement	 ??1.6	 ?4.4	 ??1.6	 ?4.4	
Semelfactive	 ?3.9		 ?4.5	 ?4.0		 ü4.7	
	
	
Nonetheless,	 Table	4.8	presents	 two	 findings	which	 show	 that	neither	 Beijing	Mandarin	or	
Taiwan	Mandarin	can	be	of	Type	C	—	the	stage	when	the	special	form	for	negative	existential	
has	 developed	 into	 a	 general	 negator	 in	 the	 system.	 Firstly,	 the	 special	 form	 for	 negative	
existential,	i.e.	méi(yǒu)	‘not	have’,	is	not	the	only	standard	negator;	bù	‘not’	is	also	generally	
acceptable	 in	 negating	 sentences	 containing	 different	 classes	 of	 verbs.	 Secondly,	 the	
distribution	of	méi(yǒu)	is	not	without	restriction.	Even	in	bare	declarative	clauses,	méi(yǒu)	
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	 我	(不｜??沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	
我	(不｜*沒有)	知道這件事	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	 	








	 我沒散(??了|?過|??着)步	 	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 mei	 	 san-(??le	 |?guo	 |??zhe)	-bu	 	
我沒散(??了|?過|?着)步	 	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 mei	 	 san-(??le	 |?guo	 |?zhe)	 -bu	 	





and	 Taiwan	 Mandarin	 belong	 to	 the	 transition	 Type	 B~C	 as	 Croft	 (1991)	 has	 suggested.	
Therefore,	it	should	be	evident	by	now	that	at	least	in	the	Mandarin	varieties,	the	standard	
negator	méi(yǒu)	 ‘not	 have’	 must	 have	 developed	 from	 a	 negative	 existential	 predicate.	
However,	a	question	remains	as	to	how	this	link	between	negation	and	existence	(or	precisely,	
non-existence)	 emerged	 in	 Chinese	 negation	 in	 the	 first	 place	 and	whether	 Croft’s	 NEC	 is	
indeed	 attested	 in	 Chinese	historically.	 The	 remainder	 of	 this	 section	will	 examine	 the	 link	
	 189	
between	Croft’s	NEC	and	the	behaviour	of	standard	negators	in	the	four	contemporary	Chinese	
varieties,	 by,	 first,	 probing	 into	 the	 development	 of	 negative	 existential	 expressions	 in	 the	
history	 of	 Chinese,	 then	 concentrate	 on	 the	 emergence	 of	Mandarin	méi(yǒu),	Hong	 Kong	
Cantonese	mou5	and	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5	as	both	the	negative	existential	expression	
and	 a	 standard	 negator	 in	 history.	 The	 findings	will	 account	 for	why	 these	 three	 standard	




























































                                                
32	There	are	two	tacit	issues	when	considering	the	historical	texts.	First,	the	language	documented	in	writing	
might	not	reflect	the	spoken	colloquial	form.	This	is	a	well-known	challenge	in	historical	linguistics,	and	it	is	
especially	 true	 in	 the	 study	 of	 historical	 Chinese	 linguistics,	 since	 the	Chinese	 logographic	writing	 rarely	






thing,	the	author(s)	to	some	texts	 is	still	unknown	or	 is	multiple.	The	Analects	 is	a	case	 in	point;	 it	 is	 the	
collection	of	dialogues	between	Confucius	and	his	 students,	posthumously	compiled	by	his	 followers,	 so	
there	are	multiple	authors	with	their	identities	still	undetermined.	Nonetheless,	Following	Tai	&	Chan	(1999),	
I	assume	that	there	is	a	koine	in	each	period,	mostly	according	to	the	location	of	the	capital	city	of	the	time,	




























The	 historical	 investigation	 addresses	 two	 issues:	 firstly,	 since	 the	 contemporary	Mandarin	
varieties	both	belong	to	Type	B~C	in	the	NEC,	we	want	to	establish	if	the	present	realisation	of	
‘not	have’	has	undergone	any	evolution	over	time.	Secondly,	if	there	have	been	other	forms	to	
express	 negative	 existence	 historically,	 what	motivated	 the	 present	 realisation	 of	 negative	
existential	(i.e.	méi(yǒu))	to	win	out	and	further	develop	into	a	standard	negator?	For	the	sake	
of	a	more	focused	discussion,	this	section	will	concentrate	on	the	development	in	Mandarin	












                                                





tianxia	 you	 bu	 shun	 	 zhe,	 Huangdi	 conger	zheng	 zhi	




Zheng	 ren	 you	 mai	 Zheng	 yu	 Qin	




you	 canjun	 jian	 shu	 bairi	 xing,	 	
have	 officer	 see	 rat	 day	 walk	 	
yi		 shouban	 pi	 sha	 zhi	









‘there	exist	 disobedient	populations	 in	 the	world’	 (or	 literally	 ‘the	world	exists	 disobedient	
populations’).	Example	(41b)	presents	a	similar	case;	‘have’	is	the	predicate	meaning	‘to	exist’	
and	it	connects	the	entity	that	exists	—	people	who	betray	the	country,	Zheng,	for	another	












[you	 yi	 ge	 shibing]	 kanjian	yi	 zhi	 laoshu	 	
have	 one	 CL	 officer	 	 see	 one	 CL	 rat	
dabaitian	 zai	 jie	 shang	 pao-lai-pao-qu	




[jau	 go	 sibing]	 gin-dou	 jau	 zek	 lousyu	 jat-gwong-jat-baak	
have	 CL	 officer	 see-CPL	 have	 CL	 rat	 sun-light-sun-white	
hai	 tiu	 gaai	 dou	 zau-lai-zau-hui	
be.at	 CL	 street	 LOC	 run-come-run-go	
‘An	officer	saw	a	rat	running	in	the	street	in	broad	daylight.’	(HKC)	
	
In	 short,	 the	 three	 examples	 in	 (41)	 show	 ‘have’	 as	 an	 existential	 predicate	 ever	 since	 the	












	 [NEG+HAVE]	 	 [NEG+HAVE]	
勿		wù	 (rare)	 微		wēi	 	
⽏		wú	 (rare)	 蔑		miè	 *	
弗		fú	 *	 莫		mò	 	
匪		fěi	 (rare)	 不		bù	 	
⾮		fēi	 	 無		wú	 	




























NEG+HAVE	 combination	 over	 the	 total	 number	 of	 NEG+HAVE	 occurrences	 in	 the	 text.	 For	







































N	 瀋陽	Shenyang	 pu	 mei	(iou)	
N	 北京	Beijing	 pu	 mei	(iou)	
N	 濟南	Jinan	 pu	 mei	(iou);	mu	(iou)	
N	 ⻄安	Xian	 pu	 mo	iou;	m	iou	
N	 合肥	Hefei	 pəʔ	 me;	mɯ	
S	 蘇州	Suzhou	 fəʔ	 m	pɤʔ	
S	 南昌	Nanchang	 pət	 mau	iu	
S	 ⻑沙	Changsha	 pu	 mau	tɤ;	mau	
S	 溫州	Wenzhou	 fu	 nau	<	m-	
S	 福州	Fuzhou	 ŋ	̩<	m̩	 mɔ	
S	 廈⾨	Xiamen	 m̩	 bo	<	m-	
S	 汕頭 Shantou	 m̩	 bo	<	m-	
S	 梅縣Meixian	 m̩	 mɔ	




                                                








Zhang	 (2002)	 suggests	 that	 the	 M-/P-negation	 division	 is	 important	 in	 the	 sense	 that	 M-
negators	across	the	varieties	of	Chinese	follow	Croft’s	NEC	and	bear	close	association	with	non-
existence,	which	 is	not	 found	 in	 the	P-negators.	According	 to	Zhang’s	analysis,	 the	Chinese	
negation	system	in	the	earliest	oracle	bone	records	belonged	to	Type	B~C,	with	wú	being	both	
the	special	form	for	negative	existential	and	a	verbal	negator	in	some	contexts,	but	since	wú	
was	not	the	only	verbal	negator,	 the	system	cannot	be	of	Type	C.	 In	 later	Old	Chinese,	 the	
system	may	have	evolved	to	Type	A,	where	wú	requires	the	presence	of	the	verb	yǒu	‘have’	to	


























































                                                
38	These	three	readings	of沒 méi/mò	though	archaic	are	still	found	in	present-day	Mandarin	and	Cantonese.	









bu	 lin	 shen	 quan,	 heyi	 zhi	 mo-ni-zhi	 	 				huan	




keyi	 buxing	shui	 shang	 bu	 mo		
can		 walk	 water	 above	 not	 sink	
‘[He]	can	walk	on	water	and	won’t	sink.’	(《抱朴⼦》Baopuzi,	AD300-343)	
c. ⽇⽉出沒其中		
ri		 yue	 chu	 mo	 qi	 zhong		















fu	 	 zai,	 guan	 	 qi	 zhi;	 		
father	 live	 observe	 his	 will	 	
fu	 	 mo,	 guan	 	 qi	 xing	




er	 	 qin	 	 ji	 	 mo,		 suo	 ju	 zhai	 qin	




sheng	 you	 xian	 	 gong,	 mo	 you	 mei	 ming		









with	 parallel	 structure	 but	 contrastive	 meaning:	 the	 first	 clause	 states	 that	 the	 person	












yu	 xia	 	 shi	 yue,	 huo	 ji	 	 mo	 	 yi	




kong	 mo	 shi	 bu	 fu	 jian	 ruci	 ren	




li	 	 yan	 bu	 mo	










in	 appropriately	 the	 10th	 century	 AD	 making	 wú	 (mou4	 in	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese,	 which	
resembles	 the	 Middle	 Chinese	 realisation	 more	 closely)	 and	mò	 almost	 indistinguishable	




















yixiang	 dou	 mei	 fenbie	
along	 all	 MEI	 difference	
‘There’s	no	difference	all	along.’	(《朱⼦語類》Zhuzi	Yulei,	Song	dynasty	AD1270)	
b. 將船撐⾄沒⼈煙處	
jiang	 chuan	 cheng	 zhi	 mei	 renyan		 chu	











dou	 mei	 lihui	 	 le	
all	 	 MEI	 take.notice	 LE	
‘[they]	all	didn’t	take	notice.’	(《朱⼦語類》Zhuzi	Yulei,	Song	dynasty	AD1270)	
	
The	 negative	 existential	 predication	 and	 general	 verbal	 negation	 functions	 of	 méi	 arose	
virtually	 simultaneously;	 this	 is	 evident	 from	 the	 text	 from	 Song	 dynasty,	 Zhuzi	 Yulei,	 a	





negative	existential	predicate	nor	verbal	negator	méiyǒu	 is	 found.	 It	was	not	until	the	Ming	
Dynasty	(AD1368-1644)	that	the	méi-yǒu	‘not-have’	combination	first	appeared	as	a	negative	
existential	expression,	as	shown	in	(49).	By	the	18th	century,	méiyŏu	‘not	have’	together	began	





lian	 shu	 chu	 ye	 [mei		you]	 le		






ci	 	 chu	 bing	 [mei		you]		 shenme		
this	 place	 really	 [MEI	have]	 what						
lanshe	 	 mingyue	 zhouchu	 zhi	 lei		






hai	 [meiyou	 zou-dao]	 genqian	












méiyǒu	 from	a	negative	existential	predicate	 to	a	verbal	negator	 (and	a	 standard	negator):	
since	 yǒu	 ‘have’	 can	 be	 an	 existential	 predicate	 and	 a	 possessive	 predicate,	 it	 could	 have	
provided	a	stepping	stone	for	méi	to	evolve	from	a	negative	existential	predicate	to	a	standard	








Qin	wang	 	 you	 hu	 lang	 zhi	 xin	




Yu	Zigung	 you	 feiji,	 	 shen	 zhiming	


















it	 should	 be	 considered	 as	 B~C,	 but	 its	 presence	with	 the	 existential	 predicate	 in	 negative	
existential	 contexts	 resembles	 a	 C~A	 system,	 thus	 the	 ambiguity.	 These	 strategies	 for	 the	
















not	a	matter	of	phonological	 fusion	or	 reduction:	 the	 fact	 that	yǒu	can	appear	with	méi	 in	
negative	existential	contexts	and	standard	negation	indicates	that	the	existential	content	of	
méi	may	 be	 bleached,	 which	makes	 the	 presence	 of	 yǒu	 acceptable	 and	 not	 semantically	
redundant;	and	 its	optionality	shows	that	semantic	bleaching	 is	 still	underway.	Second,	 the	
development	of	méi	from	negative	existential	predicate	to	verbal	negation	might	explain	why	
yǒu	must	 be	 negated	 by	méi	while	 other	 verbs	 can	 be	 negated	 by	 either	méi	 or	 bù.	 The	
connection	between	méi	and	yǒu	lies	in	their	common	semantic	origin,	i.e.	existence.	The	next	








in	general,	but	 is	phonologically	realized	differently	 in	different	varieties	–	yǒu	 in	(Mainland	











*	fosat	 	 dou	 m	 jau	 jyunbat	
			classroom	 place	 not	 have	 pencil	
‘There	aren’t	pencils	in	the	classroom.’	(HKC)	
c. 課室度冇(*有)鉛筆	
fosat	 dou	 mou	 	 (*jau)	 jyunbat	









fosat	 gui	 	 mau	 (jau)	 jinbat	
classroom	that.place	 not		 have	 pencil				
‘There	aren’t	pencils	in	the	classroom.’	(GZC)	
	
Examples	 (52)	 and	 (53)	 show	 the	 existential	 construction	 in	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 and	
Gaozhou	Cantonese	 in	affirmative	and	negative	contexts	 respectively;	 in	both	varieties,	 the	
verb	jau5	‘to	have’	expresses	the	existence	of	the	entity	denoted	by	its	complement,	i.e.	pencil,	
with	reference	to	a	location,	i.e.	classroom.	The	affirmative	structure	is	the	same	as	that	in	the	





(52b-c)	 show	that	 the	only	 legitimate	negator	 in	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	negative	existential	
construction	 is	mou5,	 but	 even	 there	 the	 presence	 of	 the	 existential	 predicate	 is	 strictly	











ngo	 (m	 |??mou)	 zidou	 li	 gin	 si	






ngo	 mou	 	 san-(*zo	 |gwo	 |??gan)	-bu	
I	 not.have	 stroll-(PFV	 |EXP	 |IMPFV)-steps	
Bare	affirmative:	‘I	stroll.’	(HKC)	
	
In	 short,	 following	 Croft’s	 NEC,	 the	 three	 contemporary	 Chinese	 varieties	 which	 have	 two	
standard	negators	(‘not’	and	‘not	have’)	–	Beijing	Mandarin,	Taiwan	Mandarin,	and	Hong	Kong	
Cantonese	–	all	belong	to	Type	B~C,	meaning	that	they	have	a	special	form	for	the	expression	





only	one	standard	negator,	namely,	mau5	 is	a	general	negator.	On	 the	 face	of	 it,	Gaozhou	
Cantonese	seems	to	lack	a	special	realisation	for	negative	existential,	but	at	the	same	time,	the	








































If	 Law’s	 (2014)	 phonological	 analysis	 is	 well-founded	 and	 Zhang’s	 observation	 about	 Xinyi	




typical	 example	 of	 Type	 C~A.	 Since	mau5	alone	 can	 express	 negative	 existence,	 and	 given	
Zhang’s	account	that	mau5	is	derived	from	mou4	+	jau5	‘not	[=not.have]	+	have’,	mau5,	itself	
is	an	example	of	a	special	form	of	negative	existential	that	developed	into	a	verbal	negator.	












Cantonese	 and	 the	 Mandarin	 varieties	 all	 belong	 to	 Type	 B~C,	 but	 unlike	 its	 Mandarin	
counterpart,	mou5	 cannot	 occur	 with	 jau5	 as	 illustrated	 in	 (52c).	 This	 restriction	 not	 only	




ngo	 mou	 	 (*jau)	 jyunbat	




	 ngo	 mou	 	 (*jau)	 zidou	 li	 gin	 si	




ngo	 mou	 	 (*jau)	 san-gwo-bu	
I	 not.have	 have	 stroll-EXP-steps	
‘I	have	not	strolled	before.’	(HKC)	
	
This	would	 be	 expected	 if	we	 follow	 the	 phonological	 account	 proposed	 by	 Law.	 Precisely	



















In	 terms	 of	 Veselinova’s	 analysis,	 the	 Old	 Chinese	wù	 and	 present-day	Mandarin	méi	 are	
examples	 of	 the	 second	 source	 of	 negative	 existentials,	 since	 they	 are	 lexical	 items	with	 a	
negative	 content	 –	wù	means	 ‘absent’	 and	méi/mò	 can	 mean	 ‘dead’,	 both	 of	 which	 are	
common	 lexical	 sources	 for	negative	existentials	 in	her	 typological	 study.40	In	 contrast,	 the	
evolution	of	mou5	and	mau5	in	the	two	Cantonese	varieties	belongs	to	source	(i),	where	the	
negative	existential	is	derived	from	the	former	standard	negator	mou4	(wú	in	Mandarin)	and	
the	existential	 predicate	 jau5	 ‘have’.	 The	 fact	 that	méi	never	 ‘contained’	 a	 ‘have’	 element,	
made	it	possible	to	appear	with	the	existential	predicate	yǒu	without	causing	any	structural	
clash	or	semantic	redundancy,	both	of	which	are	reasons	that	block	the	occurrence	of	mou5-
jau5	 in	 present-day	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese.	 Comparing	 the	 two	 Cantonese	 varieties,	 the	
possible	though	optional	appearance	of	jau5	with	mau5	for	negative	existence	and	negative	
possession	shows	that	the	semantics	of	mau5	has	been	further	bleached	to	the	extent	that	its	














Chinese	 varieties.	 Following	 the	NEC	 classification,	 Beijing	 and	 Taiwan	Mandarin	 as	well	 as	
Hong	Kong	Cantonese	belong	to	the	transition	Type	B~C	where	méi	and	mou5	respectively	are	
special	 forms	 of	 negative	 existential	 which	 have,	 on	 the	 one	 hand,	 extended	 their	 use	 to	
general	verbal	negation,	while	on	the	other	hand,	have	yet	to	become	the	general	negator;	
méi	and	mou5	 co-exist	with	bù	and	m4	as	 standard	 negators	 in	Mandarin	 and	Hong	 Kong	
Cantonese	 respectively.	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese,	 unlike	 the	 others,	 has	mau5	 as	 the	 general	
negator	which,	 following	Yue	 (2001),	Zhang	 (2002),	and	Law	 (2014),	 I	 suggest	 that	mau5	 is	
derived	from	mou4	(once	a	special	form	for	negative	existential)	and	the	existential	predicate	
jau5.	 Since	 the	 existential	 predicate	 jau5	 ‘have’	 can	 optionally	 appear	 with	mau5	 even	 in	
negative	existential	contexts,	Gaozhou	Cantonese	 is	an	example	of	Type	C~A,	which	means	
that	the	existential	content	of	mau5	has	bleached	to	the	extent	that	it	has	become	a	normal	
verbal	 negator,	 thus	 compatible	 with	 the	 existential	 predicate	 without	 creating	 any	
redundancy	or	clash.	The	historical	development	and	the	attestation	of	the	NEC	in	the	four	
Chinese	varieties	provide	solid	evidence	that	méi	 in	Mandarin	varieties,	mou5	 in	Hong	Kong	
Cantonese,	 and	mau5	 in	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 are	 strongly	 connected	 with	 the	 concept	 of	
(non-)existence.	In	the	next	section,	I	will	show	how	being	verbal	negators	that	bear	historical	
and	 semantic	 connection	 with	 non-existence	 has	 conditioned	 their	 distribution,	 and	 can	









choice	of	negator	often	 creates	 a	 semantic	 contrast.	 The	pattern	 is	 systematically	 that	 the	
negators	that	originate	from	the	negative	existential	predicate	following	Croft’s	NEC	(see	the	
discussion	in	the	last	section)	—	Mandarin	méi(yǒu)	and	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	mou5	—	always	
negate	 the	 proposition	 by	 denying	 the	 existence	 or	 realisation	 of	 the	 situation	 concerned,	




is	 a	 Chinese	 variety	 with	 only	 one	 standard	 negator.	 The	 negator	 mau5	 despite	 having	





verbal	 declarative	main	 clause	 expressing	 a	 proposition	p	 in	 such	 a	way	 that	 the	modified	
clause	expresses	the	proposition	with	the	opposite	truth	value	to	p,	i.e.	¬p,	or	the	proposition	
used	as	the	closest	equivalent	to	¬p	in	case	the	clause	expressing	¬p	cannot	be	formed	in	the	


















NegA	 involves	 two	 negators	—	méi(yǒu)	 in	 Beijing	 and	 Taiwan	Mandarin,	 and	 Hong	 Kong	





of	 a	 situation,	 while	 as	 a	 negative	 existential	 predicate	 they	 deny	 the	 existence	 of	 their	
argument,	which	is	an	entity.	This	forms	a	natural	line	of	grammaticalisation	where	first	the	


































































when	 le	 is	 present	 in	 a	 sentence	 like	 (61a),	 the	 output	 sentence	 (61b)	 is	 ‘complete’. 41	
Interrogatives	and	contrastive	focus	provide	focus	anchoring	to	the	structure,	while	negation	
is	 regarded	 as	 the	 strategy	 for	 both	 temporal	 and	 focus	 anchoring,	 (62b),	 since	 negation	
induces	focus	effects	in	contrasting	the	situation	or	event	depicted	with	an	alternative	set	of	
                                                









cannot	move	 to	 T	 and	 no	 tense	 anchoring	 is	 present	 in	 a	 structure	 such	 as	 (i).	 However,	 based	 on	 the	
empirical	findings	in	section	3.2,	summarised	in	Table	3.1,	there	is	little	indication	of	such	contrast	between	
le	 on	 the	 one	 hand	 and	 guo	 or	 zai	 on	 the	 other.	 Expectedly	 there	 will	 be	 considerable	 variation	 in	
acceptability	 according	 to	 the	 situation	 type	 concerned,	 but	 taking	 activity	 sentences	 for	 a	 comparable	
sample	with	example	 (i)	 in	Tsai,	 the	 simple	declarative	 sentences	marked	by	 le,	 guo	and	zai	are	all	 fully	
acceptable	–	scored	4.7/5.0,	5.0/5.0	and	5.0/5.0	respective	–	the	difference	 is	not	substantial	enough	to	
render	the	 le-sentences	 incomplete	or	unacceptable	to	Mandarin	speakers.	Therefore,	 in	the	rest	of	this	












ta	 mei	 chi	 pingguo	
he	 not	 eat	 apple		
‘He	didn’t	eat	an	apple.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
	












the	existential	 reading	would	necessitate	 further	 temporal	 specification	 to	 the	proposition.	
This	 would	 be	 naturally	 fulfilled	 by	 tensed	 languages	 (i.e.	 languages	 where	 formal	 tense	
marking	is	obligatory),	but	for	a	tenseless	language	such	as	Chinese,	temporal	specification	is	







should	 be	 without	 an	 event	 variable,	 as	 there	 is	 no	 quantifier	 to	 bind	 it	—	 no	 existential	































Negation	 by	 NegB	—	Mandarin	 bù	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	m4	—	 involves	 a	 different	
mechanism.	Tang	&	Lee	(2000)	have	made	an	observation,	in	similar	vein	to	Huang	(1990),	that	

















































empty	modal.	Verbs	 like	 jiàoshū	 ‘to	 teach’,	 for	 instance,	 can	 refer	 to	one’s	profession	as	 a	
teacher	if	an	empty	modal	—	presumably,	for	habituality	or	genericity	—	is	present.	At	first	



















wo	 bu	 chi	 fan	











discussed	 in	 detail	 in	 Chapter	 2.	 In	 Ernst’s	 account,	 an	 empty	 Asp0	 is	 proposed,	 to	 host	 a	
[+HAB(ituality)]	feature	which	licenses	the	use	of	bù.	Both	accounts	are	similar	in	spirit,	and	











element	 is	 the	 generic	 operator	 (Gen)	 proposed	 by	 Chierchia	 (1995)	 for	 the	 distinction	
between	individual-level	and	stage-level	predicates.			
	
Chierchia’s	 (1995)	 proposal	 of	 a	 generic	 operator	 is	made	within	 the	 context	 of	 a	 broader	
discussion	on	the	topic	of	genericity;	his	focus	is	on	the	distinction	between	individual-level	
and	stage-level	predicates.	The	main	claim	is	that	individual-level	predicates	(i-level	predicates)	
are	 inherently	 generic	 as	 they	 have	 a	 generic	 operator	 (Gen)	 built	 into	 their	 lexical	 entry,	
whereas	stage-level	predicates	(s-level	predicates)	are	free	to	occur	with	or	without	Gen.	The	




































































predicate	 (e.g.	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 zi1dou3	 ‘to	 know	 (about	 something)’,	 and	Mandarin	
rènshi	‘to	know	(someone)’),	the	natural	choice	of	negator	would	be	NegB.	In	the	case	when	
                                                
43		 In	 fact,	 as	 far	 as	 standard	 negation	 is	 concerned,	 it	makes	 little	 difference	whether	 the	 relationship	
between	Gen	and	[Hab]	is	analysed	as	a	binder-variable	relationship	or	a	Probe-Goal	relation.	But	later	in	
Chapter	5,	the	discussion	on	complex	structures	and	negation	by	NegB	will	show	a	clear	inclination	for	the	
latter	 analysis	where	 [Hab]	 as	 a	modal	 element	 licenses	Gen	 (and	NegB);	we	will	 return	 to	 this	 issue	 in	
Chapter	5	section	5.4.2.		
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the	VP	denotes	an	s-level	predicate,	 then	there	are	two	possible	scenarios:	 (i)	 if	 the	s-level	
predicate	is	free	to	take	a	generic	form/reading	—	the	s-level	predicate	allows	for	the	[Hab]	










reading	 which	 NegA	 as	 NEG-∃	 encodes,	 hence	 the	 unacceptability	 of	 negating	 i-level	
predicates	with	NegA.	Second,	the	postulation	of	NegB	being	the	instantiation	of	both	negation	
and	 the	 generic	 operator	 (NEG-Gen)	 straightforwardly	 accounts	 for	 the	 consistent	 lack	 of	
volition	or	habituality	reading	that	a	simple	negative	declarative	sentence	with	NegB	produces	









rather	 than	 the	 description	 of	 a	 single	 spontaneous	 event	 which	 is	 the	 very	 nature	 of	 an	
achievement.	However,	such	an	exception	is	less	possible	for	other	achievement	predicates,	




Nonetheless,	 semelfactives	 like	 to	cough	or	 to	hiccup	can	easily	be	coerced	as	 iteratives	—	
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repeated	occurrence	of	instantaneous	events,	e.g.	coughing	—	and	iteratives	can	under	some	
















and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese,	 where	 more	 than	 one	 standard	 negator	 is	 available,	 NegA	














allows	 for	a	generic/habitual	 reading,	which	 is	 formally	 realised	as	 the	 [Hab]	 feature.	Most	
predicates	optionally	allow	for	a	habitual	reading,	in	that	case,	the	choice	between	NegA	and	










not	 share	 the	 same	 system	 of	 negation.	 There	 are	 three	 major	 differences	 between	 the	
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negation	system	in	Gaozhou	Cantonese	and	those	in	the	other	three	Chinese	varieties.	First,	it	
has	 only	 one	 standard	 negator,	mau5;	 this	 fact	 has	 been	 established	 in	 Chapters	 1	 and	 2.	
Second,	 as	 far	 as	bare	negatives	 are	 concerned,	mau5	does	not	display	 the	 restrictions	on	
situation	types	that	NegA	and	NegB	would	impose.	The	data	in	Chapter	2	reveals	that	Gaozhou	
Cantonese	 mau5	 is	 compatible	 with	 predicates	 of	 all	 situation	 types,	 with	 only	 a	 slight	
marginality	 when	 it	 negates	 achievements	 (the	 average	 score	 for	 negative	 achievement	
sentences	is	3.9/5.0).	Third,	semantically,	bare	negatives	in	Gaozhou	Cantonese	are	open	to	
three	interpretations:	non-existence	of	the	situation,	lack	of	volition,	and	lack	of	habituality;	in	
short,	 the	 interpretations	 introduced	 by	 both	 NegA	 and	 NegB	 in	 the	 other	 three	 Chinese	
varieties	are	available	in	Gaozhou	Cantonese	bare	negatives	as	mentioned	in	Chapter	2.	Based	
on	these	empirical	facts,	I	suggest	that	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5	is	a	‘pure’	Neg,	which	falsifies	
the	 proposition	 just	 as	Miestamo	 (2005)	 defines	 standard	 negation	—	 it	modifies	 a	 clause	
expressing	the	proposition	p	to	express	the	proposition	which	has	the	opposite	truth	value	to	










entire	 verbal	 grammatical	 system	 (i.e.	 there	 is	 polysemy	 between	 negative	 existential	 and	
ordinary	verbal	negation).	And	as	the	cycle	moves	on,	“the	negative-existential-cum-verbal-







fosat	 	 gui	 	 mau	 (jau)	 jinbat	

























	 ngo	 mau	 sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	










	 nei	 sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	 maa?		
	 you	 eat	 this	 CL	 cake	 	 Q	
	 ‘Will	you	eat	this	piece	of	cake?’		
	 −	 我冇(想)⾷⼰隻蛋糕	
	 	 ngo	 mau	 (sieng)	sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	




	 nei	 pingsi	 sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	 maa?		
	 you	 usually	eat	 this	 CL	 cake	 	 Q	
	 ‘Do	you	usually	eat	this	piece	of	cake?’		
	 −	 我(平時)冇⾷⼰隻蛋糕(個)	
	 	 ngo	 (pingsi)	mau	 sik	 gei	 zik	 daangou	 (go)	







	 nei	 sik-de	 	 gei	 zik	 daangou	 maa?		
	 you	 eat-PFV	 this	 CL	 cake	 	 Q	
	 ‘Did	you	eat	this	piece	of	cake?’		
	 −	 我冇⾷(過)⼰隻蛋糕	
	 	 ngo	 mau	 sik(-gwo)	 gei	 zik	 daangou	






















ngo	 mei	 jau	 sik	 gei	 zik	 danngou	
I	 not.yet	 have	 eat	 this	 CL	 cake	
‘I	have	not	yet	eaten	this	piece	of	cake.’		
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Cantonese	are	ambiguous	between	an	existential	 reading	and	 the	modality	 readings	which	
often	rely	on	contextual	information	to	disambiguate.	
	
To	 resolve	 the	 second	 issue,	 consider	 examples	 (79)	 above	 and	 (82)	 below.	 The	 habitual	
reading	is	marked	by	the	sentence-final	habitual	marker	go3.	In	fact,	in	the	Gaozhou	Cantonese	












wo	mau	 sik	 nuk	 go	 	
I	 not	 eat	 meat	 HAB	
‘I	do	not	eat	meat’	(perhaps	a	vegetarian).	(GZC)	
	
Therefore,	 where	 the	 habitual	 reading	 is	 the	 intended	 interpretation,	 the	 presence	 of	 the	















Kong	 Cantonese),	 NegB	 (bù	 in	 Mandarin	 and	m4	 in	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese),	 and	mau5	 in	
Gaozhou	Cantonese	—	share	the	same	structural	position,	which	is	between	Aspretrospective	and	
Aspgeneric/progressive	in	the	Cinque	hierarchy.	I	thus	argue	that	they	are	all	in	spec-vP,	i.e.	at	the	
edge	of	 the	 lower	phase.	The	structural	position	of	NegA	shows	that	negators	of	 that	class	
cannot	be	the	negative	form	of	a	perfective	auxiliary	(commonly	assumed	to	be	yǒu/jau5	‘have’)	
which	 would	 wrongly	 predict	 the	 realisation	 of	 negation	 to	 be	 adjoined	 to	 Aspperfect	 or	





verbal	 negators	 in	 part	 of	 the	 grammatical	 system)	 offers	 a	 coherent	 account	 for	 the	








Subsequently,	 this	 chapter	 has	 proposed	 a	 new	 analysis	 to	 account	 for	 the	 empirical	
observations	in	Chinese	bare	negatives,	which	boils	down	the	compatibility	between	negation	
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existential	 quantification	 can	 type-shift	 individual-level	 predicates	 which	 allow	 for	 an	
existential	 reading,	such	as,	 ‘to	 like’,	 to	stage-level	predicates	and	thus	become	compatible	
with	NegA.	The	analysis	presented	here	provides	a	new	understanding	of	the	nature	of	the	
standard	negators	in	the	four	Chinese	varieties,	and	accounts	for	the	distribution	of	different	
negators	 in	 bare	 negatives.	 The	 next	 chapter	 will	 move	 on	 to	 address	 the	 final	 question	






















ultimate	 cause	 of	 this	 intricate	 relationship	 between	 negation	 and	 aspect	 in	 Chinese.	 The	




to	 negation-aspect	 compatibility	 in	 the	 literature,	 namely,	 the	 morphological	 approach	 in	
Wang	 (1965),	 Huang’s	 (1988)	 Principle	 P	 approach,	 and	 the	 aspectual	 selection	 approach	
adopted	in	most	current	works.	The	section	will	conclude	that	negation	in	Chinese	is	sensitive	
to	aspect	due	to	the	low	position	in	which	aspect-markers	are	generated,	but	the	compatibility	
between	negation	and	 individual	aspectual	viewpoints	 is	 triggered	by	a	phenomenon	more	
general	than	the	aspectual	feature	clash	suggested	in	the	literature.	Section	5.3	will	examine	
the	nature	of	aspect	formally,	and	show	that	aspect	can	encode	definiteness	in	assertion	time	








concerned;	 the	 across-the-board	 incompatibility	 between	 NegB	 (bù	 and	m4)	 and	 aspect-


















aspects	 since	 Wang	 suggests	 that	 yǒu	 ‘have’	 in	 méi(yǒu)	 and	 perfective	 le	 are	 two	
morphological	alternants	of	the	perfective	morpheme,	and	the	experiential	marker	guo	 is	a	
contracted	form	of	yǒu-guò.	Wang’s	morphological	explanation	offers	a	simple	solution	to	two	
















wo	 mei-you	 mai	 shu		

































































The	 morphological	 alternation	 account	 seems	 to	 make	 the	 right	 predictions	 about	 the	
distribution	of	the	two	Mandarin	negators	in	sentences	marked	as	perfective	or	experiential,	
but	it	also	runs	into	some	problems.	First,	if	negation	is	spelt	out	as	méi	when	bù	is	followed	











%/*	ta	 bu	 zai	 shuohua		





%	 ta	 meiyou		 zai	 shuohua	









*	ta	 bu	 bi-zhe	 	 yanjing		
he	 not	 close-CONT	 eyes		
	 	 Intended:	‘He	does	not	have	his	eyes	closed.’	(Mand.)	
c. 他沒有閉著眼睛	
ta	 meiyou		 bi-zhe	 	 yanjing	






(i)	 situation	 type-viewpoint	 compatibility,	 (ii)	 negation-viewpoint	 compatibility	 and	 (iii)	
negation-situation	 type	compatibility,	particularly	 the	 first	 two.	 In	 the	case	of	 imperfective-
marked	 negative	 sentences,	 the	 findings	 in	 sections	 3.5	 and	 3.6	 have	 shown	 that	 their	







formed	 when	 negated	 and/or	 aspect-marked.	 The	 variation	 by	 situation	 type	 aside,	 the	
examples	 above	 still	 pose	 a	 challenge	 to	 the	 bù-méi	 alternation	 account,	 as	 negation	 by	
méi(yǒu)	is	sometimes	marginally	acceptable	in	imperfective	activity	sentences,	which	either	
shows	 that	 imperfective	zai	and	zhe	also	contain	yǒu	underlyingly,	or	 that	negation	can	be	
realised	as	méi	—	in	Wang’s	terms,	the	bù	>	méi	alternation	applies	—	even	if	it	is	not	followed	
by	 yǒu	 (or	 perfective	 aspect	 in	 general).	 The	 first	 explanation	 is	 not	 plausible,	 since	yǒu	 is	
argued	to	be	a	perfective	marker,	and	an	aspect	cannot	be	both	perfective	and	imperfective	
simultaneously.	Furthermore,	an	attempt	to	remedy	the	analysis	by	suggesting	that	bù	>	méi	
applies	 when	 followed	 yǒu	 or	 by	 an	 imperfective	 aspect	 would	 render	 the	 morphological	
alternation	 account	 vacuous	 in	 explaining	 the	 distribution	 of	 bù	 and	 méi	 in	 Mandarin.	
Therefore,	 a	 more	 fine-grained	 account	 is	 called	 for	 in	 order	 to	 capture	 the	 intricate	











	 *	ta	 bi-zhe-le	 	 yanjing	

























—	an	event	 that	does	not	exist	—	and	 since	 le	and	guo	must	modify	a	 realised	event,	 the	

















ta	 [pao	 de	 [bu	 kuai]]	
he	 [run	 DE	 [not	 fast]]	
‘He	doesn’t/didn’t	run	fast.’	(Mand.;	Huang	1988:	278)	
b. *他不跑得快	
*	ta	 [[bu	 pao]	 de	 kuai]	
he	 [[not	 run]	 DE	 fast]		
Intended:	‘He	doesn’t/didn’t	run	fast.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
	







ta	 mei-you	 pao-de	hen	 kuai	









ta	 bu	 hui	 pao-de	hen	 kuai	





































ruguo						ni	 	 bu	 pao-de	kuai,	 ni	 jiu	 de-bu-dao	 						jiangpin	
















	 					they		 						not-MOD	 like																							Lisi	
	 ‘They	do	not	like	Lisi.’	(Mand.;	Huang	1988:	287)45	
	
The	 Principle	 P	 approach	 has	 made	 crucial	 discoveries	 about	 the	 distribution	 of	 bù	 and	
méi(yǒu).	First,	the	position	of	bù	is	changeable	while	méi(yǒu)	has	a	fixed	position.	The	reason	
is	straightforward:	bù	can	attach	to	V	or	to	an	auxiliary	or	even	to	an	empty	modal,	but	since	
yǒu	 ‘have’	 in	méi(yǒu)	 is	 a	 perfective	 auxiliary,	méi(yǒu)	must	 be	 generated	 in	 the	 aspect	
projection	where	yǒu	 is.	A	 related	observation	 is	 that	bù	can	be	generated	very	 low	 in	 the	




illustrate	 the	proposal	made	 in	Huang	 (1988),	while	 the	 rest	 of	 the	 thesis	 follows	 the	 current	 view	 that	
Chinese	verb	movement	only	takes	place	within	the	VP-shell.		
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structure	—	 immediately	preceding	V0	—	especially	when	 there	 is	no	overt	 auxiliary	 in	 the	
sentence.	In	these	cases,	the	interpretation	of	the	sentence	is	ambiguous	between	negation	






negation	and	an	auxiliary,	 such	as,	bú-yòng	 ‘not-need’	 to	béng	 ‘needn’t’	 and	bú-yào	 to	bié	
‘don’t’;	méi(yǒu)	<	bù-yǒu	‘not	have’	is	another	example	cited	by	Huang.	The	first	two	instances	
can	be	supported	by	principles	of	phonological	change,	but	the	case	of	méi(yǒu),	as	presented	
in	Chapter	4,	 is	 scarcely	 supported	by	historical	 facts	—	méi(yǒu)	 is	 derived	 from	méi	as	 a	











ta	 bu	 zai	 jia	 da	 sheng	 de	 chang-ge	
he	 not	 at	 home	 big	 sound	 DE	 sing-song	
‘He	doesn’t	sing	loudly	at	home.’	(Mand.;	Ernst	1995:	675)	
b. 這種事他不偷偷地做	
zhe	 zhong	 shi	 ta	 bu	 toutou	de	 zuo	





Xiaoming	 bu	 hen	 kuaile	 de	 tan	 gangqin	











ta	 jieshi	 de	 (hen)	 qingchu	
he	 explain	DE	 (very)	 clear			
‘He	explains	[it]	very	clearly.’	(Mand.)	
b. 他解釋得不(很)清楚	
ta	 jieshi	 de	 bu	 (hen)	 qingchu	
he	 explain	DE	 not	 (very)	 clear			
‘He	doesn’t/didn’t	explain	[it]	very	clearly.’	(Mand.)	
c. 他不解釋得(很)清楚	
*	ta	 bu	 jieshi	 de	 (hen)	 qingchu	




the	 nearest	 host.	 They	 suggest	 that	bù	 is	 not	 a	 clitic	 but	 a	 focus-sensitive	 operator	with	 a	
tendency	to	negate	the	following	word	(‘adjacency	tendency’	in	their	paper).	In	their	analysis,	





Zhangsan	 guyi	 	 bu	 ba	 [suoyou]f	 de	 lan	 pingguo		
Zhangsan	 deliberately	 not	 BA	 [all]	 	 DE	 rotten	 apple		
dou	 reng-le,	 weile	 re	 ni	 shengqi	
all	 throw-PFV	 for	 make	 you	 angry	




zuotian	 yaoshi	 ta	 bu	 pao-de	name	 [kuai]f,	jiu	 hui	 	







yaoshi							ta		 bu	 [shuo]f-de	 hen	 kuai,	 ta	 [xie]f-de											hen			
if	 								he		 not	 [speak]-DE	 very	 fast	 he	 [write]-DE							very		
kuai,	ni	 yao-bu-yao	 	 ta?	
















































ta	 paobu	 cong	 bu	 pao	 de	 kuai	
he	 run	 ever	 not	 run	 DE	 fast	
‘He	never	runs	fast.’	(Mand.;	Ernst	1995:	698)	
b. 通常他說話不說得很清楚	
tongchang	 ta	 shuohua	 bu	 shuo	 de	 hen	 qingchu	






occur	with	 any	 Asp	 head	which	 is	 “either	 inherently	 perfective	 (i.e.	 yǒu	 ‘have’)	 or	 hosts	 a	
perfective	suffix	(i.e.	le	or	guo)”	(Ernst	1995:	695).			
	
In	 the	 same	 spirit,	 Lin	 (2003)	 proposed	 an	 alternative	 by	 suggesting	 that	 stativity	 is	 the	
aspectual	feature	that	Chinese	negation	is	sensitive	to.	Specifically,	Lin	argues	that	bù	selects	
for	 stative	 situations	 which	 require	 no	 input	 of	 energy,	 and	méi(yǒu)	 selects	 for	 eventive	




except	 with	 non-psych	 states	 and	 achievements,	 which	 can	 be	 accounted	 for	 by	 the	
classification	 of	 predicates	 into	 individual-level	 and	 stage-level	 ones	 as	 presented	 in	 Chen	
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(2007).	 In	 light	of	 these	 facts,	 in	 the	analysis	proposed	 in	Chapter	4,	 I	 argued	 that	 it	 is	 the	
distinction	 between	 individual-level	 and	 stage-level	 predicates	 that	 is	 relevant	 to	 the	






Finally,	 Li	 (1999)	 puts	 forward	 a	 highly	 systematic	 and	 comprehensive	 account	 involving	
feature	checking	between	the	negators	and	the	aspect	markers.	Li	has,	first,	identified	three	










Lifan	 bu	 xiaosheng	 shuohua	
Lifan	 not	 in.a.low.voice	 speak	
‘Lifan	does	not	speak	in	a	low	voice.’	(Mand.;	Li	1999/2007:	104)	
b. 李凡⼩聲不說話	
Lifan	 xiaosheng	 bu	 shuohua	
Lifan	 in.a.low.voice	 not	 speak	
‘If	he	has	to	use	low	voice,	Lifan	does	not	speak.’	(Mand.;	ibid.)	
c. 我不經常去	
wo	 bu	 jingchang	 qu	




wo	 jingchang	 bu	 qu	









To	 account	 for	 the	 negation-aspect	 compatibility	 constraints,	 Li	 postulates	 four	 aspectual	
features	which	the	negators	and	the	aspect	markers	are	argued	to	inherently	possess:	[telic],	
[stative],	 [progressive],	 and	 [resultative].	 Crucially,	 different	 negators	 and	 different	 aspect	
markers	have	different	values	specified	for	these	four	features;	the	values	can	be	positive	[+],	
negative	[–],	or	neutral	[o].	The	feature	compatibility	tables	are	quoted	below	to	summarise	
































































































(31) ta	 mei	 you	 zai	 da	 dianhua	










overall	 acceptability	 of	 these	 negative	 aspect-marked	 sentences	 may	 not	 always	 be	
determined	 by	 the	 compatibility	 between	 negation	 and	 viewpoint	 aspect;	 the	 relationship	





ambiguous	 and	easily	 confused	by	 the	 impact	 of	 situation	 type-viewpoint	 compatibility.	 As	
recapitulated	 in	Table	5.3	below,	 in	Beijing	Mandarin,	bù	 is	marginally	 acceptable	 (4.0/5.0)	



















PFV	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	 *	
EXP	 *	 ü	 *	 ü	 *	 ü	 ü	
IMPFV	(be.loc)	 *	[S-V]	 O	[S-V]	 *	 O	[S-V]	 *	[S-V]	 *	[S-V]	 *	[S-V]	





and	 Taiwan	 Mandarin	 is,	 again,	 when	 the	 sentences	 denote	 activities,	 which	 shows	 that	





viewpoint	 markers.	 The	 four	 aspectual	 features	 that	 Li	 postulates	 are:	 [telic],	 [stative],	
[progressive],	and	[resultative].	For	instance,	according	to	Li,	perfective	le	presents	bounded	






aspect	marker	 itself.	 Therefore,	 it	 is	 unclear	 how	 the	 concept	 of	 telicity	 can	 be	 applied	 to	
aspectual	 viewpoints	 or	 negation.	 Another	 problematic	 feature	 is	 [progressive]	 which	 is	
postulated	for	both	aspectual	viewpoints	and	negation.	Progressive	as	an	aspectual	feature	is	
unproblematic,	 but	 it	 is	 hard	 to	 conceptualise	 negation	 that	 expresses	 progressive	 aspect,	
except	for	the	purpose	of	explaining	the	(in)compatibility	between	negation	and	progressive	
















with	 progressive	 zai	 ‘be.at’,	 though	 there	 may	 be	 regional	 variation	 in	 its	 degree	 of	




preverbal	 imperfective	 ‘be.loc’	marker	are	also	 incompatible,	the	acceptability	ratings	show	
variation	 according	 to	 the	 situation	 type	 of	 the	 predicate.	 Therefore,	 the	 overall	 picture	




in	 standard	 negation,	 except	 experiential	 aspect.	 One	 of	 highlights	 in	 the	 Chinese	 puzzle	
presented	at	 the	beginning	of	 this	 thesis	 (see	Chapter	1,	section	1.1),	 is	 the	 incompatibility	
between	negation	by	méi(yǒu)	and	the	perfective	aspect	le	in	Mandarin.	This	is	a	‘puzzle’	since	
the	intuitive	way	of	viewing	the	Mandarin	negation	system	would	be	that	the	two	standard	
negators	 function	 in	different	domains;	 in	other	words,	bù	and	méi(yǒu)	are	presumably	 in	
complementary	 distribution.	 If	 that	 is	 true,	 it	 would	 follow	 that	 méi(yǒu)	 would	 be	 the	
legitimate	negator	where	bù	is	unacceptable.	Where	aspectual	viewpoint	is	concerned,	since	
bù	 is	 incompatible	with	 le	and	guo,	 the	prediction	would	be	 that	 they	are	compatible	with	
méi(yǒu).	But	this	is	plainly	not	borne	out:	although	méi(yǒu)	can	co-occur	with	experiential	












to	 it.	 The	discussion	 in	Chapter	4,	however,	has	 shown	 that	 this	 is	not	 a	 valid	 assumption:	
corpus	data	show	that	yǒu	in	Taiwan	Mandarin	expresses	existence	not	perfectivity,	so	does	







findings	 on	 adverb	 distribution	 in	 Chapter	 4	 show	 that	 the	 standard	 negators	 in	 the	 four	
Chinese	varieties	are	all	generated	at	the	edge	of	vP,	and	the	position	of	NegA	is	as	low	as	NegB	









Gaozhou	Cantonese,	however,	presents	a	 strong	counterexample	 to	 that	account.	The	 fact	
that	Gaozhou	Cantonese	standard	negator	mau5	is	the	only	standard	negator	in	the	language	
and	yet	still	displays	the	same	constraints	 in	terms	of	aspectual	compatibility	as	Hong	Kong	







aspect.	 To	 clarify,	 the	 subject	 of	 Chinese	 negation-aspect	 relation	 involves	 two	 issues:	 (i)	
aspectual	sensitivity	in	Chinese	negation,	and	(ii)	compatibility	between	negation	and	different	














NegB	 is	 involved	as	NegB	 is	the	negative	form	of	the	Generic	operator.	Then,	 following	the	
Agree	approach	to	aspect	proposed	in	Chapter	3,	Chinese	aspect	markers	are	always	generated	
within	the	 lower	phase	and	to	the	right	of	negation.	When	the	aspect	marker	appears	as	a	
















































I	 	 be.here	 sing	
‘I	am	singing.’	(GZC)	
	
Therefore,	 I	 suggest	 that	when	 ‘be.loc’	 is	 present	 in	 the	 structure,	 and	 is	 followed	 by	 the	
predicate	instead	of	a	locative	NP,	it	is	merged	with	an	aspectual	head	low	in	the	vP,	and	the	
[iAsp]	 feature	 on	 the	 ‘be.loc’	 marker	 would	 provide	 it	 with	 the	 appropriate	 aspectual	
interpretation.	This	analysis	finds	support	from	the	Cinque	hierarchy.	As	mentioned	in	Chapter	
4,	all	standard	negators	under	investigation	are	generated	near	the	edge	of	vP,	and	the	adverb	
distribution	 data	 shows	 that	 the	 negators	 must	 be	 located	 between	 Aspretrospective	 and	
Aspfrequentative(II).	Since	(i)	negation	always	precedes	‘be.loc’;	(ii)	the	aspect	expressed	by	‘be.loc’	







the	 negation-aspect	 compatibility	 attested	 should	 be	 attributed	 to	 a	 more	 general	
phenomenon,	which	I	argue	to	be	the	presupposition	effect.	The	presupposition	effect	seen	in	
the	 negation	 of	 sentence	with	 a	 definite	 expression	 is	well-established.	 The	 proposal	 here	
builds	on	this	established	idea	and,	crucially,	extends	it	to	the	verbal	domain.	I	suggest	that	
definiteness	 is	 encoded	not	 just	on	nominals	but	also	 in	 temporality;	 to	be	precise,	 aspect	




not	 cancellable	 under	 negation,	 predicates	marked	 as	 definite	 by	 aspect	markers	 are	 also	
presupposed	to	exist	and	this	presupposition	clashes	with	the	non-existence	that	NegA	and	
Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5	expresses.	In	contrast,	predicates	marked	with	an	indefinite	aspect	
will	 not	have	 that	presupposition	of	 existence	and	 thus	 there	 is	 no	 clash	with	negation.	 In	
Chinese,	 I	 will	 argue	 that	 the	 (in)definiteness	 distinction	 does	 not	 follow	 the	 perfective-
imperfective	 dichotomy.	While,	 in	 the	 Slavic	 languages,	 perfective	 aspect	 expresses	 verbal	








languages	where	negation	c-commands	aspect	but	 there	 is	no	 interaction	between	negation	and	aspect	
observed,	then	the	claim	may	not	be	cross-linguistically	applicable;	some	Romance	languages,	for	instance,	

























set	 the	 foundation	 for	 the	 investigation	 in	 this	 thesis.	 This	 section	 examines	 the	 nature	 of	

















						 	 	 		 	
	
This	three-point	temporal	relation	is	later	re-interpreted	in	Zagona	(1990)	and	Stowell	(1993)	




–	 phrases	 encoding	 the	 different	 time	 points	 in	 the	 traditional	 semantic	 framework	—	 as	

















and	 takes	 two	 time-denoting	 constituents	 as	 arguments.	 Klein	 (1995)	 defines	 Aspect	 as	 a	
relation	between	Event	Time	and	Assertion	Time	(AST-T).	The	latter	concept	is	a	formalisation	
of	 Smith’s	 (1991/1997)	 idea	 that	 aspectual	 viewpoints	 put	 focus	 on	 parts	 of	 the	 situation	
denoted	 in	 the	predicate,	and	only	 the	 focused	part	 is	available	 to	the	hearer	 for	semantic	




theory	mediates	between	Event	Time	 (E)	and	Speech	Time	 (S).	 The	 structure	of	Tense	and	
Aspect	has	been	later	unified	by	Demirdache	&	Uribe-Etxebarria	(2000).	Demirdache	&	Uribe-
Etxebarria	 follow	 previous	 studies	 in	 analysing	 Tense	 and	 Aspect	 as	 dyadic	 spatiotemporal	
predicates.	Asp0	takes	VP	as	its	internal	argument	which	denotes	Event	Time	(EV-T),	and	takes	
a	reference	time	equivalent	to	the	Assertion	Time	(AST-T)	as	its	external	argument;	Tense	takes	
the	 AST-T	 as	 its	 internal	 argument,	 and	 another	 reference	 time	 which	 is	 identical	 to	 the	
Utterance	Time	(UT-T),	a.k.a.	Speech	Time,	as	its	external	argument.	Note	that	although	both	
Tense	and	Aspect	take	a	‘reference	time’	as	their	external	argument,	what	that	‘reference	time’	









The	 analysis	 in	 (38)	 stands	 on	 an	 important	 assumption	 that	 a	 phrase	 can	 have	 multiple	














the	meaning	 of	 AFTER,	while	 Progressive	 Aspect	 expresses	WITHIN.	 That	 is	 to	 say,	 Perfect	
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In	 a	 way,	 the	 structural	 analysis	 in	 Demirdache	 &	 Uribe-Etxebarria	 (2000)	 bears	 a	 clear	
resemblance	 to	 the	 traditional	 semantic	 theory	 of	 Tense	 and	 Aspect,	 especially	 with	 the	
concepts	 of	 having	 three	 different	 time-denoting	 phrases	 for	 Utterance/Speech	 Time,	
Assertion	Time	(sometimes	referred	to	as	reference	time)	and	Event	Time,	and	to	postulate	
their	 relations	 by	 precedence	 and	 containment.	 Ramchand	 (2008a,	 b)	 puts	 forward	 an	
alternative	understanding	of	Aspect.	In	her	theory,	the	assertion	time	is	always	within	the	‘time	
line’	of	the	event;	different	aspectual	markers	would	have	different	specification	(e.g.	at	the	




such	 a	 departure	 from	 the	 traditional	 interpretation	 of	 the	 relationship	 between	 assertion	
time/reference	time	and	event	time,	the	characterisation	of,	for	instance,	perfective	aspect	as	
referring	 to	 a	 time	 outside	 (precisely,	 after)	 the	 event	 time,	 and	 imperfective	 aspect	 as	
asserting	a	time	within	(or	overlapping	with)	the	event	time	becomes	inappropriate.	In	its	stead,	
Ramchand	 proposes	 that	 the	 perfectivity-imperfectivity	 division	 should	 be	 interpreted	 as	
whether	the	aspectual	marker	expresses	a	specific	time	moment	in	the	time	line	of	the	event:	


























Note	 that,	 unlike	 Giorgi	 &	 Pianesi	 (1997)	 and	 Demirdache	 &	 Uribe-Etxebarria	 (2000),	
Ramchand	does	not	assume	that	the	event	denoted	by	the	predicate	provides	a	particular	time,	
the	 time	 variable	 is	 only	 introduced	 by	 Asp0.	 Therefore,	 in	 Ramchand’s	 model,	 the	 first	
functional	projection	that	provides	temporal	anchoring	to	the	event	structure	in	vP	is	the	Asp0	
where	 the	 time	 variable	 is	 introduced	 to	 establish	 a	 temporal	 relation	 with	 the	 internal	
constituency	of	the	event.	The	TP	(or	IP)	which	embeds	the	AspP	will	introduce	another	time	
variable	and	relate	the	‘constructed	reference	time’	in	AspP	to	the	speech	time.	In	some	sense,	
the	 hierarchical	 structure	 proposed	 in	 Ramchand	 (2008a,	 b)	 and	 the	 configuration	 in	
Demirdache	&	Uribe-Etxebarria	(2000)	present	a	constant	picture	in	the	interpretation	of	tense	




























aspect	and	articles	 (and	determiners	 in	general)	 can	determine	 the	 referentiality	of	nouns.	
When	articles	are	absent	in	the	system,	morphological	case	distinctions	and	sometimes	word	
order	can	 function	 to	make	 referentiality	distinctions	on	 the	nouns	when	certain	aspectual	
and/or	Aktionsart	conditions	are	met	(Osawa	2007).	Typologically,	no	language	can	do	without	













reading	 if	 the	 predicate	 is	 imperfective,	 but	 would	 be	 read	 as	 definite	 if	 the	 predicate	 is	
perfective;	 on	 the	 other	 hand,	 a	 genitive	 case-marked	 NP	 with	 perfective	 aspect,	 would	
produce	 a	 partitive	 effect	 on	 the	 NP.	 When	 negated,	 the	 scope	 of	 negation	 is	 strongly	
                                                
47	Bošković	(2005a,	b,	2008,	2013)	has	suggested	a	connection	between	the	absence	of	D-system	and	the	
absence	of	TP.	Osawa	(2007)	here	has	noted	that	Chinese	 is	the	only	exception	 in	her	 language	samples	
which	lacks	both	an	article	system	and	case	morphology,	hence	an	apparent	absence	of	D-system.	In	what	
follows	in	this	chapter,	I	will	illustrate	and	argue	that	Chinese	does	have	a	TP	layer	for	temporal	anchoring	
only	 that	 this	 function	 is	 mainly	 performed	 by	 Aspect	 Phrase,	 which	 itself	 encodes	 definiteness	 of	 the	







a. Saša	 ne	 vypil	 	 čaju.	
Sasha	 NEG	 drink.PFV	 tea.GEN	
‘Sasha	didn’t	drink	up	the	tea.’		
b. Saša	 ne	 vypil	 	 čaj.	
Sasha	 NEG	 drink.PFV	 tea.ACC	
‘Sasha	didn’t	drink	up	the	tea.’	
c. Saša	 ne	 pil	 	 čaju.	
Sasha	 NEG	 drink.IMPFV	 tea.GEN	
‘Sasha	didn’t	drink	the	tea.’	
d. Saša	 ne	 pil	 	 čaj.	




place	 regardless	 of	 whether	 the	 verb	 is	 marked	 as	 perfective	 (44a)	 or	 imperfective	 (44c).	
However,	 with	 an	 accusative	 object,	 there	 is	 an	 asymmetry	 in	 meaning	 sensitive	 to	 the	
aspectual	specification	on	the	verb:	negation	of	a	perfective	predicate	would	only	deny	the	
perfectivity	of	the	clause	but	not	the	event	itself	(44b),	whereas,	negation	of	an	imperfective	













system	marks	 definiteness	 in	 the	 nominal	 domain	 by	 an	 article	 system;	 English	 is	 a	 clear	
example	of	this	type	of	languages.	The	second	type	of	system	lacks	an	article	system	but	still	
marks	definiteness	on	nouns	by	case	morphology;	Russian	is	a	case	in	point	where	definiteness	











































Ramchand	 (2008a,	 b)	 has	 reinterpreted	 Stowell’s	 Event	 Time	 ZP	 as	 AspP;	 it	 is	 this	
reinterpretation	that	draws	the	connection	between	Aspect	and	definiteness	in	her	analysis.	
                                                
48	Kratzer’s	event	argument	follows	the	Davidsonian	event	variable	 in	spirit.	 In	Davidson’s	 (1967)	original	
proposal,	this	event	variable	only	appears	in	eventive	sentences.	In	Kratzer’s	(1988,	1995)	formulation,	the	
presence/absence	of	the	event	argument	is	what	distinguishes	stage-level	and	individual-level	predicates.	















relationship	 between	 Assertion	 Time	 and	 Event	 Time.	 As	 discussed	 in	 the	 last	 section,	
Ramchand	(2008a,	b)	departs	from	earlier	accounts	by	arguing	that	these	two	times	are	not	
related	 in	 relative	 ordering	 (i.e.	 precedence	 or	 overlap),	 but	 that	 Assertion	 Time	 is	 always	
within	 the	 run	 time	of	 the	event,	hence	 there	 is	no	 functional	projection	which	 represents	
Event	Time;	the	event	variable	in	vP	denotes	the	event	but	without	temporal	specification,	the	








time	 frame	 has	 substantiated	 Stowell’s	 proposal	 of	 a	 clausal-nominal	 parallel	 (i.e.	 ZP	 as	
analogous	of	DP).	Following	Ramchand’s	account,	the	referential	function	of	DP	to	NP	is	echoed	
in	the	relationship	between	AspP	and	vP	in	two	ways:	first,	bare	NPs	are	generally	understood	







t	 and	 e)	 can	 come	 in	 various	 degrees	 of	 specificity.	 Stowell	 (1996)	 understands	 definite	
reference	by	Event	Time	ZP	as	reference	to	a	time	already	mentioned	in	the	discourse	while	














(iv) the	 inclusiveness	 condition:	 a	 definite	 noun	 phrase	 refers	 to	 the	 totality	 of	 the	
object	or	mass	in	the	context	that	satisfy	the	description	(Hawkins	1978).		
	
These	conditions	share	certain	connections,	 for	 instance,	 following	Lyons	 (1999),	 familiarity	
can	be	a	reason	for	the	referent	to	be	identifiable.	Uniqueness,	on	the	other	hand,	can	be	a	
special	case	for	identifiability	and	inclusiveness;	inclusiveness	states	that	definite	noun	phrases	
refer	 to	 the	 totality	 of	 the	 set	 of	 entities	 that	 satisfy	 the	 description,	 and	 the	 uniqueness	
condition	is	fulfilled	when	that	set	is	a	singleton	set,	and	since	there	is	only	one	entity,	in	the	
given	 context,	 that	 fits	 the	 description,	 the	 entity	 referred	 to	 by	 the	 definite	 noun	 phrase	
should	be	identifiable	by	the	speaker	and	the	hearer.	In	other	words,	the	uniqueness	condition	
is	satisfied	then	the	reference	is	undoubtedly	definite;	note	that,	logically,	this	does	not	exclude	
















                                                














issue	 relates	 more	 to	 pragmatics	 and	 presumably	 the	 definition	 of	 boundary	 between	 semantics	 and	





Extending	 this	 semantic	 analysis	 of	 definite	 descriptions	 to	 definite	 reference	 in	 temporal	
relations,	as	we	have	extended	the	idea	of	definiteness	in	nominals	to	the	verbal	domain,	then	













definiteness	 exists	 beyond	 the	 nominal	 domain,	 (ii)	 verbal	 definiteness	 is	 encoded	 in	 the	
aspectual	 system,	and	most	 importantly,	 (iii)	 verbal	definiteness	can	be	 found	 in	 languages	
which	do	not	have	an	article	system	for	marking	nominal	determination.	The	last	finding	offers	
the	possibility	that	verbal	definiteness	can	be	found	in	the	Chinese	varieties	at	hand	and	I	will	
argue	 that	 this	 is	 indeed	 the	 case;	 the	 various	 aspectual	markers	 in	 the	 Chinese	 varieties	
encode	 verbal	 definiteness	 as	 in	 Russian.	 Crucially,	 the	 importance	 of	 drawing	 connection	
between	Chinese	aspect	and	definiteness	is	not	the	mere	discovery	of	definiteness	encoding	
                                                
51 	Russell	 (1905)	 proposed	 another	 interpretation	 of	 definite	 descriptions:	 while	 Frege	 takes	 definite	
descriptions	to	be	analogous	of	proper	names,	Russell	finds	them	comparable	to	a	quantifier	phrase,	such	





















	 Perfective	(PFV)	 Experiential	(EXP)	 BE.LOC	 Imperfective	(IMPFV)	
BM	&	TM	 -le		 -guo	 zai	‘be.at’	 -zhe	Durative	(DUR)	
HKC	 -zo2	 -gwo3	 hai2dou6	‘be.loc’	 -gan2	Progressive	(PROG)	












the	 time	 point	 specified	 to	 be	 the	 final	 endpoint	 of	 the	 event	 time	 line	 (if	 the	 event	 is	
instantaneous,	where	the	initial	and	final	endpoints	are	virtually	overlapping,	then	so	would	
the	time	point	specified	by	the	perfective	aspect,	i.e.	the	initial	endpoint	and	final	endpoint	as	









wo	 chi-le	 	 fan	 zai	 hui	 jia	




tingjat	 ngo	 zau	 caau-zo	 keoi	 	














wo	 kan-guo	 zhe	 bu	 xi	 danshi	mei	 kan-wan	






ngo	 hui-gwo	 Dungging	 (saam	 ci)	
I	 go-EXP		 Tokyo	 	 three	 times	
‘I	have	been	to	Tokyo	three	times.’	(HKC)	
	
Therefore,	while	perfective	aspect	 is	definite	and	the	 logical	 form	is	as	represented	 in	(47),	
experiential	aspect	 is	 indefinite.	Experiential	aspect	denotes	some	time	moment	within	 the	
event	time	frame	(it	can	be	the	final	endpoint	if	the	event	is	finished	but	not	necessarily)	and	
this	reference	time	is	before	the	speech	time	(i.e.	a	past	time).	The	semantic	representation	in	



















ngo	 hui-zo	 Dungging	 (saam	 ci)	 	







hand,	 the	 discussion	 so	 far	 shows	 that	 experiential	 aspect	which	 expresses	 existentiality	 is	
indefinite,	and	on	the	other	hand,	existential	sentences	always	involve	indefinite	nominals	(e.g.	
there	 is	 a	 book|*the	book	on	 the	 table).	 The	 connection	between	 the	 two	would	 deserve	
further	examination.		
	
Chinese	 imperfectives	 present	 another	 case	 where	 the	 parallel	 between	 perfectivity	 and	
definiteness	can	be	blurry.	There	are	two	imperfective	markers	in	each	of	the	four	varieties	of	
Chinese	examined	in	this	study,	one	preverbal	marker	meaning	‘be.loc’	which	can	also	be	a	
locative	 predicate	 as	 self-explanatory	 in	 its	 lexical	meaning,	 the	 other	 is	 postverbal.	 In	 the	












a. 弟弟在穿⾬⾐	 	 	
didi	 	 zai	 chuan	 yuyi	




b. 弟弟穿着⾬⾐	 	 	




%	Zhangsan	 zai	 da-zhe		 Lisi	 ne	




similar	 in	 meaning	 to	 the	 English	 progressive	 -ing. 52 	Since	 the	 preverbal	 and	 postverbal	
imperfective	markers	both	express	progressive	aspect,	in	Hong	Kong	and	Gaozhou	Cantonese,	










I	 	 be.here	 run-PROG-step	
‘I	am	running.’	(GZC)	
	
I	 suggest	 that	 all	 the	 imperfective	 markers	 discussed	 share	 the	 same	 logical	 form	 that	
Ramchand	(2008a,	b)	has	proposed	for	imperfective	aspect:	$t	Î	t(e),	which	is	translated	as	
‘there	is	a	reference	time	(t)	of	the	predication	such	that	it	is	one	of	the	time	moments	in	the	













	 wo	 ting-zhe	 ge	 ?(paobu)	






reference/assertion	 time	 variable	 introduced	 by	 zhe	and	 the	 event	 time	 of	 another	 event,	
hence	the	stative	and	resultative	reading	produced	by	zhe	as	seen	in	(54)	and	(56).	What	has	
been	described	so	far	 is	the	default,	standard	representation	of	 imperfective	aspects	 in	the	
Chinese	varieties,	but	the	fact	that	Chinese	is	tenseless	makes	it	possible	for	the	imperfective	
aspects	 to	 be	 coerced	 to	 a	 definite	 reading.	 This	 is	 especially	 significant	 for	 explaining	 the	
negation-aspect	compatibility	pattern	which	I	will	turn	to	in	the	next	section,	when	we	apply	
the	 generalisations	 concluded	 here	 to	 the	 negation	 data	 of	 the	 four	 Chinese	 varieties.	
Ramchand	(2008a)	proposes	that	since	imperfective	Asp	is	indefinite,	it	is	“free	to	choose	any	
                                                
53	There	have	been	suggestions	that	the	preverbal	‘be.loc’	marker	is	not	an	aspectual	marker	but	a	locative	
marker	(cf.	Williams	2017).	However,	as	briefly	discussed	in	section	2.2.3,	I	find	no	absolute	conflict	between	
the	 locative	 function	 and	 the	 aspectual	 function	 of	 ‘be.loc’,	 since	 it	 has	 been	 widely	 attested	 that	
imperfective	 aspect	 can	 be	 grammaticalized	 from	 locative	markers.	 A	 thorough	 discussion	 on	 this	 issue	
would	 nevertheless	 go	 beyond	 the	 scope	 of	 this	 thesis,	 but	 for	 the	 present	 discussion,	 the	 logical	 form	


















	 					Ma,	 you	 dianhua	 zhao	 ni!	
		 					Mom,	 have	 telephone		 find	 you	
	 					‘Mom,	there’s	someone	for	you	on	the	phone!’	
	 A:	不⾏啦，我在煮飯	
	 					bu	xing	 la,	 wo	 zai	 zhu		 fan	

































definiteness	 and	 presupposition	 can	 account	 for	 the	 negation	 pattern	 in	 Chinese	 aspect-








work,	 Frege	 suggested	 that	 a	 definite	 expression	 is	 presupposed	 to	 bear	 reference	 in	 an	
	 286	
assertion,	 and	 that	 if	 the	 entity	 that	 the	 definite	 expression	 describes	 does	 not	 exist,	 the	
proposition	which	contains	this	definite	expression	is	not	false	but	does	not	have	a	truth	value;	
as	seen	in	the	quote:	“If	anything	is	asserted	there	is	always	an	obvious	presupposition	that	

















assertion.	 Frege’s	 observation	 on	 presupposition	 has	 been	 more	 elaborately	 discussed	 in	
Strawson’s	 (1950)	On	 Referring	—	 although	 the	 term	 presupposition	 is	 only	 introduced	 in	























broader	 implications	 than	 simply	 the	 nature	 of	 definite	 NPs.	 Frege	 also	 discussed	 that	 in	
subordination,	 the	 meaning	 of	 the	 subordinate	 clause	 is	 dependent	 on	 the	 fact	 that	 the	
definite	expression	bears	reference	in	the	main	clause.	(62)	is	a	case	in	point.		
	




a	 necessary	 prerequisite	 for	 the	 evaluation	 of	 the	 subordinate	 clause	 ‘Prussia	 and	 Austria	













quarrelled,	 this	 time	 (or	 time	 interval)	 t	 is	 a	member	 of	 the	 set	 T	which	 is	 the	 domain	 of	
quantification,	and	T	is	specified	as	t	being	greater	than	(i.e.	after)	the	time	of	the	separation	
of	Schleswig-Holstein	from	Denmark,	ts.	It	thus	follows	that	if	the	event	of	Schleswig-Holstein	
separating	 from	 Denmark	 is	 false,	 then	 ts	 bears	 no	 reference	 either,	 and	 the	 domain	 of	
quantification	T	would	be	 ill-defined,	resulting	 in	the	 lack	of	truth	value	for	the	proposition	
‘Prussia	 and	Austria	 quarrelled’.	 The	 situation	would	 not	 change	 even	 if	 the	 proposition	 is	
negated	—	Prussia	and	Austria	did	not	quarrel,	as	in	¬$tQ(p,	a,	t)	—	since	T	is	still	ill-defined.		
	












Mr.	Zhang	 	 not	 like	 Xiaoming	
‘Mr.	Zhang	does	not	like	Xiaoming.’	(Mand.)	
b.			(i)			⼩明寫咗呢封信	
Siuming	 se-zo	 	 li	 fung	 seon	
Siuming	 write-PFV	 this	 CL	 letter	
‘Siuming	wrote	this	letter.’	(HKC)	
	 						(ii)		⼩明冇寫呢封信	
Siuming	 mou	 se	 li	 fung	 seon	





the	 subject	NP	Mr.	Zhang	and	 the	object	Xiaoming	are	definite	NPs,	 and	 their	 existence	 is	









Recall	 from	 Chapter	 3	 that	 NegB	 (i.e.	 Mandarin	 bù	 and	 Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese	 m4)	 are	
incompatible	 with	 aspectual	 viewpoints	 across-the-board	 —	 the	 general	 incompatibility	
between	 aspectual	 marking	 and	 NegB	 will	 be	 accounted	 for	 in	 section	 5.4.3.	 NegA	 (i.e.	
Mandarin	méiyǒu,	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	mou5)	and	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5,	on	the	other	
hand,	are	incompatible	with	most	aspectual	viewpoints	except	experiential	aspect;	and	across	
the	 four	Chinese	 varieties,	 the	 incompatibility	 between	 imperfective	 aspects	 and	méi(yǒu),	
mou5	or	mau5	is	much	weaker	than	perfective	aspect,	in	the	sense	that	though	the	negative	
sentences	are	systematically	worse	than	the	affirmative	ones,	the	acceptability	of	the	negative	
sentences	 with	 imperfective	 aspect	 seems	 to	 be	 greatly	 affected	 by	 the	 situation	 type-
viewpoint	aspect	compatibility.		
	
Based	 on	 the	 relationship	 between	 definiteness	 and	 presupposition	 presented	 in	 the	 last	
section	 and	 the	 fact	 that	 aspect	 can	 encode	 definiteness	 as	 established	 in	 section	 5.3.2,	 I	
propose	that	the	definite	aspects	are	not	compatible	with	standard	negation	in	Chinese	due	to	
the	 presupposition	 effect	 they	 produce	 on	 the	 predicate.	 More	 precisely,	 since	 aspect	
temporally	binds	the	event	variable,	if	a	definite	aspect	is	present,	the	presupposition	it	carries	





5.3.3	 seems	 to	 correctly	 predict	 the	 negation-aspect	 compatibility	 pattern	 in	 Chinese	





First,	negation	 is	systematically	 ill-formed	when	the	sentence	 is	marked	with	the	perfective	





(65) 我	(*不｜??沒)	跑了步	 	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 pao-le-bu	 	
我	(*不｜*沒)	跑了步	 	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (*bu	 |*mei)		 pao-le-bu	 	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 paau-zo-bou	














Take	 the	event	of	 ‘running’	 as	 an	example,	 on	 the	one	hand,	 the	presence	of	 a	perfective	
marker	asserts	a	specific,	unique	time	point	within	the	event	time	frame	and	by	such	assertion	





the	 temporal	 trace	 function	 of	 the	 event,	 but	 the	 event	 does	 not	 exist.	 The	 sentence	 is	
evidently	 anomalous,	 and	 hence	 the	 structure	where	 negation	 and	 perfective	 aspect	 (and	
definite	aspect	in	general)	co-occur	is	necessarily	ill-formed.	I	suggest	that	perfective	aspect	
markers	come	with	an	 interpretable	definiteness	 feature	which	 is	 specified	as	 [+],	meaning	







Note,	 however,	 that	 the	 configuration	 in	 (68)	 is	 formally	 well-formed:	 there	 is	 no	
uninterpreatable	 feature	 left	 unchecked	 or	 any	 variable	 left	 unbound.	 Indeed,	 the	 only	
motivation	to	rule	out	such	a	structure	is	the	semantic	anomaly	it	produces	by	expressing	that	
the	event	which	is	presupposed	to	exist	by	the	aspectual	marking	is	denied	of	its	existence	by	
negation.	 The	 fact	 that	 the	negative	perfective	 sentences	are	 structurally	well-formed	may	
account	 for	 a	 subtle	 observation	 made	 in	 Chapter	 3	 section	 3.3	 that	 negative	 perfective	
sentences	 appears	 to	 be	 slightly	 better	 when	 negated	 by	 Mandarin	méiyǒu,	 Hong	 Kong	
Cantonese	 mou5	 or	 Gaozhou	 Cantonese	 mau5	 —	 those	 sentences	 are	 considered	 very	
marginal	 (??)	—	than	when	they	are	negated	by	Mandarin	bù	or	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	m4	
(these	 sentences	 are	 generally	 rated	 as	 completely	 unacceptable	 (*)).	 Such	 a	 contrast	 in	
judgements	for	NegA	and	mau5	versus	NegB,	though	seemingly	subtle,	can	be	attributed	to	





argued	 in	 section	5.3.3	 that	 experiential	 aspect	 is	 indefinite,	which	means	 that	 it	 does	not	
generate	 any	presupposition	effect	 on	 the	event/predicate	 that	 it	 temporally	 anchors,	 and	
hence	there	is	no	clash	between	experiential	aspect	and	negation.	The	proposed	structure	in	
(69)	shows	Mandarin	guo	and	Cantonese	gwo3	specified	as	indefinite	by	the	feature	[iDef:	–],	
















A	 similar	 configuration	 applies	 to	 imperfective	 aspects,	 except	 that	 for	 imperfectives	 the	
assertion	time	does	not	have	to	be	past	time,	presumably	it	can	be	completely	arbitrary.	(70)	
and	 (71)	 show	 the	 structures	 for	 how	postverbal	 and	preverbal	 imperfective	 aspect	 in	 the	
Chinese	 varieties	 would	 normally	 behave,	 that	 is	 when	 they	 are	 indefinite.	 However,	 as	




































(72) 我(在)	打	(着)	嗝	 	 	 (BM)	
wo	 (zai)	 da	 (-zhe)	 ge	 	
我(在)	打	(着)	嗝	 	 	 (TM)	
wo	 (zai)	 da	 (-zhe)	 ge	 	




ngo	 (haidou)	 daa	 (-gan)	 siik	 	




ngo	 (coigei)	 daa	 (-gan)	 gaak	 	












So	 far,	 the	 proposal	 that	 definite	 aspects	 are	 incompatible	 with	 negation	 due	 to	 the	
presupposition	of	existence	works	fine	with	NegA	and	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5.	However,	if	
experiential	 aspect	 is	 indefinite,	 and	 negation	 is	 compatible	with	 indefinite	 aspect,	 then	 it	
would	predict	that	NegB	is	also	compatible	with	experiential	aspect,	which	is	clearly	false.	The	
empirical	data	in	Chapter	3	have	shown	that	NegB	(Mandarin	bù	and	Hong	Kong	Cantonese	
m4)	are	 incompatible	with	aspectual	viewpoints	 in	general,	experiential	aspect	 included.	 In	
section	 4.4,	 I	 argued	 based	 on	 Croft’s	 Negative-Existential	 Cycle	 that	 NegAs	 are	 standard	
negators	 developed	 from	 the	 negative	 existential	 predicate,	 hence	 the	 systematic	
interpretation	of	non-existence	produced	by	negation	with	NegA.	NegBs,	on	the	other	hand,	
being	 negative	 forms	 of	 the	 Generic	 operator	 proposed	 in	 Chierchia	 (1995),	 encode	 a	








the	 structure.54	Therefore,	 when	 aspect-marking	 is	 present,	 standard	 negation	 by	 NegB	 is	
generally	ill-formed.		






bù	 can	 negate	 the	 primary	 predicate	 (V1)	 in	de-constructions,	 as	 in	 (75).	Moreover,	 if	 the	




ruguo						ni	 	 bu	 pao-de	kuai,	 ni	 jiu	 de-bu-dao	 						jiangpin	














Principle.	 Nevertheless,	 this	 account,	 though	 theoretically	 elegant,	 would	 be	 gravely	 challenged	 by	 the	
‘exceptional’	 cases	 in	 (78-79)	where	bù	can	co-occurs	with	aspectual	marking.	Since	no	additional	event	
variable	is	present	in	those	sentences,	it	would	be	inexplicable	how	the	competition	between	Gen	and	the	
existential	 quantification	 introduced	 by	 aspect-marking	 over	 the	 same	 event	 variable	 in	 spec-vP	 can	 be	
resolved	and	hence	allowing	these	structures	to	be	well-formed.	Therefore,	having	considered	a	wider	set	
of	empirical	data,	it	is	more	favourable	and	appropriate	to	analyse	the	relationship	between	Gen	and	[Hab]	
















Zhangsan	 guyi	 	 bu	 ba	 [suoyou]f	 de	 lan	 pingguo		
Zhangsan	 deliberately	 not	 BA	 [all]	 	 DE	 rotten	 apple		
dou	 reng-le,	 weile	 re	 ni	 shengqi	
all	 throw-PFV	 for	 make	 you	 angry	

















	 ni	 bu	 chi-guo	 liulian,	 zen	 zhidao	 ta	 bu	 haochi	
	 you	 not	 eat-EXP	 durian	 how	 know	 it	 not	 tasty	
	 ‘If	you	haven’t	eaten	durian	before,	how	could	you	know	it’s	not	tasty.’	(Mand.)	
b. 你不吃了這碗飯，我就不帶你去公園玩了	
	 ni	 bu	 chi-le	 	 zhe	 wan	 fan,	 	
	 you	 not	 eat-PFV	 this	 bowl	 rice	
	 wo	 jiu	 bu	 dai	 ni	 qu	 gungyuan	 wan	 le	
	 I	 	 then	 not	 bring	 you	 go	 park	 	 play	 SFP	
‘If	 you	don’t	 finish	 this	 bowl	of	 rice,	 I	would	not	 take	 you	 to	 the	playground.’	
(Mand.)	
c. 你不穿著校服，我真的認不出你呀	
ni	 bu	 chuan-zhe	 xiaofu,		 	
	 you	 not	 wear-CONT	 school.uniform	 	
	 wo	 zhende	ren	 	 bu	 chu	 ni	 ya	 	
	 I	 	 really	 recognise	 not	 out	 you	 SFP	
	‘(If/when)	you’re	not	wearing	school	uniform,	I	really	can’t	recognise	you.’	(Mand.)	
d. 這個時候，他不在開會，就肯定是病了	
	 zhe	 ge	 shihou,	ta	 bu	 zai	 kaihui,	 	
	 this	 CL	 time	 he	 not	 be.at	 have.meeting	
	 jiu	 kending	 shi	 bing	 le	




rather	 than	 claiming	 that	bù	 is	 attached	 to	 the	Mood	 head,	 I	 suggest	 that	 in	 those	 cases,	
Moodirrealis	and	Gen	enter	into	an	Agree	relation	which	licenses	NegB.	The	problem	with	having	
overt	aspect	 in	the	structure	 is	 that	 the	habituality	 feature	on	the	verb	 is	 impossible.	Since	
NegB	is	the	negative	form	of	the	Generic	operator	which	probes	for	a	modality	feature,	such	














ta	 bu	 keneng		 shuo-guo	 shenme	 	





ni	 bu	 keyi	 jie-le	 	 shu	 bu	 huan	




ni	 bu	 yao	 chuan-zhe	 xiaofu	 	 	 sichu	 guang	
you	 not	 must	 wear-CONT	 school.uniform	 around	wander	
‘You	mustn’t	wander	around	with	your	school	uniform	on.’	(Mand.)	
d. 這個時候，他不會在開會	
zhe	 ge	 shihou,	ta	 bu	 hui	 zai	 kaihui	





















for	 existence	 which	 can	 survive	 under	 negation.	 The	 originality	 of	 the	 proposal	 lies	 in	 its	









three	 negators	 are	 trying	 to	 negate	 by	 denying	 its	 existence;	 hence	 the	 inevitable	 clash	
between	definite	aspects	and	NegA	as	well	as	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5.	NegB,	on	the	other	






the	 generic	 operator,	 the	 negation-aspect	 relation	 in	 Chinese	 is	 also	 accounted	 for.	 The	
advantages	of	this	analysis	are	three-fold.	First,	 it	takes	into	account	the	contemporary	and	
historical	data	which	 indicate	 that	yǒu/jau5	 ‘have’	expresses	existence	and	NegA	expresses	




idiosyncratic	 to	 Chinese	 varieties,	 which	 greatly	 increases	 the	 explanatory	 power	 of	 the	










This	 dissertation	has	 set	 out	 to	 solve	 the	Chinese	negation	puzzle	which	 centres	 upon	 the	
interaction	between	negation	and	aspect.	The	latter	consists	of	both	situation	type	as	denoted	
by	the	predicate	and	viewpoint	aspect	marked	explicitly	by	different	aspectual	markers.	One	
of	 the	 empirical	 contributions	 of	 this	 study	 is	 the	 inclusion	 of	 a	 Chinese	 variety,	 Gaozhou	
Cantonese,	that	differs	from	the	familiar	Mandarin	system	of	bù	‘not’	and	méi(yǒu)	‘not	have’	









diachronic	 evidence,	 the	 following	 generalisations	 have	 been	 made	 for	 all	 the	 standard	
negators	and	aspectual	markers	under	investigation:		
	
(i) the	 standard	 negators	 are	 all	 base-generated	 in	 the	 outermost	 specifier	 of	 vP	 as	
Negmin/max	c-commanding	the	event	variable	in	the	VP	shell	(Davidson	1967;	Kratzer	
1988,	1995);	
(ii) the	 aspectual	 sensitivity	 in	 Chinese	 negation	 stems	 from	 the	 low	 position	 of	 the	
aspectual	markers,	all	of	which	are	base-generated	within	the	c-commanding	domain	
of	 Neg	—	 the	 postverbal	 aspect	markers	 are	 lexically	 merged	 with	 the	 verb	 and	
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inserted	 into	 the	 structure	 in	 V;	 the	 preverbal	 imperfective	 marker	 is	 generated	























It	 has	 thus	 developed	 into	 a	 verbal	 negator,	 but	 is	 still	 limited	 to	 certain	 domains	 of	 the	
grammatical	 system.	Gaozhou	Cantonese	mau5	 is	 of	 Type	C~A,	 at	which	 stage	 the	original	
negative	existential	predicate	has	not	only	developed	into	a	verbal	negator	but	has	gradually	
lost	its	existential	meaning	to	become	a	‘pure’	negator	for	the	entire	grammatical	system.	The	
historical	 background	 and	 Croft’s	 Cycle	 provide	 empirical	 and	 theoretical	 support	 for	 the	
argument	 that	méi(yǒu)	 and	mou5	 are	 standard	 negators	 that	 realise	 both	 Neg	 and	 the	
existential	quantifier	(rather	than	Neg-Asp	or	Neg-PFV	as	suggested	in	previous	studies).	This	
successfully	 accounts	 for	 several	 facts:	 first,	 in	 bare	 negatives,	 méi(yǒu)	 and	 mou5	
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systematically	deny	the	proposition	by	stating	that	the	situation	denoted	does	not	exist,	i.e.	
the	 non-existence	 reading;	 second,	 these	 negators	 are	 incompatible	 with	 individual-level	
predicates,	which	 are	 argued	 to	 contain	 a	 habituality	 feature,	 [Hab],	 that	 clashes	with	 the	
existentiality	 encoded	 in	 méi(yǒu)	 and	 mou5.	 Moreover,	 when	 the	 negative	 declarative	
sentence	 is	 aspectually-marked,	 méi(yǒu)	 and	 mou5	 are	 compatible	 only	 with	 indefinite	
aspects,	because	the	presupposition	of	existence	that	definite	aspects	(perfective	aspect	and	






mau5	 has	 already	 developed	 into	 a	 general	 verbal	 negator	 that	 can	 apply	 to	 the	 entire	
grammatical	system,	its	distribution	and	interpretation	differs	slightly	from	méi(yǒu)	and	mou5	
in	 bare	 negatives.	Mau5	 is	 compatible	 with	 all	 situation	 types	 and	 the	 meaning	 of	 bare	
negatives	 is	 ambiguous	between	an	existential	 reading	and	a	modality	 reading	 (habitual	or	





of	 the	 generic	 operator,	 Gen	 (cf.	 Chierchia	 1995);	 this	 analysis	 contrasts	 with	 previous	
conceptions	of	bù	as	a	neutral,	general	negator,	and	possibly	one	of	the	components	forming	
méi(yǒu).	Empirical	findings	show	that,	where	a	variety	has	more	than	one	standard	negator,	
























negation	 systems	 within	 the	 family	 of	 Sinitic	 languages.	Moreover,	 the	 fact	 that	 Gaozhou	
Cantonese	standard	negation	behaves	differently	from	either	of	the	negators	in	Mandarin	(or	
Hong	 Kong	 Cantonese)	 especially	 in	 bare	 negatives	 highlights	 the	 need	 to	 investigate	 the	
























aspect	 can	 be	 explained	 by	 case	 morphology	 and	 articles	 being	 strategies	 for	 marking	
referentiality	 on	 nominals.	 Osawa	 (2007)	 has	 shown	 that,	 typologically	 and	 historically,	
languages	at	least	have	an	article	system	(D-system)	or	a	morphological	case	system	to	turn	an	
NP	 into	 an	 argument.	 Some,	 like	 Modern	 Greek,	 have	 both,	 but	 Modern	 Chinese	 is	 an	









the	 link	 between	 nominal	 referentiality	 and	 aspectual	 definiteness	 in	 terms	 of	 viewpoint	
aspectual	marking	has	yet	to	be	investigated.		
	
In	addition,	 the	Chinese	 findings	also	 challenge	 the	neat	parallel	between	definiteness	and	
perfectivity	 suggested	 in	 the	 literature,	 where	 linguistic	 sampling	 is	 mostly	 Eurocentric.	
Chapter	 5	 has	 demonstrated	 that	 perfective	 aspects	 such	 as	 experiential	 aspect	 can	 be	








this	 thesis	 has	 concentrated	 on	 accounting	 for	 the	 interaction	 between	 negation	 and	 the	
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(1) a.	 我喜歡小明	 	 	 	
[BM]	 5.0/5/0	 wo	 xihuan	Xiaoming	
[TM]	 5.0/5.0	 wo	 xihuan	Xiaoming	
I	 like	 Xiaoming	
‘I	like	Xiaoming’	
b.	 我鍾意小明	 	 	
[HKC]	 4.7/5.0	 ngo	 zungji	 Siuming	




(2) a.	 我知道這件事	 	 	 	
	 [BM]	 5.0/5/0	 wo	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi		
	 [TM]	 5.0/5/0	 wo	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	
	 	 	 I	 know	 this	 CL	 event	
	 	 	 ‘I	know	about	this	event’		
b.	 我知道呢件事	 	 	
[HKC]	 4.9/5/0	 ngo	 zidou	 li	 gin	 si	
	 	 	 I	 know	 this	 CL	 event	





c.	 我知道己件事	 	 	 	
[GZC]	 4.4/5/0	 ngo	 deidou	gei	 gin	 si	
I	 know	 this	 CL	 event	
‘I	know	about	this	event’	
	
(3) a.	 小明總是看電視	 	
[BM]	 5.0/5.0	 Xiaoming	 zongshi	 kan	 dianshi	
[TM]	 4.5/5.0	 Xiaoming	 zongshi	 kan	 dianshi	
Xiaoming	 always	 	 watch	 TV	
‘Xiaoming	always	watches	TV’	(or	‘Xiaoming	watches	TV	all	the	time’)		
b.	 我成日睇電視	 	 	
[HKC]	 4.9/5.0	 ngo	 singjat	tai	 dinsi	




(4) a.	 小明哭得很大聲	 	 	
[BM]	 4.7/5.0	 Xiaoming	 ku-de	 	 hen	 dasheng	
[TM]	 5.0/5.0	 Xiaoming	 ku-de	 	 hen	 dasheng	
Xiaoming	 cry-DAK	 very	 loud	
‘Xiaoming	cried	very	loudly’	
b.	 我喊得好大聲	 	 	
[HKC]	 4.8/5.0	 ngo	 haam-dak	 hou	 daaiseng	
I	 cry-DAK	 very	 loud	
‘I	cried	very	loudly’		
c.	 我哭得好大聲	
[GZC]	 4.7/5.0	 ngo	 huk-dak	 hou	 daaising	





(5) a.	 小明彈得很好聽	 	
[BM]	 4.7/5.0	 Xiaoming	 tan-de	 	 hen	 haoting	
[TM]	 5.0/5.0	 Xiaoming	 tan-de	 	 hen	 haoting	
Xiaoming	 play-DAK	 very	 pleasant.to.hear	
‘Xiaoming	played	very	well’		
b.	 我彈得好好聽	 	
[HKC]	 4.4/5.0	 ngo	 taan-dak	 hou	 houteng	
[GZC]	 4.7/5.0	 ngo	 taan-dak	 hou	 houteng	





(6) a.	 我聰明著	 	 	 	
[BM]	 1.3/5.0	 wo	 congming-zhe	
[TM]	 1.5/5.0	 wo	 congming-zhe	
I	 clever-CONT	
lit.	‘I	am	clevering’		
b.	 我喺度聰明	 	 	
[HKC]	 1.5/5.0	 ngo	 haidou	cungming	
I	 be.loc	 clever	
lit.	‘I	am	clevering’	
c.	 我在己聰明	 	 	









(7) a.	 認真地小明思考	 	 	 	
[BM]	 1.2/5.0	 renzhe-de	 Xiaoming	 sikao	
[TM]	 1.4/5.0	 renzhe-de	 Xiaoming	 sikao	
serious-ly	 Xiaoming	 think	
Intended:	‘Xiaoming	is	seriously	thinking’		
b.	 認真咁小明考慮	 	 	
[HKC]	 1.2/5.0	 jingzan-gam	 Siuming	 haauleoi	
serious-ly	 Siuming	 consider	
Intended:	‘Siuming	is	seriously	considering’		
c.	 認真咁小明思考	 	 	




(8) a.	 我端得不是起這箱書	 	 	
[BM]	 1.1/5.0	 wo	 duan-de	 bu	 shi	 qi	 zhe	 xiang	 shu	
[TM]	 1.1/5.0	 wo	 duan-de	 bu	 shi	 qi	 zhe	 xiang	 shu	
	 	 I	 lift-DAK	 not	 be	 up	 this	 box	 book	
	 	 Intended:	‘I	am	not	able	to	lift	up	this	box	of	books’	
b.	 我攞得唔係起呢箱書	 	 	
[HKC]	 1.2/5.0	 ngo	 lo-dak	 	 m	 hai	 hei	 li	 soeng	 syu	
	 	 	 I	 take-DAK	 not	 be	 up	 this	 box	 book	
	 	 	 Intended:	‘I	am	not	able	to	lift	up	this	box	of	books’	
c.	 我捧得冇係起己箱書	 	 	
[GZC]	 1.6/5.0	 ngo	 pung-dak	 mau	 hai	 hei	 gei	 soeng	 syu	
	 	 	 I	 lift-DAK	 not	 be	 up	 this	 box	 book	






(9) a.	 我吞得不是下這個饅頭	 	 	
[BM]	 1.2/5.0	 wo	 tun-de	 	 bu	 shi	 xia	 zhe	 ge	 mantou	
[TM]	 1.1/5.0	 wo	 tun-de	 	 bu	 shi	 xia	 zhe	 ge	 mantou	
	 	 	 I	 swallow-DAK	 not	 be	 down	 this	 CL	 bun	
	 	 	 Intended:	‘I	am	not	able	to	swallow	this	bun’		
b.	 我吞得唔係落個饅頭	 	
[HKC]	 1.1/5.0	 ngo	 tan-dak	 m	 hai	 lok	 li	 go	 maantau	
	 	 	 I	 swallow-DAK	 not	 be	 down	 this	 CL	 bun	
	 	 	 Intended:	‘I	am	not	able	to	swallow	this	bun’		
c.	 我吞得冇係開己隻饅頭	 	 	
[GZC]	 1.3/5.0	 ngo	 tan-dak	 mau	 hai	 hoi	 gei	 zik	 maantau	
	 	 	 I	 swallow-DAK	 not	 be	 open	 this	 CL	 bun	










[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 haipa-le	 laoshu	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |*mei-you)	 haipa-le	 laoshu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 xihuan-le	 Xiaoming	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 xihuan-le	 Xiaoming	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao-le	 zhe	 jian	 shi	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao-le	 zhe	 jian	 shi	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 renshi-le	 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 renshi-le	 Chen	 xiansheng	






[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)		 san-le-bu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)		 san-le-bu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 chang-le-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei)		 chang-le-ge	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 kan-le	 	 shu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 kan-le	 	 shu	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 pao-le-bu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei)		 pao-le-bu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 chi-le	 	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 chi-le	 	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	






[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 xie-le	 	 zhe	 feng	 xin		
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 xie-le	 	 zhe	 feng	 xin		




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying-le	 	 bisai	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying-le	 	 bisai	




	 [BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 renchu-le	 Chen	 xiansheng	
	 [TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 renchu-le	 Chen	 xiansheng	




	 [BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 qiao-le		 men	
	 [TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 qiao-le		 men	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 da-le-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 da-le-ge	








ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 geng-zo	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??m	 |??mou)	 zungji-zo	 Siuming	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 zidou-zo	 li	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 sik-zo	 	 Can	 Saang	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)		 saan-zo-bou	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 coeng-zo-go	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 tai-zo	 	 syu	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 paau-zo-bou	




ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 sik-zo	 	 li	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 se-zo	 	 li	 fung	 seon		




ngo	 (m	 |??mou)	 jeng-zo		 beicoi	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 daalaan-zo	 zek	 bui	





ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 haau-zo	 mun	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 daa-zo-siik	






ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 kwong-de	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 zungji-de	 Siuming	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 deidou-de	 gei	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 sikdak-de	 Can	 Sinsaang	














ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 tai-de	 	 syu	









ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 sik-de	 	 gei	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 se-de	 	 gei	 fung	 seon		





ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 jing-de		 beicoi	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 daalaan-de	 zik	 bui	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 haau-de	 mun	















[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 haipa-guo	 laoshu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 haipa-guo	 laoshu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |mei)	 	 xihuan-guo	 Xiaoming	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |mei)	 	 xihuan-guo	 Xiaoming	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao-guo	 zhe	 jian	 shi	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 zhidao-guo	 zhe	 jian	 shi	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 renshi-guo	 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 renshi-guo	 Chen	 xiansheng	








[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 san-guo-bu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 san-guo-bu	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang-guo-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang-guo-ge	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan-guo	 shu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 kan-guo	 shu	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 pao-guo-bu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei)	 	 pao-guo-bu	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 chi-guo	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 chi-guo	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	






[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 xie-guo	 zhe	 feng	 xin	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei)	 	 xie-guo	 zhe	 feng	 xin	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 ying-guo	 bisai	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 ying-guo	 bisai	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 renchu-guo	 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 renchu-guo	 Chen	 xiansheng	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 qiao-guo	 men	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 qiao-guo	 men	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 da-guo-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei)	 	 da-guo-ge	








ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 geng-gwo	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??m	 |mou)	 	 zungji-gwo	 Siuming	




ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 zidou-gwo	 li	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 sik-gwo	 Can	 saang	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 saan-gwo-bou	




ngo	 (??m	 |mou)	 	 coeng-gwo-go	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 tai-gwo	 syu	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 paau-gwo-bou	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 sik-gwo	 li	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 se-gwo		 li	 fung	 seon	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 jeng-gwo	 beicoi	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 daalaan-gwo	 zek	 bui	





ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 haau-gwo	 mun	




ngo	 (*m	 |mou)	 	 daa-gwo-siik	






ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 kwong-gwo	 lousyu	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 zungji-gwo	 Siuming	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 deidou-gwo	 gei	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 sikdak-gwo	 Can	 sinsaang	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 saan-gwo-bou	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 coeng-gwo-go	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 tai-gwo	 syu	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 paau-gwo-bou	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 sik-gwo	 gei	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 se-gwo		 gei	 fung	 seon	





ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 jing-gwo	 beicoi	




ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 daalaan-gwo	 zik	 bui	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 haau-gwo	 mun	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 daa-gwo-gaak	










[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 haipa	 laoshu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 haipa	 laoshu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 xihuan	Xiaoming	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 xihuan	Xiaoming	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zai	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zai	 zhidao	 zhe	 jian	 shi	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 zai	 renshi	 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 zai	 renshi	 Chen	 xiansheng	








[BM]	wo	 (?	bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 sanbu	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |mei-you)	 zai	 sanbu	




[BM]	wo	 (?bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 chang-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |mei)	 	 zai	 chang-ge	




[BM]	wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 kan-shu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei-you)	 zai	 kan-shu	




[BM]	wo	 (?bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 paobu	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |mei)	 	 zai	 paobu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 chi	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 chi	 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	






[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 xie	 zhe	 feng	 xin		
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 xie	 zhe	 feng	 xin		




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 zai	 ying	 bisai	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 zai	 ying	 bisai	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 zai	 renchu		 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei)		 zai	 renchu		 Chen	 xiansheng	




[BM]	wo	 (?bu	 |?mei-you)	 zai	 qiao-men	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |mei-you)	 zai	 qiao-men	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 zai	 dage	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |mei)	 	 zai	 dage	








ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 haidou	geng	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??m	 |??mou)	 haidou	zungji	 Siuming	




ngo	 (??m	 |??mou)	 haidou	zidou	 li	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (?m	 |??mou)	 haidou	sik	 Can	 saang	




ngo	 (?m	 |?mou)		 haidou	saanbou	




ngo	 (?m	 |mou)	 	 haidou	coeng-go	




ngo	 (?m	 |?mou)		 haidou	tai-syu	




ngo	 (?m	 |?mou)		 haidou	paaubou	




ngo	 (?m	 |?mou)		 haidou	sik	 li	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (?m	 |?mou)		 haidou	se	 li	 fung	 seon		




ngo	 (?m	 |??mou)	 haidou	jeng	 beicoi	




ngo	 (??m	 |??mou)	 haidou	daalaan	 zek	 bui	





ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 haidou	haau-mun	




ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 haidou	daasiik	






ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 kwong	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 zungji	 Siuming	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 deidou	gei	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 sikdak	 Can	 sinsaang	




ngo	 (mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 saanbou	




ngo	 (mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 coigei	 	 coeng-go	




ngo	 (mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 tai-syu	




ngo	 (mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 paaubou	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 sik	 gei	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 se	 gei	 fung	 seon		





ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 jing	 beicoi	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 coigei	 	 daalaan	 zik	 bui	




ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 coigei	 	 haau-mun	




ngo	 (?mau	 |?mau	 jau)	 coigei	 	 daagaak	










[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 haipa-zhe	 laoshu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 haipa-zhe	 laoshu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 xihuan-zhe	 Xiaoming	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 xihuan-zhe	 Xiaoming	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao-zhe	 zhe	 jian	 shi	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |*mei-you)	 zhidao-zhe	 zhe	 jian	 shi	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 renshi-zhe	 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |*mei-you)	 renshi-zhe	 Chen	 xiansheng	








[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei-you)	 san-zhe-bu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 san-zhe-bu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang-zhe-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 chang-zhe-ge	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan-zhe	 shu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 kan-zhe	 shu	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |?mei)	 	 pao-zhe-bu	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 pao-zhe-bu	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 chi-zhe		 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 chi-zhe		 zhe	 kuai	 dangao	






[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 xie-zhe		 zhe	 feng	 xin	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 xie-zhe		 zhe	 feng	 xin	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 ying-zhe	 bisai	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 ying-zhe	 bisai	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 renchu-zhe	 	 Chen	 xiansheng	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei)		 renchu-zhe	 	 Chen	 xiansheng	




[BM]	wo	 (*bu	 |??mei-you)	 qiao-zhe	 men	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei-you)	 qiao-zhe	 men	




[BM]	wo	 (??bu	 |??mei)		 da-zhe-ge	
[TM]	wo	 (*bu	 |?mei)	 	 da-zhe-ge	








ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 geng-gan	 lousyu	




ngo	 (??m	 |??mou)	 zungji-gan	 Siuming	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 zidou-gan	 li	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 sik-gan		 Can	 saang	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 saan-gan-bou	




ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 coeng-gan-go	




ngo	 (??m	 |?mou)		 tai-gan		 syu	




ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 paau-gan-bou	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 sik-gan		 li	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 se-gan	 	 li	 fung	 seon	




ngo	 (*m	 |??mou)	 jeng-gan	 beicoi	




ngo	 (*m	 |*mou)	 daalaan-gan	 zek	 bui	





ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 haau-gan	 mun	




ngo	 (*m	 |?mou)		 daa-gan-siik	






ngo	 (??mau	|*mau	jau)	 kwong-gan	 lousyu	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 zungji-gan	 Siuming	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 deidou-gan	 gei	 gin	 si	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 sikdak-gan	 Can	 sinsaang	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 saan-gan-bou	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 coeng-gan-go	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 tai-gan		 syu	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 paau-gan-bou	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 sik-gan		 gei	 gau	 daangou	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 se-gan	 	 gei	 fung	 seon	





ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 jing-gan	 beicoi	




ngo	 (??mau	|??mau	jau)	 daalaan-gan	 zik	 bui	




ngo	 (?mau	 |??mau	jau)	 haau-gan	 mun	



































































































I 	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 0	 0	 0	 3	 0	 0	 5	
II 	 0	 12	 0	 1	 34	 76	 0	 0	 2	 15	 31	 0	 171	
III 	 2	 0	 0	 0	 11	 67	 0	 0	 10	 6	 10	 0	 106	
IV 	 0	 0	 0	 0	 0	 20	 1	 0	 9	 4	 6	 0	 40	
V 	 1	 0	 0	 1	 32	 91	 31	 0	 34	 19	 102	 13	 324	
VI 	 2	 0	 0	 0	 52	 420	 37	 0	 16	 94	 134	 1	 756	
VII 	 0	 0	 0	 0	 2	 4	 1	 0	 1	 4	 8	 69	 89	





Texts	 wei4	 wu4	 wu2	 fei1	 mo4	 wei1	 fei3	 bu4	 wu2	 mei2	 TOTAL	
I	 57	 13	 7	 33	 18	 6	 0	 583	 131	 6	 854	
II	 857	 127	 355	 794	 406	 163	 9	 8041	 2036	 54	 12842	
III	 1692	 140	 3	 1268	 422	 254	 44	 10387	 2818	 213	 17241	
IV	 168	 15	 3	 92	 48	 18	 0	 1177	 307	 8	 1836	
V	 2879	 447	 12	 1970	 1015	 615	 19	 19571	 6738	 357	 33623	
VI	 4940	 557	 107	 3627	 1212	 615	 45	 38889	 10577	 401	 60970	
VII	 384	 52	 1	 151	 750	 103	 0	 8877	 1762	 555	 12635	







Texts	 wei4	 wu4	 wu2	 fei1	 mo4	 wei1	 fei3	 bu4	 wu2	 mei2	
I	 6.7%	 1.5%	 0.8%	 3.9%	 2.1%	 0.7%	 0.0%	 68.3%	 15.3%	 0.7%	
II	 6.7%	 1.0%	 2.8%	 6.2%	 3.2%	 1.3%	 0.1%	 62.6%	 15.9%	 0.4%	
III	 9.8%	 0.8%	 0.0%	 7.4%	 2.4%	 1.5%	 0.3%	 60.2%	 16.3%	 1.2%	
IV	 9.2%	 0.8%	 0.2%	 5.0%	 2.6%	 1.0%	 0.0%	 64.1%	 16.7%	 0.4%	
V	 8.6%	 1.3%	 0.0%	 5.9%	 3.0%	 1.8%	 0.1%	 58.2%	 20.0%	 1.1%	
VI	 8.1%	 0.9%	 0.2%	 5.9%	 2.0%	 1.0%	 0.1%	 63.8%	 17.3%	 0.7%	
VII	 3.0%	 0.4%	 0.0%	 1.2%	 5.9%	 0.8%	 0.0%	 70.3%	 13.9%	 4.4%	
VIII	 3.6%	 0.0%	 0.0%	 1.1%	 0.4%	 0.8%	 0.0%	 75.3%	 6.7%	 12.1%	
	
	
Figure	D6.	Frequency	of	occurrences	of	individual	negators	relative	to	total	occurrences	of	
negators	in	text.		
	
